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$1:Bel> 
Symbol of Advanced Design 

Radio Tubes, Foto - Lectric Tubes, Television Tubes 

sold under the SPEE D brand represent 

the last word in Tube Engineering at all times. 

NEW TYPES 
SPEED 234, a radio fre- 
quency pentode in the 2 

volt, low wattage series. 
Because of the outstanding 
characteristics of this tube, 
it will eventually supplant 
the type 232, except for 
detector use. 

SPEED 282, a mercury 
vapor rectifier, fills the 
demand for increased 
power, smaller envelope 
dimensions, improved 
regulation. It will even- 
tually supplant the type 
280 in the new receivers. 

SPEED Triple -Twin, an exclusive develop- 
ment of the SPEED laboratories, illustrated 
in last month's issue. Type 295 AC; type 
291 DC; type 293 for automobile use. 

n 

CABLE RADIO TUBE CORP.: 

=Mail current bulletins on items checked: 

Radio Tubes Foto- Lectric tubes 
Television Tubes 

Name -.. .... 

Address 
- - 

-. 
- 

-- 

City and State 

REGULAR TYPES 
Receiving Tubes 

General General 
AC Series DC Series 

224 201A 
235 199 
551 WD11 
226 WDI2 
227 120 
245 140 
247 112A 
171AC 171A 

200A 
Triple -Twin 222 

Series 
Special Amplifier 

291 Series 
293 
295 

Automobile Sparton Set 
Series Series 

236 S82B 
237 S83 
238 S84 
239 S85 

Low Wattage Rectifier 
Series Series 

230 
231 
232 
233 
234 

280 
281 
282 

210 Other new important types 
250 will shortly be announced. 

Foto -Lectric Tubes 
Five types with several different basing arrangements. For use with 
DeForest Phonofilm, Kinoplay, Weber, Platter, Holmes, DeVry, RCA 
Photophone, Powers, Pacent, Royal, Universal, Gries, Western Electric 
and many other types of equipment. 

Standard gas -filled types, red sensitive, caesium on caesium -oxide, 
silver -oxide base. Guaranteed against defects. 

Television Tubes 
One inch plate, Wall Electrode type for operation in plate circuit 
of type 171A tube and with plate current limitations in circuit of 
types 245 or 247. 

Crater type, in standard diameters of .015 ", .020 ", .030 ", .040 ". 
Other sizes available on special order. 

Send Coupon for Current Bulletins 

CABLE RADIO TUBE CORP. 

230 -240 NO.NINTH ST. BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
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'You bet I can fix it 
but I have 3 jobs ahead 
of yours. I'll be over in an 

hour!" 

WORK FOR YOURSELF 
If they've cut your pay -go to work for yourself! Put in as 
many hours as you like. Set your own prices. Name your 
own pay. Be independent! You can, if you're an R. T. A. 
Certified Radiotechnician engaged in the highly profitable 
business of servicing all kinds of radio sets and equipment. 
Here is a field that actually needs trained men, and R. T. A. 
has made it possible for you to break in and make money 
almost at the very start. 

A Wonderful, Practical Plan 
The Radio Training Association of America is not just a 
school that merely gives you a certain amount of radio 
fact, then leaves you to shift for yourself. Indeed not. You 
really become a lifetime member of the great R. T. A., 
and with your course you get the fine R. T. A. Set Ana- 
lyzer and Trouble Shooter illustrated here. With this 
equipment and your R. T. A. training you'll be able to 
locate the trouble in any set, quickly, and get a good big 
price for the few minutes needed for the repair. That's 
what makes the R. T. A. plan so practical; you begin 
making real money almost immediately after joining. As a 
member of R. T. A. you should be the most popular radio 
service man in town -your income limited mainly by your 
willingness to work. Up to $20 a day is easy. 

NO -COST 
MEMBERSHIP 
PLAN 
We have worked out a truly 
wonderful plan whereby 
R. T. A. membership, the 
R. T. A. Course, and the 
R. T. A. Set Analyzer and 
Trouble Shooter need not cost you a cent. The 
coupon will bring you full particulars. Clip - 
fill in-mail now! Today! 

(This excellent 
set analyzer 
and trouble 

shooter included 
with our course 
of trainirt 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
4513 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept. RcA- sChicago 

Send me full particulars of your No -Cost Member- 
ship Plan. 

Narae__ 

Tou rr Statc-.-_...._.. - 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
4513 Ravenswood Avenue Dept. RCA -5 Chicago, Illinois 
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In Forthcoming Issues 

PICTURES BY WIRE. In this interesting article the author 
describes the processes involved in sending pictures, almost 
instantaneously, to remote points. 

.A NOVEL SHORT -WAVE ADAPTER. To eliminate the 
faults in poweriling previous designs of short -wave adapters, 
the author designed a novel and efficient system of connec- 
tion which is described in detail. 

RE- RANGING METERS. Numerous articles describing the 
Procedure in re- raut gin g meters have appeared. None of 
thteut, however, Irate contained the technical "meat" that the 
Service Man will find in this treatment of an important 
subject. 

.\ SELE.("l'Iv1': C'ItYS'l'.\1. RECEIVER. Raclin receivers 
which depend upon the "natural rectifier" for operation 
nuts be built with "bauml selection" as described in detail 
in this article. 

RADIO-CRAFT Is published monthly. on the min of the month preceding that of 
date: Its subscription price Is $2.50 per year. (In Canada and foreign countries. 
$3.00 a year to roser additional postage.) Entered at the postoff ice at Mt. Morris. 
Ili., 

` 
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Text and Illustrations of this magartue are copyright and must not be reproduced 
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STORIES and WONDER STORIES IfA ItTet1Y. du.riptlons to these maga- 
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\trite fur information. 
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OPPORTUNITIES 
are many 

for the Radio 
Trained Man 

Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job! Don't be 
satisfied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how 
to get your start in Radio -the fastest - growing, biggest money - making 
game on earth. 
Jobs Leading to Salaries of SSo a Week and Up 
Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester -as Radio Salesman 
and in Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of a Broad- 
casting Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talk- 
ing Picture or Sound Work- HUNDREDS of OPPORTUNITIES for a 
real future in Radio! 

TenWeeks of Shop Trainin 
We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Tele- 
vision and Sound equipment - on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge 
Broadcasting equipment, the very latest and newest Television apparatus, Talk- 
ing Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment,Code Practice equipment, etc. 
You don't need advanced education or previous experience. We give you - 
RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS -the actual practice and experience rrs 
you'll need for your start in thisgreat field. And because we cut out all useless the- 
ory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks. 

TELEVISION and 
And Television is already here! Soon there'll be 
a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION 
EXPERTS ! The man who learns Television 
now can have a great future in this great new 
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amaz- 
ing new Radio development! Come to COYNE 
and learn Television on the very latest, new- 

Many Earn While Learning 
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And 
don't let lack of money stop you. Many of our students 
make all or a good part of their living expenses while 
going to school and if you should need this help just 
write to me. Coyne is 32 years old ! Coyne Train- 
ing is tested - proven beyond all doubt. You can find 
out everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon 
for my big free book! 
H. C. Lewis, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 1899 

COYNE Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 52-811 Chicago, Ill. 

TALKING PICTURES 
est Television equipment. Talking Picture and 
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to 
the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new 
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare 
NOW for these wonderful opportunities ! Learn 
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talk- 
ing Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment. 

All Practical Work 
At COYNE In Chicago 

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build 
radio sets, install and service them. You actually op- 
erate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct 
Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your 
own Television programs over our modern Tele- 
vision equipment. You work on real Talking Picture 
machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless 
Operating on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't 
waste time on use!ess theory. We give you the prac- 
tical training you'll need -in I0 short, pleasant weeks. 

Mail CouponToday for All the Facts 
H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. S2.8n Chicago, III. 

Dear Mr. Lewis: - Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and 
all details of your Special Offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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SEND NO MONEY-- 
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Clip and mail to us the coupon below. We will send you either one 
or both books through the Express Company for your inspection. 

have the privilege ofkeeping or returning them. 

\\N 
P -=(=f=( =11 = I-=-Ï-=i 

Official .. 

Radio Service 

Manual 
I 

G+epkee Directory 

eomtweaial Rhona Davao., .. ,' 

Volume !, 1931 Edition 

t- 
Sñ K B A,ú IR 

F p M N 5 
0 $ lid 
S ID 

S 
A 

w 
áL 

É A H D 

R - _ NOT ONE OF THE DIAGRAMS PUBLISHED IN VOLUME 
NUMBER I OF THE OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 

IS REPEATED IN VOLUME NUMBER II. 

If you want a complete set of 

al Radio Diagrams, you must 

have both volumes in your file 

Both volumes of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL will 
piste you the most complete set of circuit diagrams ever published 
for the Radio Industry. Every Radio Service Man and Dealer should 
have them available for immediate use in his business. Professional 
set- builders and amateurs will find them instructive and helpful. 

Briefly outlined below are the "high spots" that are to be 

found in the 1931 Manual -the first complete radio service 
manual ever to be published. Over twenty -seven thousand 
copies of this edition were sold to members of the radio in- 
dustry. This assures you of its importance to those en- 
gaged in radio and how valuable it is to them. 

Partial Contents 

Wiring diagrams of radio sets manufactured since 1927. and 
many earlier ones of which there is any record elsewhere. 

650 pages of helpful radio -servicing material. 

Complete course of instruction for Radio Service Men, deal- 
ers, manufacturers, jobbers, set builders and amateurs. 

(Here are but a few of the subjects covered in the special 
course of instruction). 

Amplifiers Power- Supply Systems 
Antennae Radio Phonograph 
Automotive Radio Equipment 
Condensers Resistors 
Detectors Short-Wave Sets 
Eliminators Speakers 
Meters Tubes 

$4.50 Complete with Supplements 

650 PAGES 
(Complete with Supplements) 

Over 1,500 Diagrams, Charts 

and Illustrations 

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder, 

9 x 12 inches 

1932 

Official 
Radio Service 

Manual 

Crplel ufK,or1 

1931.1932 RaBa Re<ri.rr. 

I oll Radio Srr. i.. Gad. 

f',dame 11, 1932 Edition 

Get Supplements FREE with the 
NEW 1932 MANUAL 

There is so much new material in this Manual, that a Service Man 
or dealer would be lost without it when called to service a set. In- formation about new models which have been on the market only a 
few weeks are contained in this brook. The 193? Manual makes the 
service kit complete. 
The 1932 Manual contains a Full Radio Service Guide and a Complete 
Directory of all 1931 -1932 Radio Diagrams, also models of older de- 
sign. Everyone in the Radio business should have a copy. Send for .ours today! 

Partial Contents of Volume H 
A step -by -step analysis in servicing a receiver which embodies in its 
design every possible combination of modern radio practice; it is fully 
illustrated and thoroughly explained. It is the greatest contribution 
to the radio service field. 
('hart showing the operation of all types of vacuum tubes, whether 
new, old or obsolete. : \n exclusive résume of the uses of the Pentode 
and Variable -Mu Tubes and their characteristics. 
Complete discussion of the superheterodyne and its inherent peculiari- 
ties. Also a special chapter on tools used on superheterodyne circuits. 
Schematic diagrams and circuits complete with color endings. 
Important chapters on commercial aircraft radio equipment; new data 
on commercial short-wave receivers and converters. 
Servicing and installation of public address systems and talking ma- 
chine equipment. 
Standardized color -endings for resistors. 
Operation of old and new testing equipment; htl,e voltmeters. output 
meters. oscillators and aligning tools. 
.\ fttll section on Midget radios -their design. circuit:. and types. Ilow 
to service them most economically. 
Hundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio receivers which have 
never been published. 
lilank pages for recording notes. diagrams and sketches; these pages 
are transferable to any part of the book. 
Coupon page for free questions and answers. 

Mail Coupon TODAY! $5.00 Complete with Supplements 
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Ins. Re -8 
96.98 Park Plue, New York, N. Y. 
I'Iease send me for FREE itapeetion the hooks 

hate Iherkrd below. 1 understand that t 
may examine them carefully. and sluould I de- 
ride Io keep them. I will pay the full cost. 
plus the few rents for carrying charges. This 
offer Is good only In the U.S.A. 
l 1 Volume 1. 1931 Manual. with Sopple- 

( ) 
Vents, $4.10 
olume 11. 1932 Manual, with Supple- 

ments to be mailed Free erers 60 days. 
$5.00 

( 1 (BOTH BOOKS FOR $9.00 

TAME 

.t1)1)IIESS 

CITY STATE 

OVER 1,000 PAGES 
(Including Supplements) 

Over 2,000 Diagrams, Charts 

and Illustrations 

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder, 

9 x 12 inches 
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815 Logs of48forei9nsfaEíons 

received in U S. again Prove 
SCOTT ALL -WAVE 
the One Round/lie lI}orldReceíver 

r ° ANUARY LOGS 
From Scott Owners 

rattan A. ,. 

d 
N KINIE Au.tr.li..... 
S'E2UE a. 

Colombia Clombia 
EVA' Prone*... 
11K\I Colombia.... 
URA Colombia. . 

4. 
GSSW England.... a IIKI' Colombi.. 
F31111 Indo-China 3.S 
l'ONTOIBE France In 
ZEESEN Germuv 15 
LYN Argentina Il 
( :11W England 
BEE Colombia 
CHU England .... 
(CBS England.... 
BBC Colombia... 
PHA DO Ecuador.... - BANAT Mottoes, 
VII? Bermuda 
C\ICI Cub. 
IMF Colombia 
CTIAA Portutal 
FT France 
KA %O !!.wil 
OXY Danmark.. 
/WIDE Ecuador 

1A 
Japan . 

1'1 Ergot 
KV -15 Vi..i... 
YY.BMO Teneruel... 
For wu.t.r Mun son 

a,C>IK Cu. .... 
CSl2\IE Cub. . t a 

MIA Germany. 
FARIS Spain... 
FAQ - 

FTP 
FrR 
KEN Ilawaü 
LSY Argentina 
IPX -ISO 

Coe. TI( -NrYE Cata Nis 
EVERY Franceela 
VFW France 
IZA Ne Zealand 
aYA New ZeJ.nd 

` 
úUa![a 

CD On \l o 

ea MILL 

645 

Send COUPON 
for full 

PARTICULARS 
FROM NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO -from 
Canada and the Gulf Coast -from everywhere 
in the United States -verified logs of foreign 
reception have poured in -815 in all- during 
the month of January. The most distant station 
was 10,500 miles away from the receiver! And 
most of the logs that came in were of stations 
over 6,000 miles distant. 

These logs -this reception of foreign stations 
was accomplished with Scott All -Wave Receiv- 
ers operating under all possible conditions. The 
results obtained are, therefore, AVERAGE - 
and represent the results YOU will get when 
YOU buy a Scott All -Wave for yourself. They 
constitute actual PROOF of the SCOTT ALL - 
WAVE'S ability to give 
daily 'round the world per- 
formance. Not just once in a 
while - but daily, summer 
and winter. And by recep- 
tion, we mean loud, clear, re- 
production -ample volume 
-clear, undistorted tone - 
thoroughly satisfactory in 
every way. 

ALL WAVE 
15.550 METER 
cJ'itpenct etrocly`ze 

:\ radio that dots not cov. r a 
range of 15 -550 meters is com- 
pletely out of date. But you want 
more than just a set that "dials" 
15-550 meters. Even "promises" 

of foreign reception won't do. The 
set you want is the one that can 
PROVE its world -wide prowess 
BEFORE you buy it. That ONE 
receiver is the Scott All-Wave 
15 -S50 Meter Superhetrodyne- 
a custom-built jewel of advanced 
design and precision engineering. 
The coupon will bring you full 
details - and you'll be happily 
surprised at the modest price. Clip -fill in -mail the coupon now. 

The E. H. SCOTT RADIO 
LABORATORIES. Inc. 

(Formerly Scott Transformer Co.) 
4450 Ravenswood Avenue 

Dept. C -52 Chicago, Illinois 

The E.H. Scott Radio Laboratories, Inc. 
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. 052 Chicago, Ill. 
Send me full particulars of the Scott All -Wave, 15 -S50 
meter Superhetrodyne. 

DYER El SET BUILDER o DEALER 

1-ame 

Street 

Toton... State 

1 

I 
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BE THE BOSS OFyÓUR OWN 

RADIO 

A slender silk -covered cord runs from antenna and 
ground posts (no connection with power wiring) to the 

neat, entirely insulated push button of the BLAH BLAH 

ELIMINATOR, which can be carried anywhere -to the 

customer's armchair, ironing board, or under the din- 
ing table. One sample, to everyone (note this protection) 
$1.00 postpaid; to dealers and service men only, t/z 
dozen 54.00, I dozen $7.00 postpaid. Cash in advance; 
no accounts opened. Money promptly refunded on re- 

turn of any sample in perfect condition within ten days. 

HERE'S 

THE 

SERVICE 

MAN'S BEST SELLER 

Doubles the Enjoyment 
from Any Radio 

BLAH BLAH 
ELIMINATOR 

MAl BE you think a "good" broadcast 
receiver is a sharp- tuning, sensitive 

one with good tone fidelity. But that cus- 
tomer of yours -what does he think? Show 
hint a radio that he can "shut up" at the 
touch of a button, without getting up from 
his chair, whenever it starts a volley of 
whatever he may call "blah." There's a 
regular radio -that's what Mr. and Mrs. 
Customer will think -and especially when 
the telephone rings! 

Why not convert their old radio into a 
"regular" one, charging them only $1.00 
for the BLAH BLAH ELIMINATOR and 
50 cents for your installation ? -over half 
of which total represents your profit. 

Think of the market -everybody that 
has a radio! Tell them in a minute what it 
will do- demonstrate it on any set in an- 
other minute. Sell only ten a day -install 
them on the spot, they're small and light to 
carry -and you have a mighty nice in- 
come, besides whatever else you take in. 
Send for your initial supply today -he the 
first in your community to offer this serv- 
ice that will be talked about at every gath- 
ering! 

COMPO MFG. CO., 1255A S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 
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ILI SERVICE 

Cii 
DEALERS 

&Chace TERRITORIAL FhGHTS 
Representatives everywhere are making big money 
with this most beautiful line of midget and console 
quality receivers. . The manufacturer protects your 
locality for you. ALL BUSINESS FROM THAT TER - 
HITORY IS YOURS. . The line is the most com- 
plete ever offered and includes five and six tube T.R.F. 
sets, six tube superheterodynes, four tube short -wave 
adapters, and nine tube all -wave combination receivers. 
EVEN A MOST COMPACT AND SIMPLIFIED 
AUTOMOBILE SET WILL SOON BE READY. Our 
complete television model is now in the course of con- 
struction. No matter what others may offer, you can 
be in a position to present something for less. . . . 

Write on your business letter -head or send us your 
business card. Only one representative selected for 
each territory. Be the first in your locality. 

Model 56 (above). 
Uses "- '3. -i's: 1 -'21: 1 -'47: 1 

'SO. 110 Volts AC. 50 to GO 

Cycles. Height 1G$ ". Width 
11 ". Depth 9 ". Round arch 
model with Iwo -toned American 
Walnut cabinet. Full -vision dial 
with traveling light Indicator. 
Dynamic Speaker. AC Model. 
614.25 les. tubes. COMPLETE VIT11 .t1CTI'RUS TUBES $16.75. 
DC Model also. 
Model SA has same characteristics as 5B but cabinet is of pointed top 
design and dark American Walnut finish. AC Motel, $14.25 less tubes. 
COMPLETE WITH Alh'TI'RUS TUBES $16.75. DC Model also. 

4 Tube Short Wave Converter. 
Uses 1 -'27: 1-'21) 1-'51: 1 
'SO. Triple Switching Arrange- 
ment. NO plug -In rolls. run- 
t-Dion dial with traveling light. 
Special two-toned Walnut cab- 
inet. Adapter ranuected to any 
receiver makes It sulerhelera- 
.1ytie on short Power 
supply Is self -contained unit. 
1 'sed OD .\l' or battery operated 
receivers. Smooth tuning by 

means of high ratio tuning dial. 
Height 111/2", Width 131/2". I1ei,th 

AC Muriel, $14.25 lens tubes. 
I -h.Stt'LF:'rF: \1'ITII .t R C T t' R I' S 
TUBES $16.25. 

Modal SA (above). 
Uses 2- '24's: 2- '35's; 1 -'47; 
1 -'80. 110 trolls AC, 20 to 
60 Cycles. litre-sensitive Dy- 
namic Speaker. Tone Control. 
Hum Control. Full -vision Dial. 
hall- bearing Condensers. Cab- 
inet of selected art grained 
American walnut. Height 18 ", 
Width 15 ". Depth 9 ". Weight 
1s04 Ils. .\C Slealet. $16.75 
less tubes. COMPLETE WITH 
.t RCTl'RI'S TUILES. $20.25. 
DI' Model also. 

MODEL 6SA SUPERHETERODYNE. 
Uses 2- 'S1's; 2- '21'5: 1 -47; 1 -'S0. Circuit design exelnslvely our o 

l 

i 111 

- 
seneltivlty of any 1 110. breceiver. Ultra-sensitive Dy inutile Speaker. Time Con- 
trol. Hum Control. Fu Il- vislmn dial. (tall hearing rondensers. Cabinet of selected 
art grained American Walnut. Height IS ". Width Ii ", Depth 9 ". weight 5 tbs. 
AC Model, $18.75 Hess tubes. CII\II'LP:TE \\'1'1'11 \IU "I'l'111' 'l'i'I,:s $21.75. 

9 TUBE ALL WAVE COMBINATION. 
l'ses 3 -"I's; 3- '21'5: 1 -'27: 1 -'17: 1 -'S0. Tris Super Superheterodyne bas 
two full'vl, pun .11515 with triple switching arrangement. Nn tmublernne plug Ill 
coils. Everyone an eutoy simplified tuning 011 ail wave bands. Even a child c 
operate sueeossfully. Tuning by six variable eoudenvers tl midget). Can he had 
lit midget type cabinet solette. lleight to". Width 11 ", Depth toc_" 
$37.50 las tubes. COMPLETE WITH LECTURES TURFS, $42.00. Weight 30 lbs. 

LEGION RADIO MFG. COMPANY 
154 WEST 22nd ST. Dept. RC -5 NEW YORK, N. Y. 

TRIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED 
ALL SHIPMENTS MADE WITHIN 24 HOURS, 

All Prices Net. F. O. R. New York City. C. O. D. orders must 
be accompanied by at least 20% of total amount. Balance on receipt 
of merchandise Make all money orders or cheeks payable to 
Legion Radio Mtg. Co. 
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on/y SuperHet! 
Completely 
Assembled r tuifh 

Lo rg e ® - l., ,,w Dynamic 
Speaker 

Pentode 
Variable -Mu 
and Real 

Automatic 
Volume 
Control 1* 

__ it 
/ 

WORLD -WIDE 
SHORT WAVE 
RECEPTION 

MID - 
WEST 

4 -TUBE 
SHORT 
WAVE 

CON- 
VERTER 

Converts :1 11 

set of ade. tai. sen- 
sitivity into a short - 

wave receiver for 
reception of pollee 
calls, airplane con- 

ions. sllips It 
sea, and, under 

conditions, broadcasts from foreign stay 
This mmnzing new short -wave converter em- 
ploys 4 tubes and is self -powered. It uses one 
1511. one 224. and two 227 tubes. In combina tiun 
with n II-tube Super -,let. it gives you a 13- 
tube ALL-WORLD. ALL -WAVE combination. 
When used with the very latest model Midwest 
11 -tube super- heteroil y ne, shown above, it 
gives you n total of 15 powerful tubes. and 
ALL-WORLD, ALL -WAVE reception unbeat- 
able even in receivers costing several times 
its much. 
Don't confuse this 4 -tube sel fpo irorerl con- 
verter with cheap one and 4w'041111 co live rters 
that are not self- powered. The Mi.to,st l 'otl 
verter act tinily gives better perfo nun ne. than 
many converters ..ostint twiee as cinch. 

Read This Letter! 
This is but Ille of Inany rs received from 
delighted Midwest buyers: 
"During the past week I the following: 
FI--\ l'ontoise. France; I; i;\\' Rugby. E.ng- 
land; 110.1 \'atienn City, Italy: XD-\ Mesh.° 
City: CIGME Sydney, Australia: TE01 
Bow ninny ille, Canada : 12 Ito Come. Italy: 
(t5S\\- Chelmsford. England: ('I.\ and CE71DIt 
Drummondville. Canada. Also picked up many 
amateur and airport stations from all over 
United Slates. Xun,rons ship, shore and 
transatlantic phones from both sides and all 
lla w al inn Test Station ennu- in clear and 
sharp. Several Sp:aaish and I :erman speaking 
stations have also been received but not yet 
identified. Have received every broadcast from 
FTA, morning and afternoon, for over a week 
with wonderful tone and volume. The Mid- 
west Combination Set is certainly one to be 
proud of." 
R-nt. S. Toler. W inhrpn rk. I'!:,.. \tor. 1. IP::_ 

MIDWEST RADIO 
Dept. 72 

New 
13-Tube and 1S-Tube 

lU. WORLD -ALL WAVE 
tOM BI NATIO NS! 

NOW pun may get SIDtit9'\1-AVE broad- 
casts -- I irpl:ut culis - -- police signals - 
stu nil :lyd lung leave broadcasts -:1i1 with 
one eon:Livation set. Hear U. S. stations / 
front moos, to coast. anti from Canada to 
Me\iro. nicer the Canadian sta l ions, t. 
Mesita,. Cubit. South -\merleii, ships at sea. 
foreign stations: -\ Midwest 13 -tithe or ' 
1:1 -tube combination gives you ALL that's 
desirable In radio, These wonderful new - 
combinations are sold at amazingly low 
di ru-et- from -factory- prices. When you receive our 
the low prices. ^b din's free t'inl offer, terms ns 
110 positivrli :rlu :ruvl. )tail the cotillion right nosy 
life. 

MIDWEST 
All . ALL 

WORLD WAVE 

s- 
big new catalog and note 
low as t ;fog down. you'll 
-cet IIt. surprise of your 

Deal Direct with Factory 
SAVE UP TO 50% ., hit pu serf 11 IS I...., onered al lfici. 

1yß Ijr atoo zinc low prices. 1 n 5:ne ile, middleuuu'. 
profts Von out tit still each pun spl:udidly 
packed, rigidly tested with - rya hilig in place ready 
to plug in. No nss.mbiiiig : Entertain yourself for 30 days al l seil n tely Flt El: 
then decide. And don't forgot -every MIDWEST outfit is barked by an 

absolute guarantee of satisfaction. You take no risk. Mail the 
coupon now! 

TERM S 
as lilt (.1i. 

$5.00 DOWN 

Coalelete Line of 

Conie:es 
The big i- i;i :f: ratting 
beanlifulb inset :ue. 
the rolotitlete line of 
gorge.. \I Idweat Con- 

"11.t.nae,' High 

CORP. 
Est. 1920; CINCINNATI, O. 

--- .Mai/ this Coupon for Complete 
Details and Big FREE Catalog! 

Midwest Radio Corp. 
Dept. 72 
Cincinnati. Ohio 

() Senll nue SPECLti. 
LASER .\GENT "S 
PROPOSITION 

11'ilhnut obligation send me your new 1932 r :.[:.low and . unpbte 
detail, of 13 and 13 -tube All-World. . 111 -Wace Combinations. 4 -tubo 
Cum ruer, 9 and 11-tube Sucer- Ifeernds nes, btw fanon' erkcs, easy 

terms and liberal 30 -day free trial offer. This is NOT an order, 

Name 

Address 

T.'wn State 
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"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio" 
Editurtai Offices. ')h98 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 

HUGO GERNSBACK 
Editor 

MODERNIZING ELECTRIC SETS 
By HUGO GERNSBACK 

S 
INCE the advent of the electric set in 1927, approximately 
15,0(5)0/0 of such sets have been produced. 

Of these, 10,000,1((1 may be said to be antiquated 
because they operate with old- fashioned equipment, and 

are still utilizing the magnetic hype of speaker instead of 
the modern dynastic type. 

The old sets have no tone control, and as a rule, compared 
to a modern receiver, they have little power, or as it is said 
in the vernacular, they have "no pe1)." 

Yet, millions of such sets are in use every day for various 
reasons. One reason, perhaps the plain one, is the present 
economic depression; the owners have a read investment in 
their sets, (having bought them when high prices prevailed, 
at an average of over $110.19) apiece) and are, therefore, loth 
to throw out the set which, after all, still gives some service. 

Another reason is that some of the sets of the vintage of 
1928 -29 were housed in very expensive cabinets; the latter 
often representing more than 50% of the total cost. The cabi- 
net that now houses an antiquated radio is a piece of furniture 
that the owners are not willing to discard immediately, and 
for that reason they put up with the admitted deficiencies of 
the old radio. 

Although these are excellent reasons, they should not deter 
the aggressive Service Man from selling efforts, because they 
open up a hitherto -untapped gold ' . 

It probably has not entered into the head of the present 
owners, of these antiquated sets, that these may be modernized 
and brought up to date for a very modest sum of utoney. 'l'he 
changeover of such sets to dynamic speakers, pentodes, vari- 
able-mu tubes, etc., is not a difficult one and it enables the 
Service Man to reap a real harvest, if he only knows how 
to go about it. 

. If the Service Man who has serviced such sets in the past 
knows what he is about, the situation reveals itself as one of 
comparative simplicity. All he needs to do is to call the atten- 
tion of the owner to it by personal visit, telephone or letter, 
telling him that his set is now woefully antiquated, and that 
it needs to be brought up to date. If you once get "under the 
skin" of the owner, and stake him realize that he has an anti- 
quated radio set (which may be compared to a Model "'1 "' 
Ford car) the owner will usually be persuaded to consider 
the proposition of having the set modernized. 

Of course, the owners of fine cabinets, nine tithes out of 
ten, fail to realize that a changeover' will not niár or affect 
the appearance of their prized cabinets, and this point should 
be pressed with due emphasis. 

Naturally, no two cases will ever be exactly the saute, so 
it is possible only to give general advice on the subject; hut, 

as a rule, it has been found in practice that a little salesman- 
ship properly applied works wonders with the average set 
owner. 

Most important, however, from the standpoint of the Service 
flan, is the fact that once the job has been done, it will be 
found that the owner's attitude towards the set has entirely 
changed. 'l'he improvement has, so M speak, put new life into 
hits, speaking from a radio standpoint. He will use the set 
more; he will be more likely to show it to his friends, because 
he can again feel proud of the set, just as when it was new. 
It can, indeed, he described by him as an "up -to -date set," 
because that is exactly what it is. 

Just as an operation has made a new man out of many an 
invalid, so a "set operation" makes a new receiver out of an 
antiquated "wheezer," and will be a source of more business 
for the Service Man. Once the set owner has been shown that 
a Service Man has clone him a real turn, he will call the same 
Service Man in again when the need comes, either for servicing 
or if he finally decides to buy a new set. And we know of 
ninny cases where Service Men have closed a n ber of nice 
set sales in this way. 

And have you, as a Service Man, ever considered the Itiple- 
speaker installation? 

Practically every set 'owner has use for more than one 
speaker. Whether he lives in an apartment or in a house, 
the case remains the same. As a rule, the radio set will be 
found in the living room. What about the (lining room? 
What about the childrens' room? What about the bedr ors? 

If the owner can he convinced that, for a moderate sum of 
money, speakers can be installed all over the house, with 
switches and vol controls so that they may be turhed Off 
and on at all outlets; many attractive sales can thus be made. 
We know of a ber of Service Men who have worked this 
as a specialty, and f 1 it exceedingly profitable; particu- 
larly in suburban or country houses, where the need of extra 
speakers is acute. 

Of course, in this instance too, an old set operates poorly, 
because more power is required to supply a number of speakers. 
The extra speaker, as a rule, need not be a dynamic; it may 
be of the magnetic type, as the wiring is simpler and the 
power demand less. With the corning of the summer, loud- 
speaker installations on summer porches is a worth -while 
undertaking for Service Men who e plain of spoor business. 

One Service Man always carries an extra speaker wfth him, 
to demonstrate on the spot the advisability of extra speakers. 
He reports that six out of eight. owners order at least one 
extra speaker. 
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How to Build the 

TETRADYNE 
ALL -WAVE RECEIVER 

THE writer has always had a liking for the superheterodyne 
receiver ever since building the i'Itradyne designed by the 
late R. E. LaCault. With the advent of screen -grid tubes, 
however, he has always felt that the extra grid could be put 

to good use by using one tube as a combined oscillator and modu- 
lator ( first -detector). Consequently, about a year ago, the writer 
set about designing a receiver, using the superheterodyne principle, 
that incorporated the idea mentioned above. As a result, the set 
pictured in Figs. .t, B, and C was developed. It is called the 
"Tetradvne" Model 1-12 merely because the combined oscillator - 
first- detector is a four -element tube. 

The Oscillator- First -Detector 
Figure 1 shows a detailed schematic circuit of the first tube. It 

will be seen that one side of the oscillator tuning condenser C2 is 

By 

HARRY 

HILL 

250,000 ohms. The cathode bias resistor (R2 in Fig. 2) may have 
a value of from .503 to 1,000 ohms; it is not very critical -in fact, 
in one case, the writer used 1,5011 ohms with ver %' good results. 

A further examination of Fig. 1 will show that the input to this 
tube is tuned in the con ventiunal I I la ner, even though the plate 
circuit is a little out of the ordinary. There is about 30 percent 
coupling between the screen and plate circuits, the exact amount 
depending upon the value of plate voltage used. This value has 
nothing to do with the construction of the receiver; it hieing given 
for the interest of certain "technically- minded" men. 

A particular point of interest is the faut that the screen -grid is 

used as the output element. This grid has its current modulated 
(varied) by the plate current fluctuations; it being in this manner 
that the coupling is secured. 

The voltages on the screen -grid and plate are not at all critical, 
bud, as a general rte, the plate voltage should he about 
one -third the value of the screen voltage -which is the 
same for any dvnatron oscillator. iIowever, the volt- 
ages specified on the diagram have been found hest for 
all practical purposes. 

The writer has found one feature that may be of 
interest. Using one particular tube with 180 volts on 
the screen, the plate -voltage supply lead could be dis- 
connected entirely from the set, and the tube would 
keep on functioning as usual. Once the set was shut 
off by means of the power switch, the tube would not 
oscillate again when the set was turned on unless the 
180 -volt lead were momentarily applied. This may be 
food for thought for some detailed experimenter. 

'l'he two circuits (first -detector and oscillator) are 
prevented f "pulling in" by the plate resistance of 
the tube. 'l'bus, tinder no conditions do the oscillator 

Fig. B, above. Top view of the Tetradyoe's chassis. 
Fig. C, right. under- chassis victo of the receiver. 

connected to the positive side of the high voltage 
through the oscillator coil 1.3, which is connected in 
the plate lead of the tube. Since the other terminal 
of the condenser is grounded, the high voltage is ap- 
plied directly across the condenser. This may not be 
regarded as "good engineering" practice, but the 
writer has operated this receiver for eight months 
without any harmful effects. It will be noticed, by 
reference to the schematic diagram of the completed 
receiver shown in Fig. 2, that a small Christmas -tree 
lamp is connected in the high -voltage line; if a short 
should occur, the lamp will burnmt, thus protecting 
the "B" supply unit from possible danger. 

Referring again to Fig. 1, it will be seen that a grid leak and 
grid condenser is used in the input circuit. This is optional, as the 
circuit works very well without it; it chocs, however, seem to add 
a little sensitivity to the receiver. If it is used, the grid condenser 
should have a value of 150 mmf., and the grid leak a value of 

and broadcasting station mix at any but the I.F. frequency. 
It will now lrc instructive to discuss the tithes used in the set and 

then proceed with its construction. 
lioth the '24 and '35 (the latter a variable -mu type) tubes have 

been tried in the oscillator- first -detector stage. From the writer's 
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1 
Many all -wave receivers have been de- 
scribed heretofore; but the Tetradyne, dis- 
cussed by the author, has some very novel 
features that warrant the close attention 

of set -builders, Service Men, and 
Experimenters. 

experience, the '3.5 has been found to give better results on the 
lower wanes while the sauce reception was secured on the broadcast 
hand. For this reason the '35 type tube wns selected for this pur- 
pose as well as for the two stages of I.F. A '24 was used as the 
second -detector which is resistance-coupled into a '27 list audio 
whic, in turn, feeds into two '47 pentodes connected in a push -pull 
arrangement. 

The Tuning Condensers 
Now, referring to Fig. 2 and also to the photographs, it will be 

seen that the tuning condensers are of the two- stator type. They 
are Nat' al type E.C. 4 which originally had a capacity of .0001. -ntf. 
IIowever, several plates have been reuulyccl front each section so 
that now the smaller section is enmpused of three plates and has 
it capacity city of .0001 -mf. (Condensers C2 and C5 in Fig. 2.) 'l'he 
Larger section has seven plates and a ca- 
pacity of .(H)02 -inf. (Condensers ('I and 
C4 in Fig. 2.) This results in a total ra- 
pacity of ARM-inf. in each section, which 
is used to tune the broadcast hand. The 
smaller sections are used only for the short- 
wave han(1S, :urd are automatically con - 
neeted in the circuit by means of the plug- 
in coils illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Condenser C:3 is shown in Fig. 2 as con- 
necting directly across the entire tuning 
unit; hut, in reality, it is connected ttrnl 
across the smaller or .1)001 -m f. section; this 
connection also being shown in the coil data 
of Fig. 3. 

'l'he main tuning condensers are ganged 
on one dial and C3 is manipulated by means of a separate knob 
tin the front panel. Its use on the broadcast hand is art at all 
necessary; but on the shorter waves, it helps to tune in the weak 
stations. Condenser Cti is an equalizing condenser of about 51) f. 
and is permanently conhected to the broadcast-band coil; once 
adjusted, it should not be touched again. 

This condenser is also shown in the coil-data illustration of Fig. 
3. It sl Id be studied very carefully. 

One thing that will be noticed in examining Fig. 2 is the absence 
of R.F. chokes and complicated tiller systems in the plate and 

Fig. A 
Front vicu' of the Tetradyne .Model H2 receiver. 

screen -grid leads. They molt. Re used if so desired, but the writer 
does not see the necessity of them -in this set, at least. Nothing 
is used that does not improve results at the loudspeaker, for that 
is where the merits of a set are judged. They were tried and, 
while they may he theoretically O.K., the writer did not notice any 
improvement with their use, and consequently discontinued them. 

It will be noticed that the second -detector, while it is a '2.4 type 
tube, has its screen -grid and plate connected together -it being 
used as a mgular three -element tube. In this manner, greater 
auuplifie,,tion is secured than if a '27 were used. 

I)ifforrnt set -constructors have their own ideas on how a set should 
he shielded. I have found the following to he successful. 

Shielded wire is used on this receiver; the shield being grounded. 
It was found necessary to completely shield the first I.F. trans- 

former and tithe from the rest of the set, 
so all three I.F. transformers and the two 
I.F. tubes were enclosed in a separate three - 
section shield. 'l'he modulator -oscillator 
tube, the tuning condensers and coils are 
all placed in one large shield -box; and con- 
trary to the usual custom, the coils and 
condensers are not shielded separately. How- 
ever, the ':35 tube is shielded separately. 
None of the leads from the coils to the con- 
trol -grid caps are shielded -just plain 
rubber- covered wire is used. 

The complete receiver, including the power 
suppl }, is mounted on a sheet of 14 -gauge 
aluminum, 111,', ins. wide, 21 ins. long. and 
21., ins. high. The modulator- oscillator tube, 

the coils, tuning condensers, and dial are ted in an 18 -gauge 
aluminum shield -box, 101+ ins. long, ti ins. high, and 81{ ins. wide. 

The shield -box for the I.F. and second- detector is 81/4 ins. long, 
5 ins. wide, and ti ins. high. It is divided into three equal com- 
partments. the uuateri ii also tieing No. 18 -gauge aluminum. 

Home -built tuning coils wound on commercial forms have been 
used throughout as they have been found to he inexpensive. 

Figure :3 illustrates the manner in which the tuning coils are to 
be wound. While Pilot coil forms were used, they may he con - 

(Continued oa /wile 682) 
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Fig. 2 
Complete schematic circuit of the Tetradyne receiver. The exact connections of the input tuaiurg circuit is shown in Fig. 3. 
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MORE NEW TUBES! 

HERE we are again this month with 
a line of eight new tubes; each one 

being prematurely announced in 
these pages so that the set builder, 

expe nter and Service Man may be in a 

better position to formulate any plans he 

may have had for the future. It might be 

well to state that it is impossible at this 
time to specify the type -number of these 

tubes inasmuch as they have not yet been 

established at this writing. 
It is probable that even one of the tubes 

discussed in this article will have its physi- 
cal construction changed slightly, but this 
should not hamper the reader inns 11 as 

the electrical characteristics will be identical 
with those given here. 

A New Type Output Pentode 

In Fig. .\ we have 
shown a new type of out- 
put pentode which is ca- 
pable of delivering 3.5 

watts of undistorted out- 
put with it load resist- 
ance of 7000 ohms. Prob- 
ably the unique feature 
about this tube is the 
fact that, unlike other 
output tubes, it has a 

heater; in other words, it 
has a cathode emitter 
which is similar to the 
'27 type tube. 'Phis new 
feature results in a h 
lower hum output than 
has been heretofore pos- 
sible in power output tubes. For instance, 
consider Fig. 1. 

This curve shows the hum- voltage output 
when the grid and plate- return -leads are 

not brought to the center tap of the filament 
In other words, the '47 type tube has a I 

output of one volt when the center tap is 
but 1.5 percent off center; the new pen- 
tode has an output of but one -tenth of a 
volt with the return leads 1.5 per cent off 
center. An examination of this latter curve 
will readily show how quiet this new pen- 
tode is expected to be. 

Figure 2 shows the relation between plate 
voltage and plate current. The vertical line 
at the 250 -volt mark is the rated plate volt- 
age of the tube. . \s with other pentodes, 
the familiar "I p" at low, ,plate voltages 
is absent. 'Phis, of course, is clue to the 
insertion of thé fifth element in the tube. 
'l'he curves in Fig. 2 are each taken with 
different values of grid biases; at the rated 
bias of -16.5 volts, the plate current is seen 
to be approximately 33 milliamperes. 

Figure 3 is a very interesting curve; it 

By LOUIS 

ohms; it is for this reason alone that 
the value of 7000-ohms for the load resist- 
ance was chosen. 

Figure 4 illustrates the variation of am- 
plification factor, mutual conductance, and 
(date resistance of the tube with various 
grid biases. As in the other curves, the 
vertical line indicates the rated bias of this 
new tube. 

It may be well to remark that the curves 
as given above have been supplied by the 
manufacturer of the tube. 

The following are the characteristics of 
the tube; heater voltage, 2.5; heater current:. 
1.75 amperes; plate voltage, 250; screen 
voltage, 2511; grid bias, -16.5; load resist- 

ance, 7000 ohms; ampli- 
fication factor, 100; in- 

FOR the fifth consecutive month, RADIO-CRAFT is scooping the field 
by being FIRST to announce new and vital radio tubes. In prac- 

tically every case, these new tubes have been published several months 
ahead of any other radio publication in the country. 

Because new tube developments are considered important, and 
inasmuch as every new radio development is fully dependent upon 
new and better tubes, RADIO-CRAFT has always taken the initiative to 
be the FIRST to bring the latest developments along these lines to 
its readers. 

The present article is a climax in this respect, as the developments 
of the entire radio industry, during the next twelve months, will 
revolve around these tubes. 

shows the relation between the load resist- 
ance and the power output of both the 
second and third harmonies. The small 
scale to the right indicates the percent dis- 
tortion. 'l'he second-harmonic output is a 

mum with a load resistance of 7000 

ternal plate - impedance, 
31000 ohms; mutual con- 
ductance, 33(X) anicrom- 
hos; plate current, 34 

ma.; output power, 3.5 
watts. 

It is seen that the char- 
acteristics of this new 
tube are very similar to 
that of the 'I7. In fact, 
it may directly replace 
the '47 tube; the only 
circuit change necessary 
is the rewiring of the 
socket as per the dia- 
gram, Fig. 5. 

The addition of this tube to any receiver 
will result in a greater power output with 
less distortion than could be secured with 
the '47. in fact, the author predicts that 
this new tube will completely replace its 
older brother within a short time after it 
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This month there are described eight new tubes; each one having characteristics 
suitable for experimental purposes. The sequence in which these tubes are dis- 

cussed is A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H, reading from left to right. 

MARTIN 

is obtainable in the open market. 

A Combination Oscillator First Detector 
Vero few people dent' the fact that the 

superheterodyne is the most popular circuit 
in use today. The only possible objection 
that one could have to its use is the neces- 
sity for having an additional (oscillator) 
tube. While circuits have been designed 
that have bined the oscillator and first 
detector, they have not proved very satisfac- 
tory, especially when monde on a production 
basis, so that almost every one who has 
designed such a circuit has eventually 
changed it so as to use the additional tube. 

Figure B shows what the author considers 
a tube of radically new design -a etnnbiii - 

tion oscillator and first -detector built into 
a single glass bulb. 

The diagram of Fig. 8 shows the rather 
unique mode of connection. As may be 
seen, the tube has two plates, a pentode- 
grid, a screen -grid, a control -grid, a cath- 
ode, and as heater. While physically it has 
seven elements, nevertheless colloquial use 
will probably change it to a sertode, inas- 
much as the cathode and the heater may 
be considered as a single clement. 

The operation of this tube is not unlike 
that of the familiar dynatron oscillator. 
Refer to Fig. 6. The coil 1.1 and con- 
denser Cl constitute the oscillator tuning 
circuit; the coil 1.2 and condenser C2 the 
secondary circuit of a standard R.F. trans- 
former.. Circuits 1.1 Cl and 1.2, C2 are de- 
tuned by an amount equal to the intermedi- 
ate frequency. The transformer and con- 
densers shown within the dotted outline to 
the right of the diagram is time first I.F. 
transformer. For convenience in explaining 

the operation of this circuit, the elements 
of the tube have been labeled in the diagrat m 

: s l'I, l'2, GI, G2 and K which corresponds 
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to the socket connection given in Fig. 7. 
All voltages shown in Fig. ti are obtained 
from batteries in order to simplify the dia- 
gram. 'l'he theory of operation, however, 
is the saute when operated f a power 
unit. 

Condensers C3,C4 and C5 are the f 'liar 
control -grid, screen -grid and plate bypass 
condensers. C6 is used as a bypass con- 
denser for the plate- voltage supply of P2. 

Referring to Fig. 8, it may be seen that 
the tube operates on the portion of plate - 
resistance curve which changes very rapidly. 
'l'hus, any change in grid -bias will result in 
a very large change in plate resistance. Now 
when a signal is applied to the control -grid 
(G1), the plate currents of both Pl and 
P2 vary in accordance with this signal 
voltage, while at the same time, the plate 
current of 11 is varying at a frequency 
determined by the size of 1.1 and Cl. The 
result is that the change in the control -grid 
voltage is determined not only by time signal 
voltage but also by that induced in the 
grid coil 1.2 from plate coil 1,1. Here is 
where plate I'1 cones into use: Its current 
is the result of both voltages, whose fre- 
quency is the difference between the two 
that is, equal to the intermediate frequency. 
It is for this reason that the I.F. trans- 
former is connected to Pl. Stated in an- 
other way, the tuhe has two plates; through 
one (P2), the oscillating current flows, and 
through the other, the resultant of both the 
signal and the oscillator plate current. 

'l'he relation between control -grid voltage 
and plate current is also shown in the same 
figure. A peculiar fact, as may: be seen 
by referring to Fig. 9, is that the plate of 
l'2 is at as potential of but 30 volts and that 
of 1'1, 2511 volts. 

This tube has some very interesting pos- 
sibilities, and it would be well for the ex- 
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'a;eer output 0111i per - 
nt harmonic- distortion 

,loves of the new out - 
put pentode. 

perimcnter and ,o1 

builder to obtain 1411' 

and see what can be 
done with it. 

The P. J. 11 

Pliotron 
A vacuum tube 

more sensitive than 
its predecessors in 
the measurement of 
minute voltage was 
announced recently 
by the vacuum -tube 
engineering depart- 
ment of the General 
Electric Company. 
This new "low noise" 
vacuum tube, illus- 
trated in Fig. C, is 
technically desig- 
nated ais the type 
"P. J. 11 Pliotron," 
differs particularly 
from the usual tube in the degree of vacuum 

that has been attained. In the ordinary 

tube, the gas pressure is of the order of a 

millionth of an atmosphere (an atmosphere 
being 14.7 pounds per squire inch); the new 

tube has been exhausted to a billionth of 

an atmosphere! 
'l'he "low noise" tube makes it possible 

to detect voltages of the order of 1/10,000,- 

:NH) of a. colt. It has been possible to do 

this at radio frequencies for some years, 

but when attempts were made to amplify 

voltages whose frequencies were less than 

11111) cycles per second, it was found that 
voltages of less than 1 /111,II00 of a volt were 

eulplettl' masked by large random dis- 

turbances. When these disturbances are 

nialle audible by a loudspeaker, they appear 
as al loud crackling noise. Because of the 

fact that this new tube reduces this noise 

between a hundred mad a. lhonsond -fold, it 
IS possible to measure voltages ¡IS small as 

a millionth of a :'oil and to detect voltages 

le -times smaller at all frequencies up to 

about one- million cycles per second. 
Laboratory investigations show that ran- 

dom disturbances are caused by any or all 
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such happenings IS insulation in or near the 
electron path, irregular filament emission, 
gas, positive -ions emitted by the filament, 
and insulating foreign deposits on grid 
wires. The construction of this new tube 
is such as to minimize these disturbances to 
an extent that will permit the measurement 
of the small voltage mentioned above. 

The characteristics of this new tube are 
as follows: Filament voltage, 5; filament 
current, 25- amperes; plate voltage, 135; 
plate current, .45-ma.; control -grid voltage, 
-..5; amplification factor, :30; internal plate 
resistance, 10,000 ohms; mutual conductance, 
:31110 iiiicromhos; grid -plate capacity, 9.6 
mud.; grid -filament capacity, 4 nnuf.; plate- 
filament capacity, 2.3 f. For a resist- 
ance coupled anuplilier, the following con- 
stants should be used: "B" voltage, 180; 
grid voltage, -:3; load resistance, 511),000 

ohms. With the above, the plate current 
will he .1 -ma. and 
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Fig. 4. above. 
I a riotion of amplifica- 
tion factor, mutual con- 
ductance, and plate im- 
pedance with grid bias. 

Fig. 5, right. 
At the left (.4), socket 
connections of the I t IC 

heater pentode. 
Fig. 7, right. 

.41 the right (It), SOCket 

connections of the new 

oscillator -first -detector. 

the amplification fac- 
tor 20. 

The Wunderlich 
Tube 

There will he an- 
nounced very shortly 
as new type of de- 
tector tube which is 
novel, inasmuch as it 
may he used not 
only as a second de- 
tector lint also as an 
automatic. volume - 
control and ampli- 
fier. This tube is 
illustrated in Fig. D, 

CONTROL- 
GRID 

SCREEN- 
GRID 

CAPON 
TORE 

SCREEN-6Ri0 42 
CATHODE PLATE 

HEATER 

-A- 

CATHODE RATE 

VI- 

CAP I 

CONTROL - 
GRID FIL. PIN IS 

GI -g- P2 

'ts 
the diagram of 
connections in 
10. 

As may be seen by 
an inspection of this 
figure, there is no 
bias on the tube it- 
self. The coil LI, 
and capacity C1, is 
the usuel secondary 
circuit that feeds 
the second - detector 
(of course, if the re- 
ceiver is of the 
T.R.F. type, the second letector is the only 
one there is, and consequently the inform- 
tion given regarding this tube is valid for 
such receivers also). Its theory of opera- 
tion is relatively simple. Consider Fig. 11. 

The signal voltage shown as A is impressed 
across grids G1 and 62 of the tube; one 

(61) being positive and the other (G2) 
negative. The plate current, due to GI, 
does not rise very much even though the 
grid is positive because of time unusual shape 
of the plate -current - grid- voltage curve 
shown in Fig. 12. The grid 62 being nega- 
tive causes a large decrease in plate current 

as shown in C Fig. 11; when the cycle re- 
verses, G1 causes a decrease in plate cur- 
rent while 62 hardly rises at all. 'l'he result- 
ant plate current flowing through the re- 
sistor It of Fig. 10 is shown at D of Fig. 11. 

In other words, full -wave rectification is se- 
cured, and the voltage drop across this re- 
sistor may be taken in order to obtain 
A.W.C. action. 'l'he elements of the grid 
as labeled in Fig. 10 are connected to the 
socket as shown in Fig. 13. 

This tube was designed by Dr. Wunder- 
lich, and is undergoing production at the 
present time. 

A New Two -Volt Pentode 

At this time, tube manufacturers announce 
aI new super -control vente in time two -volt 
series for use as an R.F. or I.F. amplifier 
or as a first detector in superheterodyne 
circuits. It corresponds to the '35 or '51 
in the A.C. series and the '39 (which was 
described in the February, 1932 issue of 
1t ADln- CRA,T) in the automobile series). 

The characteristics of this new tube 
(which is designated as the '34) are as 
follows: Filament potential, 2 volts D.C.; 
lilament current, .06- ampere; plate voltage, 
180 (max.); screen -grid voltage 67.5 (max.); 
control -grid voltage, -3; plate current, 2.8 
mima.; screen -grid current, 1 ma.; internal 
plate- resistance, 1,(N)0,000 ohms; amplifica- 
tion factor, 620; mutual conductance, 620 
Illicroll Ibos. 

This tube is ideally suited to short -ware 
use, especially for portable receivers. When 
used with the '32 screen -grid tube as a de- 
tector, and a '33 tube as an output tube, 
a higher degree of sensitivity and volume 
are obtainable. 

The socket connections of this tube, as 
shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15, slows the control - 
grid voltage- plate- current curve of the 
tube and also time Mutual conductance curve. 
Fig. 16 shows a family of plate- current- 
plate voltage curves. See Fig. H. 

A Detector -Amplifier 

As the sixth tube 
on the list we pre- 
sent a new detector- 
amplifier designated 

Fig. 6, left. 
Diagram of connections 
of the oscillator -first- 

detector. 

Fig. 8, below. 
I ariat ion of negative 
plate - resistance and 
plate current With grid 
vo tape for the osci - 
!ator -first detector tube. 
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as the 'lit. It is designated ais a three - 
electrode tube of general- Purpose t%pe Con- 
struction for use under conditions where 
freedom from mi<rophunie disturl mecs is 
required. It is specially applicable as a 

detector-amplifier or oscillator to h uttery- 
oueratecl equipment which may be subjectd 
to either inquiet or continual vibration. This 
tube is illustrated in Fig. E and has the 
following ratings and characteristics: Fila- 
ment voltage, 1.1 (D.C.); filament current, 
.25- ampere; plate potential, 90 volts (mas.); 
grid voltage, -4.5; plate current, 2.9 ma.; 
aunplilicretu ni factor, 8.2; internal plate-re- 
sistance, 13500 ohms; mutual conductance, 
/i.it) mieromhos; plate -grid capacity, 2.3 
uuuf.; grid-filament capacity. 5.4 mod.; 
plate -filament capacity, 3.5 tnmf. 

The "G -2S" Duodiode 

For several yeats past, the detector - 
circuit of the radio receiver has received 
less technical attention than any other cir- 
cuit front the standpoint of fidelity and 
overload characteristics. 

The earliest type of vacuum -tube detector 
-the diode- consisting simply of a ther- 
mionic cathode and a plate, was discanled 
chieflly because of its lack of gain; or, in 
other words, clue to the fact that it wax 
not particularly sensitive. It has become 
increasingly more apparent, during the last 
few years, that the two -element tube, or 
diode, has several advantages as a detector 
which more titan compensate fur its low 
gain and lack of sensitivity, and several 
modern circuits have appeared in which the 
usual triode, or three -element tithe with two 
of the elements electrically connected, have 
been used as a diode detector. It is well 
known that it is practically impossible to 
overload such a detector, since it has the 
ability to handle any amount of Power up 
to the point of destruction of the tube itself 
will t overload distortion. The circuits 
associated with this use have frequency char- 
acteristics which are inherently better 
adapted to detectors than are the mammon 
detectors in use today. In fact, the diode 
detector is often Outwit as the "linear de- 
tctor" as contrasted with the more usual 
"square -law" type. 

The advantages of "push -pull" operation 
are well understood in the radio art today. 
The great advantage of push -pull lies in 
the fact that this mode of operation auto- 

Fig. 9, below. 
Plate- voltage plate- 
current of the detector- 

oscillator. 

Fig. 10, right. 
Circuit diagram of the 
neve detector. Condens- 
ers C2 may be made 

equal to .00025- /n). 

luatially a ;ua'els out the objectionable even 
harmonies. 

It has remained for Grigslly- Urunuw en- 
gineers to incorporate in an entirely new 
tube and a new circuit, the romhination of 
these two developments, that of the diode 
or linear detector, and at the sane time the 
push -pull operation. 

'l'he "U -2S" is tonstrueted with a stand- 
ard heater type cathode operating at a 
heater terminal po- 
tntiad of 2.5 volts 
and a heater current 
of 1.75 amperes (av- 
erage). It utilizes 
two s a II plates, 
concentric with the 
cathode, with a spac- 
ing of about one mil- 
limeter between them 
at the center of the 
cat haute. 'l'he two 
plate leads are 
brought out sepa- 
rately to the stand- 
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Fig. 15 
Cu MT, showing the variation of plate-current 
and mutual conductance with grid-bias. The 
former is represented by the solid and the 
lather by the dotted curve. It should be noted 
that with the rated arid voltage of -3 ;wits, both 
the plate current and mutual conductance vary 
considerably with grid bias. This tube cannot 

be used in the output stage. 

and plate and grid 
prongs of a stand- 
ard five -prong base. 
'l'he tube operates in 
Majestic circuits 
with no D.C. plate 
voltage, only the ra- 
dio- or intermediate- 
frequency signal be- 
ing impressed on the 
plates. 

An important feature of the "G-2S," 
when operated tinder these conditions, lies 
in the fa('t that an extremely long life may 
be expected. At the present time, it is im- 
possible to say what the actual life may he, 
but it is cehiinl' safe to say that it will be 
fa r in excess of any of the commercial tri- 
odes or tetrodes now standard in the 
industry. 

The information given above is repro- 

Fig. 11. left. 
.Irümr of the detector 

tube. 

Fig. 12, above. 
Flare- rotta,,_' - plate - 
current curve of the 

new detector. 

Fig. 13. upper left. 
Socket ro mcetienrs of 

the detector tube. 

Fig. 14. lower left. 
Socket connections of 

the '34. 

(bleed with the courtesy of Dr. C. Marvin 
Illackhurn of the Grigsby- Grunow Co. A 
photograph of the tube is reproduced in 
Fig. F. 

A New Output Pentode for 
Automobile Receivers 

One of the most important problems in 
automobile receivers is that of supplying 
sufficient audio output. The signal level 
should he high enough so that driving noises 
will not interfere. The first sets employed 
fairly sensitive magnetic speakers so that 
an output of a few -hundred milliwatts was 
sufficient. However, with the recent trend 
to small dynamic speakers of poor efficiency, 
the power tubes are required to give a much 
higher output. 

The plate- supply power is very l 'ted. 
!try batteries of 135- ;und later of 180 -volts 
have been generally used tas "II" supply. 
Also the "IS" eliuunators introduced re- 
cently are designed to give only 30 -35 ma., 
because they operate on the car battery 
already lauded up to maximum capacity. 
Allowing about 10 ma. for the other tubes 
in the set, this leaves a maximum of 25 Ina. 
for the output tubes. After subtracting' 
the bilas voltage, about 4 watt, "It" power 
remain and must he used economically. It 
is easy to see that 2 watts of audio power 
is the highest possible output under these 
conditions. 

Another requirement imposed on the out- 
put tubes tas well as on all the other tubes 
in the set is that of maximum sensitivity. 
Conventional triodes are, therefore, prac- 
tically el' ated, pentodes being_ far su- 
Perko- in this respect. 

There are sonne tubes for this purpose on 
the market already; the '38, for instance, 
h;rcing been designed especially for auto- 
mobile receiver operation, has proven quite 
satisfactory. In s eases, a tithe with 
higher power output and power sensitivity 
is desirable. The plue dissipation. how- 
ever, at 165 volts on the plate is rather high 
for the size of the tube. 

The "33" would be quite suitable for this 
applicat' in some respects. However, the 

(Continued on page 683) 
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The Latest in 

RADIO EQUIPMENT 
A PORTABLE SOUND REPRODUCER 
A NEW portable and completely self- 

1-1 contained unit for reproducing records 
through radio sets and power amplifiers has 

been recently announced. 
Housed in the leatherette carrying case 

are an electric phonograph motor and turn- 
table, and a sensitive electro-magnetic 
pickup. A carrying case in the cover pro- 
vides for storage of several records without 
danger of breakage. 

The Operadio reproducer. 

This unit 
is adapted 
for use 
with all 
radio sets 
and ampli- 
fiers hav- 
ing pro- 
vision for 
connection 
to either 
high or 
low im- 
pedance 
pickups. 
Adapters 
are avail- 

able for connections to most other radio sets. 
Available with either high or low imped- 

ance pickup, and with 78 or 33 -1/3 R.P.M. 
motors, for 25 or 60 cycles, 110 -volt power sup- 
plies. It is a product of the Operadio Mfg.Co. 

A NEW BATTERY RECEIVER 
THE accompanying illustration is 

I shown a new 8 -tube superheterodyne 
(Model K O C) designed to operate from a 
110 -volt D.C. source. 
It uses four type 
F -236 -X variable -mu 
tubes for the R.F. 
stage, first -detector 
and two I.F. stages; 
two type F -236 tubes 
for the second- detec- 
tor and oscillator; 
and two type F -257 
tubes for the A.F. 
stage. It has a band -pass input circuit and 
a small dry battery for "C" bias. 

It is manufactured by F.A.D. Andrea, Inc. 

The Fada Model KOC. 

A SMALL DRY RECTIFIER 
THE H. T. 8 rectifier shown in the ilhis- 

tration is suitable for supplying the 
plate current of receivers cons g 60 ma. 

It Duty also be used 
for battery charging 
and for supplying 
field- current for dy- 
naunic speakers. 
It is manufactured by 

Westinghouse, Brake 
and Saxby Signal Co. The voltage doubler. 

A SMALL METER RECTIFIER 
THE use of output meters for testing 

purposes is becoming increasingly 
popular. The small rectifier shown below 

.1 set -up using the rectifier. 

was designed to work in conjunction with 
a 0 -1 ma. D.C. meter. For voltage measure- 
ments, the series resistor necessary may be 

determined by mere- 
ly multiplying the 
range by 1000. 'Thus, 
shown below is the 
connection of a 
meter for th r e e 

ranges, 0 -1,000 volts, 
0 -100 volts and 0 -10 
volts. A calibration 
curve is also shown. 

Left, manner 
in which 

multipliers 
are connected. 

Right, 
Calibration 

curve. 

: 
á 

umr IVArrrrrr 
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,t 

This unit is umanufac ured by the Taussig 
Research Laboratories. 

BULOVA RADIO SETS 
RADIO sets and electric clocks go to- 

gether like hand and glove, but the 
newest models have a degree of utility not 
obtained in earlier models of such " bina- 
tion" instruments. One of these newer 
radio receivers is illustrated below. 

A particularly interesting new feature is 
the ISulova electric clock which is built into 
the set. Besides giving the correct time, 
the clock (together with its .time relay) 
automatically turns the radio "on" and "off" 

at any desired time. 
Just pick out the 
program you desire 
to hear, set the clock, 
and when the time 
conies the radio 
automatically turns 
itself on and starts 
to play. 

There a r e five 
models in the 13u1- 

ova line: a five -tube The Bmlova "midget." 

T. It. F. midget (illustrated here); a seven - 
tube superheterodyne midget; a seven -tube 
console; a seven -tube Grandfather Clock; 
and a ten -tube deluxe console. 

The dvnanmic speaker has been set back 
from the front of the cabinet a number of 
inches and a shorthorn introduced, acting 
as an acoustic load. This greatly improves 
the quality of reproduction from the midget 
models. 

The clock operates continually, always 
indicating the correct, electrically perfect, 
synchronized time. The radio set can lie 
operated either automatically by the clock 
or manually in the ordinary manner. 

These sets are the first to be put on the 
market by the Bulova Watch Company. 

Its diagram of connections will be pub- 
lished in a future issue. 

AN A.C. AUTOMOTIVE RECEIVER 
TH1: New York and Chicago Automobile 

Shows occasion the announcement of a 
new superheterodyne motor car radio re- 
ceiver. It is manufactured by the Amer- 
ican Bosch Corp. and is designated as the 
Model 9 :20, because of 20 outstanding fea- 
tures, 9 of which are engineering features 
combined for the first time in automotive 
radio. 

One of the features is the Magmotor, an 
instrument used for the elimination of "11" 
batteries. This device is a single armature, 
double co tator machine, with a perm- 
anent magnet field and operates from the 
car battery. The receiver may be operated 
either front the Magmotor or from 135 volts 
of "B" batteries. 

Seven of the new automotive tubes are 
used including one used as a "diode -triode." 
Full automatic volume- control regulates the 
signal level to counteract the varying field 
strength as the car moves along the road. 

Bosch's latest 
automobile 

receiver. 

e 
The receiver utilizes the roof type an- 

tenna now being installed at the factory, 
or it may be operated with a new plate 
antenna designed by the Bosch company. 
It is suspended to the under -side of the 
car frame parallel to the road. 
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The television receiver 

RADIO -CRAFT 

A Complete Television Receiver 
AT 

last, with the announcement of 
a television receiver shown at the 

left and right, the public is begin- 
ning to get a glimmering of the 
particular corner around which tele- 
vision has been hiding for the last 
few years. 

The set is a prod- 
uct of the Hutton 
Television - Radio 
Corp. and bids fair 
to find an excellent 
market. It incorpor- 
ates, aside front the 
television receiver, a 
broadcast receiver so 
that the reception of 
sound and image 
may be made simul- 
taneously. 

The set has two 
main features: First, 
the disc is stamped 
front a single sheet of metal, and is 
slotted radially, so that each section 
between two slots may he bent at 
different angles; second, the crater 
lamp is so placed with respect to 
the screen that a long beam- length 

i \ ' 
SCREEN 

CONCAVE 
REFLECTORS 

is secured in a very short space. 
'l'hese two points are illustrated 

in the drawing reproduced here. In 
each of the sections mentioned, 
a concave indentation is stamped 
and its surface polished. The crater 
lamp is so focused that the diverging 

beam of light from 
the lamp strikes the 
disc and is reflected 
to the screen. 'l'hus, 
all of the light is 
utilized and a pic- 
ture ., s e inches is 
secured in a cabinet 
whose depth is only 
11 inches. 

'l'he photograph at 
the right shows the 
60 -line disc removed 
front its motor in 
order to illustrate 
the respective loca- 

tion of the crater lamp and its asso- 
ciated parts. 

Sound is emitted front the loud 
speaker at the top of the grand- 
father type console illustrated. 

Clyde Fitch is the inventor. 

-CRATER LAMP 

.Schematic of lens system. 

NEW PORTABLE "P.A." SYSTEM 
TIIE latest thing in portable public -ad- 

dress equipment is illustrated here. 
The complete unit is carried in a single, bal- 
anced carrying case, the front of which is 
utilized as a baffle for the self -contained 
dynamic speaker. Complete with tubes, mi- 
crophone, and all accessories, the weight is 
only 40 lbs. 

the portable P.A. system 

The input from the two -button micro- 
phone that is supplied, or from any 200 - 

ohm phonograph pickup, is raised by the 
three -stage amplifier to a volume level suf- 
ficient for addressing a group of people 

Hutt may he assembled in a room 1,000 feet 
square. 'l'he amplifier operates from 110 
volts 60 cycles, A.C., and supplies power for 
all accessories including the dynamic speak- 
er and two- button microphone. 

A control panel is Provided with separate 
vol controls for microphone and phono- 
graph input, and a changeover switch for 
shifting the amplifier to either input. 'l'he 
cover provides stowage for a 50 -foot rub- 
ber-covered microphone lead and a 25 -foot 
A.C. line cord. A jack is provided that 
allows from one to four additional A.C. 
dynamic or magnetic speakers to be oper- 
ated without affecting the output of the 
main speaker. 

This type of unit finds wide application 
for use at meetings and luncheons where 
overflow crowds are located in a second 
riNmu, and as a paging system during con- 
ventions. They are often carried by speak- 
ers on tour who wish to make certain that 
they are easily heard by their whole audi- 
ence. 

This instrument is manufactured by 'l'he 
Operadio Mfg. Co. 

NEW REPLACEMENT CONDENSER 
BLOCKS 

-T'HEltl: have recently been announced re- 
1 placement units for the Majestic "9 -l' -6" 

and "7B- l' -6," and Atwater Kent models 
":37" and "38" power supply units. 

The replacement unit for the Majestic "9- 
l' -t;' power supply consists of three 2 -mf. 
sections of 400, 500 and 600 D.C. working 
voltages and 1 -mf. section of 300 D.C. work- 
ing voltage with a choke connected in series 
with the latter. 

The replacement unit for the Majestic 
'7I3 -l' -6" power supply consists of two 2-tuf. 
sections of 300 and 600 D.C. working vol- 
tages, and two 3 -tuf. sections of 300 and 400 
D.C. working voltages. 

The condenser sections used in the con- 
struction of these blocks are non -inductively 
wound, thoroughly impregnated and deity- 
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Rear rieur of the combination 
l cicrisiaa. mut broadcast 

receiver. 

drated and use high grade materials. They 
are mounted in metal casings, fully sealed 
with moisture -proof filling compound and 
provided with convenient soldering terminals 
on lilt insulating strip through the top of 
the unit as shown. 

Replacement unit for Atwater Kent .Models 
37 and 38 power units. 

The replacement units for Atwater Kent 
his "37" :nul "38" power supply units 

consist of two .5 -ouf. sect' s, two 1 -tuf. sec- 
tions, two filter chokes and a speaker choke. 
The condenser sections and chokes are 
mounted in heavy metal containers filled 
with sealing compound and provided with 
colored wire leads. 

The above units are products of the :1ero- 
Inc Wireless Corp. 

Replacement tacit for the .11aicstic Model 9 -P -6 
power supply. It consists of three 2 -mf. sections 

and a 1 -mf. section with a choke. 
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A 5 -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE 
BY the lose of the "autodyne" principle of 

operation, it has been pos.sihte to pro- 
duce a +i -tithe superheterodyne, the Crosley 
"1 itlfella," illustrated. 

RADIO -CRAFT 

REFLECTOR -LENS TELEVISION 
NEWEST in television is the "prismatic 

reflecting lens" system of television de- 
veloped by William I lo t beck. Light, 
instead of going through the scanning dise, 

is reflected 
by the utir- 
rored hack of 
the lens and 
thence to the 
screen; the 
resulting fo- 
cal length 
makes con- 
venient, in 
small depth 
a picture 12 

ins. square, 
or more. In 
the cabinet 
shown are 
the usual 
sound and 
sight units. 

The Crosley "Litffclla." 

A "QUICK -SERVICE" ANTENNA 
THE "Ttnnncord' illustrated has been 

developed by the Holyoke ('o., lac., to 
tweet the demand for simple antenna equip- 
ment suitable for modern, high -power re- 
ceivers. 

This device incorporates a 85 -ft. "an- 
tenna" lead, 10 ft. of which is capacity- 

coupled to a 
light - line lead 
10 ft. long (one 
end of which 
plugs into the 

The antenna. power outlet, 
while the other receives radio set's plug); 
the remaining 15-ft. length is permitted to 
dangle conveniently as added pickup. 

fil 
"SOUND -ON- FILM" HOME TALKIES 

Al'li(I)ITT 
of RC Photophone, Inc., 

the Iii tam, Photophone Junior Portable 
now makes available for home, office and 
shop a complete little "theatre," -and with- 
out recourse to the machinery required for 
turntable- and -dise operation. The equipment 
weighs 43 lbs.; it measures 111._ x 131,:. x 8!', 
ins.; it is complete with loudspeaker and 
110 V., A.C. power equipment and is re- 
produced below. 

:Ibove. A to L, feed reel, takrnp, feed, prof. 
lamp, optical system, sonnd lain, e.reiter, 
prof, SW. cinici arnp, VOL CO,, trot, nrnp. Sto., 
compensator sue., ,speaker ping, taken p reel. 
Right, nonna[ ,cine of 16 num, film and e,t- 

lergcd sound track, 

Above, Peek televisi,n, re- 
ceiver (and in hack, en- 
larged vim of inset pris- 
matic reflecting leases). 
Left. arrangement of the 
Peels optical system. 
Lioht from the neon 
crater lamp "üphr sat ree'' 
pa.ca :c to the mirrored 
plane sa,yar, of the spe- 
cial hens. 

NEW ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 
S\MALI: SP. \('1': elrctrolrtic condensers 

now being nuuuifactitrecl hr 1)ubilier 
Condenser Corp. are particularly suited to 
the requirements of high capacity and low 
impedance; and 1).C. working voltages of 
25 (available in units of 8, 10, and 20 ult.); 
50 (1-, 6, and 8 inf.), gout 12.5 ( Ill and 15 inf.). 

310:d-container type measures 3, xß- :3/11i 

x 11,', in.; cartridge type, 21, x I in. in 
di+nu. for 125 
V. units, , and 
21, x 

in (limn. for 
the lower 
voltage unit., 

Above, nahilier type, 
aud, right nu, type of 
compact electrolytic con- 

densers, 

i 

I 16MM ; 

Imo- T1 

IC SOUND 
TRACK 

A LIGHT- OPERATED 
AN inexpensive light- 

Operated device is the 
new I.ux'l'ron supersensi- 
tive selenium cells and 
relay which 
o p e rateg 
from a 221/2 

volt current 
source. 'l'he 
inanufuc- 
turer is I.ux- 
Tron Dc- 
vices Co, 

The light 
operated 

relay. 

May, 1932 

RELAY 

POLICE RADIO SETS 
TIIE new types I) -2175 (1712 kc. band) 

and 1)-2166 (21111 kc. band) Stront- 
berg- ('airlson Police Receivers illustrated 
below are manufactured lov Strontberg- 
Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co. These superhetero- 
dynes incorporate A.V.C. and pentode 
A. 

The Polirr Radio Set. 

METER SHUNTS 
sHUNT'S of special alloy wire for mud- 

tiplying meter readings are illustrated 
below. Manufacturer, I). 1.. Van Leuven. 

Cireuits, and multi- 
scale dials for stand- 
ard teeters are avail- 
able. 

A schematic circuit 
of a 'universal" meter 
is shown below. 

aloe rigIrmi;. 

¡dame) -m- ¡¡ 

: [bore. 1'4111 

meter shunts: 
and right, 

/Ewa.,e ring 
laa,ana ohms; 
0 -5, 0 -25 and 

0 -]n0 ma.; 
rn,d, 

0 -5, 0 -10. 0 -5o, 
0 -250. end 

0 -1,000 u 

and 
0-1,000 

%çaqZ van 

< -DC 
...WE RES 

t....a.XumEL 

Ì 

Sv 
s00 

tw 11ó«}-0v 
EDOOi: app00 

oww ti-ww 
Ilu ' 3s0v s.t00e rá 000 

MOIRE E.,t:-,-t 
000 Y.,t, rI -L 

Ó;0 
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MERSON once said, "If eyes 
were made for seeing, then 
beauty is its own excuse for 
being." This hit of philosophy 

cyan be applied to articles describing 
set analyzers as well as flowers. The 
test set illustrated in Fig. A was built 
because of its extreme compactness, 
simplicity and low cost, although it 
is not bucking in symmetry. 

The size of the instrument panel is 
only.tla inches by 8 inches, while the 
outside dimensiims of the carrying 
ease are 81., inches long by 6:1 %I indics 
wide by 21., inches deep. A sewing 
machine tool box was pressed into 
service to house "the works." These 
boxes may be obtained for almost 
nothing at any sewing machine deal- 
er's. If a box of this type cannot be obtained con- 
veniently, any other case of suitable size may be 

substituted. 

Fig. A 

Photograph of Mr. 
Lecb's set analyzer. 

Constructing a 
SIMPLE 

SET TESTER 
By JOS1;1'1 I LEEB, E.E. 

4i 

Ti[ 

-y1-1Oe 

KS,i 

t 

YIP 
YCMS 

1 
rut 
sacR[ W 

0 iV JACK 

VOLTS 
i 

QQs', 
..-.......S e1°t0 

a 0 5. 
° 

ó Hif` 
D 

ca C ' r)L tl`l 
O/OOOO L -a 

TIP JACAS 

B' 
SPACE FOE 

OS A.çc:óAÓTeáiuelc. 

1 

Fig. 1 

Suggested panel layout for the tester. . Iiseel 
laneous material may be kept in the side 

compartmcul. 

Description of Analyzer 

Figure 1 shows the panel layout. As will be ob- 
served, only two meters are used; a D.C. voltmeter 
and a D.C. milliammeter. The A.C. voltmeter was 

purposely. omitted, for two reasons. A third meter 
would add considerably to the bulk of the test kit, 
and is not used often enough to make it absolutely 
essential. The most important readings are obtained 
on the two D.C. instruments. If :1.C. readings are 
desired, the Service :Ran can carry a separate port- 
able meter in his tool kit. 

A five -prong flush -mounted socket is placed as 

shown. The use of a four -prong adapter obviates the 
necessity for a four -prong socket on the panel, tend- 
ing further toward conservation of panel space. 'l'ip 
jacks are used for the tube- socket terminals, screen - 
grid clip, and external posts of the voltmeter and milliammeter. 
This procedure brings all parts of the circuit right out on the panel, 
where the testa can be made directly. Complicated switching 
arrangements are thus done away with. 

The meters used in this tester are of the two-inch flush -mounting 
type. 'Weston Model 506 was the make selected. The voltmeter 
in this case had two scales, 0 -8 and 1-200. .% 0 -400 scale was added 
by the inclusion of a multiplier in the circuit. The resistance of 
the multiplier is equal to the resistance of the meter at the 200 - 
volt range, in this case 2.,(1011 ohms. 'l'he milliammeter is a 15 nia. 
instrument with an additional shunt connected through a toggle 
Switch for the 150 ma. range. The shunt is easily Houle by con- 
necting the milliammeter in series with another millisunu)eter (of 
about 150 ma. range), a variable resistance, and a battery. Various 
lengths of resistance wire (from an old rheostat) are connected 
across the terminals of the 15 ma. meter until its reading (multi- 
plied by 10) corresponds to the resoling of the higher -range meter. 
When the proper length of wire has thus been determined experi- 
mentally, a piece of spaghetti tubing is slipped over it and lugs 
earefidly soldered to the ends. We now have our shunt for the 
"111" range of the meter. The toggle switch takes this shunt out 
of the circuit when the "LO" range is required. 

Associated with the voltmeter circuit is a four - 
point selector switch for 8, 200, or 400 volts, or 
for continuity testing. Reference to the wiring 
diagram (Fig. 2) will show how this is accom- 
plished. It will be noted that with the testing. 
battery connected as shown, it is impossible tut 

short- circuit it, should the switch happen to rest 
upon two adjacent points. 'l'he worst condition 
possible is a short through the two external multi- 
plier resistances- 49,000 ohuls- which is not very 
serious. 'l'his condition occurs when the switch 
lever happens to rest upon the two right -hand 
points. 

'l'he handle of a round "stippling" brush, to- 
gether with the base of st burnt -out '27 tulle, serves 
almliraltlV as an analyzer plug. One end of the 
cable connects to the socket prongs soul the screen - 
grid cap on the side of the handle. 'l'he other ends 
of the wires go to the respective tip jacks on 

the panel. 
A pair of flexible 

leads should be made 
with phone tips on one 
end and test prods on 
the other. The posi- 
tive lead may he 
marked with some 
red thread or other 
device. For testing 
screen -grid tubes, a 
short lead is made 
with it phone tip at 
one end, a screen -grid 
clip at the other. The 
tip of this lead is 
plugged into the tip 

(Continued on 
page 691) 

TO S,G.CAP .- ON ANALYZER 

G 
ADAPTER 

FOR ANALYZER 

F 

TO SIG CAP 
ON CABLE 

G 

P 
F 

F 
ADAPTER 

FOR PLUG 

(F F 

°9O SOCKET 
ADAPTER 

Fig. 3 
.'It the left, an adapter for the plug -cad of the analyzer cable; 
center, the adapter for the socket in the analyzer; and right, as 

adapter for testing ea) rectifiers. 

VOLTS 

O 

V. M. 

VOLT- 
METER 
MULTI- 
PLIERS 

-10101 

200 400 

CONTROL-GRID 
CAP FOR SCREEN - 

GRID TUBES \. 

ANALYZER PLUG 

CON 

FLASH - 
L GMT 
B ATT 

150 M A 
SINL'NT 

MiLS 

-y- 
TOGGLE SWITCH 

CLOSED R)RI5OMA. HI) 
OPEN FOR 15 M A (LO.) 

O 

Fig. 2 
Complete schematic diagram of the tester. i'oltagr measurements are 
made at the socket terminals of the analyzer by the voltmeter leads which 

are inserted in the left -hand terminals. 
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Table 2. 

Fundamental frequency 
In o. p. e. 

Harmonies 
2d 

1eng.mlles 
3d 

long. miles 
4m 
lang. miles 

40 583 388 291 

100 233 155 117 

500 47 31 23 

1000 23 15 11.5 

2000 11.5 7.7 5.8 

3000 7.8 5.2 3.9 

4000 5.6 3.9 2.9 

5000 4.7 3.1 2.3 

6000 3.9 2.6 1.95 

7000 3.3 2.2 1.66 

8000 2.9 1.9 1.45 

9000 2.6 1.7 1.3 
II 

10000 2.33 1.65 1.17 
J 

May, 1932 

The Theory and 
Volume Controls, 

Matching 

ANY well- designed voice transmission circuit. such as tele- 
phone lines, radio- broadcast speech equipment, public- 
address systems, "talkie" apparatus, etc., will he found 
resistance networks, or attenuators, more commonly called 

"pads." 'l'he proper use and design of these pads make for an 

efficient transmission system, front which the maximum output of 
energy with the least distortion may he obtained, and which, if 
these pads were not used, could not be realized. It can lie said 

that pads find their way into practically every phase of voice 

transmission where quality reproduction is the prime requisite. 
It is the purpose of this article to make clear the methods by 

which these pads are designed, to show their application in trans- 
mission circuits, and to discuss the problems encountered in trans- 
mission circuits where pads are used. 

Purpose of Pads 

In voice- transmission circuits, where energy is being transmitted 
over a line to a load located at the far end of the line. it is 

necessary that some means be employed to control the magnitude 
of the energy entering the load. It is 

for such purposes that pads are used. 

These networks are always used be- 

tween a source of energy and a load. 
'l'he source of energy might be any 
of the following: 

(1) Output of a speech amplifier, 
such as a normally high -level am- 

plifier which is feeding another 
amplifier located at a remote point; 

(2) Output of a high -level am- 
plifier (peiwer amplifier); 

(3) Output of it low -level am- 
plifier, such as a condenser-micro- 
phone amplifier, which is feeding a 

speech amplifier located at some 

distant point: 
(4) Output of microphone cir- 

cuits, etc.: The load nay consist 
of a transmission line carrying the 
energy and terminating in an im- 
pedance located at the far end of the line. This load impedance 

might consist of any of the following: 
(a) Primary side of a line -matching transformer (line to 

line transformer); 
(h) Input circuit of a speech amplifier; 
(e) I.oud speakers located at distant points front an 

amplifier; 
(d) Mixing circuits, etc. 

The attenuator imposes a constant impedance upon the trans- 
mission line, thereby controlling the level (magnitude) of the 

energy being transmitted into the far end of the line. The a t- 

tenuator or "pad" maintains this level by introducing a loss in 
energy between the source and the load, at the same time causing 

no impedance mismatch to the impedances between which it is 

working (source impedance and load impedance). 

(I'ISI 

By 

To illustrate the statements given in the preceding i atragraphs, 
a typical case showing the use of such networks will be given. The 
complete design and calculation of the pads will be shown, and the 
problems arising in circuits ill which these pads are used will be 

discussed. It is hoped that by obtaining a complete understanding 
of the subject matter given in these papers, any problems relating 
to the design and use of pads in voice transmission circuits will 
he materially lessened. 

I.et us assume we have a radio amplifier whose output voltage is 

1.5 (effective value of alternating current). This voltage is to be 

fed over a transmission line, at the far end of which is located 
the primary side of an input transformer, whose secondary is in the 
input circuit of an amplifier (see Fig. 3). I.et us also assunte that 
it is also necessary to reduce the voltage impressed across the 
primary side of the transformer to approximately .15 volts (It.M.ti.). 
It can be seen, therefore, that it is necessary to interpose a net- 
work of some sort between the input source of 1.5 volts and the 
primary side of the input transformer in order that the voltage 
will he reduced to the desired value, at the saute tine introducing 
no impedance mismatch between the source and the load. 

In voice transmission circuits, this 
network is composed of non -reactive 
resistances so arranged that they will 
cause the desired loss between the 
input and output terminals of the 
pad. liv "non- reactive" is meant re- 
sistances whose impedance remains 
practically constant to alternating 
current. This is accomplished by 
constructing the resistances so that 
their inductance and capacitance is 
negligible throughout the frequency 
band in which they function. (The 
construction of the resistances for use 

in the pads will be given in a forth- 
mining article). 

For most purposes, this frequency 
band can be taken as the audio spec - 
tr of -10 to IQ000 cycles per sec- 

ond The resistances used in networks 
must be non -reactive in order that 

the attenuator maintain constant impedance characteristics through- 
out the audio hand to the impedances between which it is working, 
so that straight line frequency attenuation will be obtained without 
frequency distortion in the transmission circuit, which would hinder 
the intelligibility of the signal. 

'l'he change in voltage between the source and the load is ex- 
pressed as the logarithmic radio between the two voltages. At this 
point a brief res 1 on the transmission unit or decibel will he 

given, so that those not familiar with this unit will have a clear 
understanding of how it is used in transmission circuits. 

In electrical circuits carrying energy which is either being am- 

plified or attenuated, the question arises: What is the relationship 
between voltage, current, and power on the input side of an ampli- 
fier or an attenuator, to the voltage, current, and power on its 
output side? The engineer signifies this ratio between two voltages, 

t /4A 
46.5 
MILES 

93.0 
MILES 

\ 

WA ÿ/4A 
139.5 

MILES 

FULL A. 

186.0 
MILES 

ONE \s 
/ / s` IMPULSE kZ 

% .' REFLECTED 
WAVE, NO 

WAVELENGTH IF NO 

LOSSES 

LOSSES WERE ' PRESENT IN CIRCUIT- 186.0 MILES 

r 
Fig. 4 

Initial und reflected rares in a circuit with and without losses. 
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Construction of 
Line Filters and 
Transformers 
I) 

HY LEVY, B.S. 

two currents, or two powers, by the number of decibels change 
taking place between the input and output terminals of the auu- 

plifier or the attenuator. 

The Decibel 
In any electrical circuit carrying energy, the product of the 

common logarithm of the power ratio multiplied by ten., or the 
product of the common logarithm of the current or voltage ratios 
multiplied by twenty determines the change in decibels. 

As an example of this principle, let us assume that in a certain 
circuit the voltage has been decreased from :3.0 volts to 1.0 volt, 
or to one -third of its original value. Then from the definition as 
given above, the voltage ratio is 3 to 1, or 3. The common logarithm 
of three is 0.4771 (which may be obtained from a table of common 
logaritluns). This means that 0.4771 is the power to which ten 
must be raised to give three. Then, multiplying 0.4771 by twenty, 
we get .9542 decibels change: 

i. e., decibels change = 20 log \ . 
where V, = input voltage 

and V2 = output voltage 
3.0 

40 log 1 -0 
= 20 log 3.0 
= 20 X 0.4771 

decibels change = 9.54e 

The above simply means that if the voltage 
in the circuit has been decreased to one -third 
of its original value, we have caused a change 
of 9.542 units or decibels to have taken place. 
(See table in November, 1931 issue of lt.tmo 
Canrr-1 oIitor.) This change in decibels is 
expressed as n loss, as the voltage has been 
decreased. Similarly, if the voltage had been 
increased to three times its original value, 
he resultant change in decibels would also 

be 9.542, only in this case the result would 
t gain. Therefore, if the voltage has been increased or decreased 
0 three times its original value, the resultant change in decibels 

is the same in both cases, or 9.542. The only difference in the 
two cases is in the method of expressing the results obtained. 

When using the 
a o formulae shown be- 

low, the change in 
decibels obtained de- 
pends on the type of 

a o circuit involved. In 
an amplifying circuit, 
the relationship be- 
tween the voltage, 
current, or power 
ratios is expressed as 
a gaip in decibels. In 
an attenuator, the 
relationship between 
the voltage, current, 

or power 
ratios is 
expressed 
as a loss 
in deci- 
bels. In 
the dr- 
cuits to 
be taken 
up, attenuators (resistive networks) will be discussed, and a 

decrease in energy will be incurred between the terminals of the 
pad, and therefore all results will be given as a loss in decibels. 

Thus by expressing current, voltage, and power ratios in decibels, 
one has an accurate description of the changes in energy taking 
place in the circuit. 

From the definition of the decibel as given above, we can write 
the following formulae: 
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Fig. I, above. Circuit illustrating current distribution. 
Fig. 2, center. Schematic diagram of an "H" -type pad. 
Fig. 3, below. Impedance relations in a typical lint. 

= 
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Length of e17..10 
In mliii to 

produce ea.e.. 
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100 466 

500 . 
93 
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WOO 53 

9000 16.6 

4000 11.6 

6000 9.9 

6000 7.6 

7000 6.7 

6000 6.0 

9000 6.9 

10000 4.7 

Zs 
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Fig. 5, above. Open -end transmission line. 
Fig. 6, below. "Shorted" transmission line. 

l' - 
Change in decibels = 10 logo I; 

V, 
= 20 log. \ s 

la 

= 201og,u f2 

where P, = input power 
Ps = output power 
V, = input voltage 
V2 = output voltage 
I, = input current 
12 = output current 

This is shown in Fig. 1. 

AIso if we know the number of decibels 
change, and it is desired to determine the volt- 
age, current, or power ratios, we can write: 

Pt change in decibels - antilog 30 
change in decibels 

`.2 = untilog 
2U 

decibels 
12- antilog 

change t 

To illustrate this method, assume we wish to introduce a 15 

decibel loss into the circuit, and it is desired to know what voltage 
ratio will give this loss. Then from above: 

V, change in decibels - antilog 20 
15_ \: = a U ilog 2U- 

\, 
a- ntilog .75 

V, 
= 5.62- 

which means that if the voltage ratio is equal to 5.62, a 15 decibel 
loss will be maintained in the circuit. 

lteturning now to our own problem, it was determined that a 
network is required to cause a loss in voltage between its terminals, 

(Continued on page £190) 
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USING Crater Lamps 
Because crater lamps will undoubtedly displace the flat -plate neon lamp 

for television work, the author discuses their methods of connection. 

WHILL the following circuits were used 
with it crater -type neon lamp and a pro- 
jection set using a concave mirror disk, 
it is quite possible that they watt he used equally well 

ith a flat -plate neon lamp and a pinhole disk. Therefore, they 
should gild he of interest to all television fans. Lacking definite dlee- 
trical characteristics of the various lumps, such as A.C. and D.C. 
impedances which maim facturers fail to supply (lumps of the 
same make and type varying considerably), it is impossible to give 
exact data on the best circuit for a given lamp. The following 
c'irc'uits were tried by using ordinary radio parts such as will be 

found in the average exile iter's laboratory. While excellent 
results were obtained with some of them, improvements could still 
be made by proper design. For the present, the "cut and try" 
method will suffice: and any one who has patience is bound to 
obtain better re- 
ception. 

We may start 
with the information 
generally supplied 
by the tube manu- 
facturers. As a rule, 
parallel output 
tubes, sucli as two 
type 1.5's, are rec- 
ommended as they 
more nearly match 
the impedance of the 
neon lamp. The lam!, 
is then usually 
placed directly in 
the plate circuit, as 

in A, Fig. 1, and na- 
ture left to take its 
course. 

A simple compari- 
son between the lamp 
circuit for picture 
reception and a loud- 
speaker circuit for 
sound reception will 
show how ridiculous 
it is to expect good 
images from such a 
circuit. In the plate 
circuit of the tubes, 
both D.C. and A.C. 
(from the received 
signal) are flowing. 
When a loud- speaker 

By CLYDE FITCH 
in the proper proportion to the A.C. signal. 

Before trying any of these circuits, it is well 
to add a switch to the detector circuit for chang- 

ing from lu.sitiye to negative images; some of these circuits give 
negative images, and to ohtain an accurate comparison of the 
various circuits the detector switch should he thrown to reverse 
the image. The simple method of reversing n transformer winding 
will not reverse the image. The best method is to connect the 
detector switch so that either grid -bias detection or grid-condenser- 
and-leak detection may be used. 

Since the simple circuit at A is not satisfactory for general use 

and is only good when the incoming signal is very strong, we will 
discard this together with various versions of it employing combina- 
tions of series and parallel resistors, and look for something 
'letter. 
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Circuit diagrams of crater -lamp :ira, r.. !hey are discussed in detail by .lfr. Fitch. 

is used, only the 
A.C. component produces n response; the P.C. is silent, and no 

matter how strong it is. no sound is produced. Furthermore, no 

matter how weak the A.C. is in proportion to the D.C., it produces 
an effect on the loud -speaker diaphragms and can be heard. 

When a neon lamp is connected as in A of Fig. 1, the results 
are entirely different. In this rase, the direct current as well as 

the alternating current produces lillbl, 'which ear he seen. There- 
fore, when the received signal is weak and the A.C. component 
small in cougarison with the D.C. component, the light caused by 

the D.C. is so strong that the faint picture can hardly be seen. Only 
the strongest of stations can he tamed in properly. In other words, 
to obtain the best images, the lamp must be NO per Cool n,od,daled. 
This means that we must have a method for controlling the amount 
of D.C. passing through -the lamp so that it can be adjusted to be 

Description of 
Circuits 

We have shown 
that the circuit of 
A, Fig. 1, is only 
good for receiving 
very strong signals; 
weak images being 
blinded out by the 
intense light caused 
by the D.C. compo- 
nent of the plate 
carrent. Note that 
two output tub . 
connected in parallel 
are shown in this 
circuit. Two paral- 
lel output tubes are 
recommended in all 
of the following cir- 
cuits but are left out 
of the illustrations 
for clearness. 

Figure 18 shows 
one method of con- 
trolling the amount 
of D.C. flowing 
through the critter 
hump. 'l'he resistor 
lt is placed in the 
output circuit and 
should be of a value 
equal to the impe- 
dances of the output 
tubes (depending 
upon the type of 

tubes used) so as to give unaxinuun power output. The crater 
lamp is connected between the plate and ground -the amount of 
D.C. passing through the crater being regulated by the variable 
resistor 112, which is shunted by the 1.111f. condenser C to allow 
for the passage Of the alternating current. The resistor R1 may 
or may not he used. Its purpose is to increase the load impedance 
so as to more nearly match that of the resistance R. As a rule, 
the A.C. impedance of a crater tube is only a few hundred Olin is, 

although its D.C. impedance may be a few thousand obtus. Resistor 
111 may have a range of from 0 to 111,0110 ohms and, once adjusted, 
may remain fixed. Resistor R2 may have a value of from 0 to 
50,Mí/ ohms and should he mounted on the front of the receiver 
panel so as to be accessible, as its adjustment varies with each 

(Continued on paye 688) 
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-+ Fig. A 
The numbers above correspond to Klose given in the diagram below. 

HERE'S a little radio set that's a true "pal." This :1.C: 
D.C. portable is possibly the smallest, lightest rower- 
operated portable in the world. It has surprising volume, 
is fairly selective and still, it fits into a case only a bit 

larger than a camera. 
'l'he portable, which is illustrated in Fig. A, makes a splendid 

traveling companion. It is also ideal for sick -bed use, for con- 
valescents in hospitals, and for other shut -ins. It is admirably 
suited to the use of people who are hard of hearing. In fact, by 
plugging a microphone in terminals x, it serves as an excellent "hear- 
ing aid" when not being used for radio reception. Those wJac like 
to listen to radio late at night can do so with this set, without dis- 
turbing the neighbors, or without even bothering anyone sleeping 
in the same room. Used in conjunction with a new type of short- 
wave converter (police adapter), this portable set will bring in 
exciting police messages and also other interesting programs and 
calls on the short -wave band between 80 and 200 meters. No change 
in wiring is necessary to use the S.W. adapter. 

This versatile receiver may be plugged -in any place where electric 
lights are used, regardless of whether the current is alternating or 
direct. This universal feature adds to the desirability of the little 
receiver. Incidentally, this circuit, which is shown in Fig. 1, may 
also be made available for battery use, and hence for automotive 
work, with only a few small changes. 

No aerial is necessary, although provision has been made for the 
use of one when distance -reception is desired. The circuit employed 
is ingeniously simple. In reality, the "Cash Box" receiver is 
essentially a one -tube set, since the second tube is used merely as 
a rectifier. 'l'he new Arcturus "M" filament, quick-heating, cathode- 
type 13;A tubes are used. These are especially designed for inter- 
changeable use on either A.C. or D.C. and they are the only tubes 

. available for use in this circuit, which will give the desired degree 
of limitless operation. 

Discussion of Circuit 
. J The filaments of both tubes are in .Dries and a wire -wound re- 

sistor is also in series with the same circuit, so that the 115 volts 
supplied by the line is reduced to the 12.6 volts (6.3 volts per tube) 
required by the two tubes. The first tube 11 acts as a combina- 
tion detector and amplifier. Tube 
19 serves to rectify A.C. to D.C. 
for use on the plate of tithe 11. 

Filtering is accomplished by 
means of the audio -choke 17, 

which is bypassed by the electro- 
lytic condensers 16 and 18. A 
"conoid" antenna coupler is used 
at 3. A tickler coil has been 
added, not only to increase the 
distance range, but especially to 
improve the selectivity of the 
set, so that broad-tuning local 
stations may be separated through 

The A.C. -D.C. 

"CASH BOX" 
Receiver 
By H. G. CISIN, M.E. 

the use of the regeneration control. The tickler coil is wound on 
a. small cardboard form and placed within the shielded case of the 
"conoid" coil. The secondary of this coil is tuned by means of a 
featherweight variable condenser. Conventional grid -leak detection 
is used, employing resistor. 'l'he small fixed condensers 2 and 4, 

serve to protect the tubes from short circuits through the ground 
connection to the power line. Condenser 7 isolates the metal box 
front the line, while condenser 13 helps to prevent hum. 

An automatic line -voltage regulator constitutes an important 
feature in the design of this set. It protects tubes, 'phones and 
other components against damage due to voltage fluctuations and 
surges, thus prolonging the life of the tubes and stabilizing the 
operation of the set. It also acts as a fuse in the event of a 
short circuit. 

Construction Details 
In order to make the set as compact as possible, every available 

bit of space within the carrying case is utilized. Most of the parts 
are mounted on a wood strip which fits against the inside rear with 
of the case. Before fastening the components on the hoard, variable 
condenser 6 and choke 17 are placed in the approximate positions 
they are to occupy. 'l'he board is then put against the rear wall 
of the casse and the locations of coil 3 and of the two tube- sockets 
are noted. The coil must clear the condenser on one side and the 
socket must clear it on the other. The two electrolytic condensers 
are located, one above the other, between socket 19 and choke 17. 
The conoid coil, the tube sockets. and the electrolytic condensers 
are then mounted on the baseboard in their proper positions. 'l'he 
coil is mounted vertically by means of a shall right -angle bracket 
fastened to its cover. Resistor 20 is next mounted on the base - 
hoard as indicated. The grid condenser 9 and grid leak 10 are 
mounted on the board between the conoid coil and the socket. A 
composition binding -post strip, carrying posts I and 5, is fastened 
to the edge of the board, at the left, by means of three small wood 
screws. 

Mounting holes are drilled in front of the carrying case at the 
left for the variable condenser, which rests on the bottom of the 
case. Holes are also drilled at the left front for mounting the 
twin jack 8. :1t the right front, a hole is drilled for mounting the 

Electrad combination regenera- 
tion control and switch. Holes 
are drilled at the rigid side for 
mounting the twin ,jack 14 and 
at the left side for the outlet 22. 
Doles are also drilled at the bot- 
tom of the case for fastening the 
choke 17, and at the back, for 
bolting the wood base securely 
to the case. All parts which 
mount on the case are then 
fastened in position. 

It is preferable to start wiring 
(Continued on page 692) 
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TELEKTOR The Radio Robot 
Fig. C. below. 

The remote tirai 119 

los of the" Telektor." 

Pips. .N and B, 
left and right. 

seste m. 

An interesting description of the manner in which "Stromberg- Carlson" obtains 
complete remote control operation of modern radio receivers. 

B' the very nature of his existence, noun is lazy. From time 
immemorial, he has continually striven to minimize his daily 
,'irk. Our scientists call this type of advancement "prog- 
re...- although the definition of the word "progress" is 

relative. Whether laziness is a desirable characteristic or not 
depends entirely upon the individual. 

In the early (lays of radio broadcasting, a man would return 
from his daily labors, turn on his radio receiver, test his storage 
battery-. turn three or four dials until a desirable station was tuned 
in, and then listen quietly to a conglomeration of noise which, at 
that time, was called nnisic. However, we have "progressed :" there 
are few batteries in use today, and receivers have hut a single dial, 
making the tuning -in of distant and local stations a relatively simple 
matter. But still man is not satisfied. He not only finds it desirable, 
but at times necessary, that he completely control the tuning and 
adjusting of his radio receiver from many convenient points dis- 
tributed about his I . This latter refinement marks another step 
in the "progress" of radio. 

'l'Iie device to be described is manufactured by the Stromberg- 
Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company, and although it is 

designed to work in conjunction with their own receivers, it may 
easily 1w applied to any other receiver having somewhat s' 'lar 
characteristics. 

This device, called the " Telektor," consists of a combination of 
motors and relays mounted at the rear of a radio receiver. as indi- 
cated in Fig. A; a detailed view of the'l'elektor is shown in Fig. B. 

This Telektor motor unit may be removed from a receiver at any 

time without affecting the operation of the radio set. It must 
always he used With a "Telektor Box." When so used, it performs 
remote starting or stopping of the radio receiver, remote control 
of vol . and remote control of the tuning dial. Certain Telektor 
systems are also designed to control, in addition to the above, an 

nut ntie record -changing phonograph and four loud -speakers 
which may be used in a sound distributing system. As stated pre- 
viously, each of the above may he controlled from any of the 

remote points selected. 

As noted from the Telektor Box, illustrated in Fig. C, twenty 
push -buttons are available. Eight of these control relays and the 

remaining twelve control motors. The buttons that control relays 

need only he pressed for an instant, as the relays operate imme- 
diately the circuit is closed. These buttons are the six nearest 
the pilot lamp and the two at the bottom; that is, there are four 
speaker buttons, the radio button, the records button, and off and 

on buttons. (See Fig. C.) 

Operation of the Telektor 
The operation of these relay- controlled push-buttons is as follows: 

When the "ON" button is depressed, the system automatically 
connects to the A.C. line and is ready for operation. It should 
he remembered that pressing the "ON" button will also turn on 

any loud speaker in the system that is connected for use as a 

"Master" speaker. You may, of course, press the proper push- 
button to start any of the extension speakers you may care to 
use, provided none of them is connected at the time. 

You will then hear a program of radio or phonograph music, 
depending upon whether the radio or records button was last 
pressed. If you are not sure whether you are hearing a program 
of records or radio music, then press the button for whatever 
type of entertainment you wish at the moment. The set, however, 
is usually installed in such a manner that all the extension speakers 
will turn off automatically whenever the "OFF" button is pressed, 

which, of course, turns off the radio receiver as well. 
Thus, suppose it is desired to shift the program from one exten- 

sion speaker to another. The sequence of operation is to press 

the "OFF" button. This turns off the speaker to which you have 
,teen listening and also turns off the radio receiver. Immediately 
press the "ON" button, and then press the button labeled for the 

particular speaker you wish to place in operation. This pro- 
cedure is necessary because in certain installations all the exten- 
sion speakers draw current from the A.C. line, and it is therefore 
necessary to disconnect this speaker from .the line in order to 

(Continued on page 689) 
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DISTRIBUTOR ANO 
SPARK PLUG 

SUPPRESSORS 

CONDENSER 
CONNECTED 

TO AMMETER 

BATTERY SIDE 
OF STARTING $W TCN ANTENNA PLATE "B' BATTERY 

Box 

At the left is ¡bosen a typical car installation and at the right is Amur o typical car antenna. .9t .4 are shown ¡tanner tacks to permit listings on head lining, to be tacked over screen; at B, dome -light; at C. dome -light v siring: at D, a hole which is rut to clear the dome -light -the edges of the screen are 
soldered; at E, the antenna screen -use bright copper or bronze wire only; at F, edges of screen -they must be soldered. 

CASH in Automotive Radio 
Here's an analysis of a new field, right at your backdoor, where the grazing is very 

good now, and will get better as summer comes. 

TUST a few short years ago, a meeting of By ARTHUR H. LYNCH Just think this over: At the last radio show 
important radio manufacturers was called in New York, the Chief Engineer of a very 

large a pang told me that his company made and sold about 
fire thousand auto receivers this year -nut counting short -wave re- 
ceivers sold to various police departments -and the company is 
now working on a production schedule of five thousand a week! 
Even supposing it did not carry on that type of production for a 
long while, it is an indication of the business already at hand. When 
the meeting of manufacturers was held in New York there were 
only five makers of auto -radio receivers. Now there are more than 
sixty. At that time, there were no makers of special tubes for 
auto -radio use. Now there is not a single tube maker of any 
importance who does not include these tubes in his line. There 
were, at that time, practically no batteries male especially for this 
service, and the ordinary type of storage battery did not give a 
very suitable account of itself when the drain of several tubes was 
added to the drain caused by the starter and so forth. Nor did the 
"B" batteries, designed to sit quietly in s place or other until 
they were exhausted, perform too well when they were bounced 
over hundreds of nulles of rough roads. 

There arose it howl for service -and a new kind of service -which 
required a very fair knowledge of automobiles and their engines. 
Automobile companies were not too slow to realize the importance 
of auto radio- -after some of them went so far as to suggest that 
the radio would be a menace to driving, only to have it proven 
to them that they were cutting off their noses to spite their faces. 
Then the manufacturers of receivers and tubes began to wake up 
to the fact that here was a market which they had been ignoring. 
Then some of them went into it blindfolded. Sales managers saw 
millions of dollars in it and sold the idea to their directors; and 
printers' ink and radio -advertising time were devoted to this new 
venture with more than ordinary prodigality. 'l'hen the kittens 
came home to the mama cat. There was Weeping and gnashing of 
teeth. This was not true of all the auto -radio manufacturers, but 
there were very few exceptions. 

in New York City to consider the possibilities of making a 
profit from the sale of automobile radio receivers and acces- 

sories. 'l'hat was before Crosley and National and Atwater Kent 
had given the subject any more than the most casual consideration. 
It was before Transitone was taken over by Philco and before the 
It.C.A., or any of the tube manufacturers, gave any consideration 
to the manufacture of special tubes, batteries, cables and the like, 
for automobile-receiver use. There was a live interest shown at 
that meeting; but there were plenty of misgivings, as there always 
are when anything off the beaten track of radio merchandising is 
up for consideration. 

But the purpose of this article is not so much to review auto - 
radio's history as it is to indicate that there is a market for 
receivers of this nature right at this minute. It is increasing by 
leaps and bounds, and it is bringing an entirely new field of effort 
anti profit into existence for the Service Man. Before you read 
another paragraph, may I suggest that you give the idea a bit 
of thought from this point of view. 

Regardless of the size of your town, I'll wager that there are 
at least three automobile dealers in it. In all likelihod, two of 
them are kicking about business being poor, and they are the two 
who are doing nothing about it other than waiting for something 
to happen and for things to take a turn for the better. Have 
any of them ever thought of the idea of giving a good auto radio 
with every car? Did You ever talk this over with them? Business 

is to be had -plenty of it -if you will use your head for something 
in addition to making a satisfactory resting place for your het. 
You may be interested to know what other fellows are doing along 
this very' line. It may give you a hunch or two, and enable you 
to rake in a lot of the loose "shekels' which are just waiting around 
for you. Furthermore, if you handle the job properly, it Can be 
made of great advertising value to your 'regular service business. 

Service Systematized 
Unlike the ordinary type of radio business, auto -radio servicing 

does not begin after the receiver has been in operation some time 
and begins to require attention. Auto -radio service begins when 
the dealer makes the sale. The installation of an ado -radio receiver 
is no mean ,job. It is usually different for every make of car 
as well as for every different model of every make. It is not 
easy, except for the Service Man Who specializes in it. For the 
tam who does, there is a virgin field with much more than the 
ordinary amount of profit waiting. 

Then it became recognized that systematized service was an 
absolute necessity, if auto radio was to give the customer satisfac- 
tion. And there are still a few receiver manufacturers who hold 
the opinion that it is good business to deliver a customer at least 
a portion of the claims made for their products. Where were the 
Service Men who could save the day for them? They were few 
and very, very hard to find; in t instances they have not been 
able to lind half enough of them. In the final analysis, no auto- 

(Continued on page 693) 
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the Service Man's Forum 
Where His Findings May Benefit Other Radio Technicians 

"RADIO SERVICE -CODE" 
Editor, It Ano-CRAvr: 

I have read with interest Your article, 
"Radio Service and the Electric Code." Let 
me say that when a reliable radio set is sold 
and properly installed as a rule the Service 
Man's battle is over. I have seen quite a 

few "Handymen's" installations and the re- 
sult was -numerous service calls! 

Each state should require an examination 
of Service Men and, license the amen who 
pass this test. It goes without saying that 
a mau must have good tools to do good work. 

A Service Man should refuse to nlnke an 

installation which would not conform with 
the National Electric Code, simply because 

the customer wants a "cheap ,job." 
What do you say fellows? Lets hear from 

you. 
PAUL. J. .S II AFTER, 

l'erra Alta, IV. Va. 

RADIO -CRAFT AND THE 
SERVICE MAN 

E are in receipt of the following bit 
VVof interesting data from Mr. Orner 
Benson of Willis, Kan., and the illustration 
we reproduce in this issue. 

As can be seen by reference to the figure, 
the main part of our service bench is a 

Supreme 400-B Series N Diagnonleter with 
Shop Test Panel; the other service instru- 
ments are built around this unit. To the 

right is a small panel, and a test oscillator; 
the small panel at the left is part of a 

direct- reading ohmmeter and output meter 
combined. It is built up with a Jewell 0 -1. 

nc, uuillianmeter, using the scale published 
in the July, 1931 issue of RADID-CRArr 

(pg. 51) for the ohmmeter, together with 
a resistance and dry cell to give full -scale 
readings. This scale matches the other noter 
scales so closely that it is almost impossible 
to tell that it has been replaced with the 
new paper one. This makes an ohmmeter 
always ready for use without disturbing the 
Diagnonueter and without disconnecting the 
radio receiver under test from the light 
socket. 

'l'he output meter has an audio trans- 
former and fixed crystal to rectify the out- 
put current of a radio set, and a variable 
resistor to vary the needle reading; it also 
has large faxed condensers in the circuit 
to protect the meter. 

Other instruments on the bench are set 
analyzers, tube testers, etc., for portable 
use. 

On another work bench not shown in the 
picture is a stand for the electric drill, 
together with a bluffing wheel, grinding wheel, 
and special tools for holding the work. 

I live in a small town but have a large 
amount of service work brought in as I 
have bee. in this field since the start of 
broadcasting. I have every copy of RADIO - 
CaArr on file, from Vol. 1, No. 1, and they 
are not for sale! Of course, I have my copy 
of the Official Radio Service Manual; I 

could not do without it. 
We are of the (opinion that a better ,job 

can he clone at less cost and in less time 
at the shop than it can at the customer's 
location; consequently, we believe that it is 
only a matter of time until nearly all radio 
repair work is done in well -equipped service 
shops. 

BIG BUSINESS IN TOONERVILI E 
TOWNS 

Editor, RADIO-CRAFT: 

I read with interest Ralph J. \\'hitter's 
letter in December RAnuo -Ca.rr and I agree 
with him that there do not seem to be 
very ninny letters from Service JIen in small 
towns and cities. 

I am located in n small "town" of about 
700 population. Within 10 miles there are 
seven other towns of about the same popu- 
lation as the one I work in. I also main- 
tain an office in a village of 4000 people, 
15 miles away. I have worked in this terri- 
tory for about eight years and I would ad- 
vise Mr. Whitter not to get discouraged 
with his first two months business. Better 
try it for about 11/2 years before making 
any decisions. I have found that there are 
more jobs and profit in Small tincas than in. 

large cities, also that one can give lower 
prices due to lower overhead. 

In order to get business in small towns, 
it is necessary to advertise. I cover all luny 

territory at least every two months with 
different forms of advertising. Most of my 
copy is the result of reading other service 
concerns' advertising and arranging to suit 
my needs. 

Consistent advertising plus good work will 
bring all the work you want. It will take 
time, of course, but you will get it. 

flay, 1932 

Most small cities and towns have their 
local newspapers. A single column, one - 
inch ad is usually enough, for it keeps your 
name before the publics' eye just as well 
as n larger one. 

Let's hear from some other "small city" 
men now and see what they have to say. 

FREDERICK E. BARBER, 

Camillus, N. Y. 
(Due to Mr. Barber's frankness, we are 

able to find out why he has been able to 
make his radio business pay, even though 
he lives "in the sticks." He studies the pub- 
licity and advertising material of foremost 
organizations, and applies the best parts of 
each to his particular requirements.-Tech- 
nical Editor.) 

A "GROUND- ANTENNA" IN THE 
MOJAVE DESERT 

Editor, RAnIO- CRAFT: 

'We would be very glad to hear from any 
Service Man or technician who mat have 
experienced the peculiar difficulty which ww 

find in our locality -an increase of signs! 
strength when we connect aerial and ground 
to the ground and antenna posts, respec- 
tively! 

\Ce have found that in 85% of our in- 
stallations this is true. 

You will understand that we are located 
in the center of the Mojave Desert. The 
summers are very hot -with no rain and 
lots of static; the winters have quite a hit 
of rain, no snow, and the temperature sel- 
dom goes below freezing. Altitude, 485 
feet, and mountains on all sides, ten to fifty 
miles away; very sandy soil. 

We have been building and servicing sets 
in this town for eight years. Have had good 
reception as far north as Regina, Sask.; 
south to Cuba, and, east to New York and 
Atlantic City. We might add that we never 
experienced the above trouble with a battery 
set. 

We have a rather small power plant here, 
generating 2200 volts; poor voltage regula- 
tion, and considerable disturbance at times 
due to leaky insulators and other troubles 
too numerous to mention. Santa Fe tele- 
graph causes bets of disturbance, due to 
radiation fr points on their repeaters. 

In connection with the above question, we 
alight odd, we recently built an aerial for 
a customer owning a Crosby "Band Box" 
which we overhauled for him, giving him 
daylight reception (which be .never before 
had experienced), using the ground only, on 
the aerial post. He was very much pleased 
and wanted us to build an aerial immedi- 
ately. We built him an aerial :us follows: 
Forty -foot poles built from 2 z 3 inch pine 
lumber and then painted. One pole is lo- 
cated directly at the window where the set 
is; the other, on the back of the lot. The 
aerial wire is seven -strand, enameled, with 
no joints between the distant end and the 

(Continued on page 696) 
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(PRIZE AWARD) 

AN AUTOMATIC VOLUME- CONTROL 
FOR SCREEN -GRID TUBES 

By Wm. Hryzink 
ASIMPLE automatic-volume-control ar- a 

rangement which can he used in exist- 
ing receivers employing '21. type screen -grid 
tubes is shown at F'ig. 1. This employs a 

'27 type tube whose function it is to auto - 
mtldit'aljt- vary the screen -grid voltage ap- 
plied to the '24 type tubes used in the It. F. 
a1111111f1er. 

It is connected to the receiver by simply 
breaking the screen -grid voltage supply Iced 
at the 1t.F. tithes soin connecting the wire, ;Is 

shown in Fig. 1, instead. The top wire k 
tapped un the grid of the detector tuhr. 

In order tu control the volume properly, 
the screen -grill potential must be made vari- 
able over a considerable range. Manual 
variation under titis system is achieved by 
adjusting the bias of the volume -emit rnl tube 
by means of the 50,000 ohm potentiometer 
1t2 provided. The plate current passing 
through the resistance Itl in the plate cir- 
cuit provides the necessary drop to vary the 
voltage liver the required range. 

The voltage on the screen- grids, and in 
consequence the volume, is thereby reduced. 
A signal applied to the grid of the control 
tube reduces the bias and consequently in- 
emu Ws the plate current, providing an a n- 
totnatic decrease in gain. The constants of 
the circuit must he so proportioned as to 
function rapidly, but the electrical inertia 
must still he great enough to avoid any pos- 
sibility of "swamping out" law- frequency 
undulation, as these are slow changes in the 
amplitude of the signal. 

Since the vol -control tithe must have 
its plate at the saune potential as the screen - 
grids of the R.F. amplifier, it is necessary, 
in order to obtain the correct plate voltage 
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SHORT CUTS in 
RADIO SERVICE 

$10 FOR PRIZE SERVICE 
WRINKLE 

Previous experience has indicated that 
many Service Men. during their daily work. 
have run across some very excellent 
Wrinkles, which would he of great interest 
to their fellow Service \Ica. 

As an incentive toward obtaining infor- 
matiuu of this type. RADIO -CRAFT will pay 
$10.00 to the Service Man submitting the 
best all.a round Radio Service Wrinkle each 
month. All checks are mailed upon publi- 
cation. 

The judges are the editors of RADIO- CRAFT, 
and their decisions are final. No unused 
manuscripts can be returned. 

Follow these simple rules: Write. or 
preferably type. on one side of the sheet. 
giving a clear description of the best Radio 
Service Wrinkle you know of. Simple 
sketches in free-hand are satisfactory. as 
lung as they explain the idea. You may 
send in as many Crinkles as you please. 
Everyone is eligible for the prize except em- 
ployees of RADIO -CRAFT and their families. 

The contest closes the 15th of ever; month, 
by which time all the Wrinkles must he re- 
ceived for the next month. 

Send all contributions to the Editor, Ser- 
vice Wrinkles, c -o RADIOCRAFT, 98 Park 
Place. New York City. 

on the '27 volume -control tube, to take off 
voltage taps at -tif) and -StI volts on the 
power -supply unit. This puts a potential 
of approximately 1:15 volts an] the plat te with 
respect to the cathode. 

CHANGING THE PHILCO MODEL 511 
TO OPERATE A DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

By C. E. Tinney 
THE speaker I had on hand for this ,jolt 

was out Oxford with an eight -inch cone. 
It was equipped with an input transformer 
to use the '71 type tube and a1 2,500 olnn 
field. For the field circuit, I used the field 
coil in place of the choke marked ('H.1 in 
the diagram of F'ig. 2. The resistance of 
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MAGNETIC 

CI 
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í100v 
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OF 1ST. 
AUDIO 

VOICE 
COIL 

2000 
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Fig. 2 

this choke is far less than that of the field 
coil, so I was forced to remove the choke 
winding from its iron core, and use it as 

the field coil of the speaker. 'l'he removal 
is simple, but the choke is wound on a square 
Lore and the field coil on a round Lore. 

After heating the coil in the oven for 
several minutes, I was able tu work its 
shape somewhat round. While the toil was 
still warm, and after removing some of the 
cardboard form from the inside, I was able 
to slip the choke winding coil over the core 
of the speaker field. This is somewhat diffi- 
cult to tao, and un advice to any one would 
he tu Measure the resistance of the choke 
with an ohmmeter, and order a speaker with 
it field resistance as near to this as pos- 
sible. As my diagram shows, the set is built 
With an output choke to protect the mag- 
netic speaker from the heavy plate voltage. 
This st be reuusved as well as the bypass 
condenser Cl which is used with it. 'l'he 
primary side of the input transformer on 
the dynamic speaker is used in the place 
of this arrangement. 

12r AUDIO VW12 OUT/ÚT 
'2600.'27 P á'71AOR'15 

i 110V., A.C.. LINE 
HEAVY -DUTY 

RHEOSTAT 150 
OMM, 100 

WATT 

Fig. 3 

If your conduct grid -bias tests on this set, 
you will find that there is no negative bias 
on the '71 tube. 'Thus, the receiver has dis- 
tortion which the magnetic speaker did not 
reproduce; but which the dynamic speaker, 
being more sensitive, will emphasize. 

I therefore inserted a 2,000 ohms one -watt 
resistor in series with the lead from the 
center tap of the '71 filament winding on the 
transformer. This gives nearby 40 volts 
negative on the grid and clears up the out- 
put considerably. 

After all this is done one will find that 
the tone is far too brilliant to be pleasing. 
So I connected a .002-nsf. bypass condenser 
between the grid of the '71 tube and ground. 
The corrected diagrams is shown at the 
right of Fig. 2. 

A SUCCESSFUL HUM FILTER 
By Elden L. Cherry 

I1 the older types of electric sets, a cer- 
twin amount of hum was considered more 

or less of a necessary evil, and even in sets 
of comparatively recent production, the A.C. 
is often quite noticeable. 'l'he owner of 
such a set is likely to become more critical 
on this point after hearing sonic of the cur- 

(Con tinned on. page 697) 
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Operating Notes 
The Analysis of Radio Receiver Symptoms 

Sparton 211 

HAVE caught up with all outside jobs, 
but have plenty to do in the shop. 
The first machine to draw my attention 
was a Model 210 Sparton Midget, which 

performed well until it had heated thor- 
oughly, and then it broke into oscillation. 
The usual check of voltages and a new set 
of tubes failed to show anything wrong. 1 

then checked the resistor values with the 
set "cold" and also after it had thoroughly 
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Fig. I 
Calibration curve of the A.C. voltmeter used 
in the Jewell 199 set tester for capacity 

measurements. 

heated. Frequently resistors change values 
considerably after heating, and the voltage 
rises surprisingly. However, this set uses 
wire wound resistors of good quality that 
did not change appreciably. 

Finally I checked the bypass condensers 
for open circuit, but they all gave a deflec- 
tion on a D.C. meter. 'Chen I began to add 
more capacity to the various points. 'l'he 
oscillation stopped immediately when a tenth 
microfarad condenser was placed so as to 
bypass the cathode bins resistor to ground. 
Alt! glu there was already a condenser in 
this position, evidently it was not quite 
sufficient and the set would break into oscil- 
lation on strong signals. 

This experience taught nie the value of 
having some method of measuring capacity 
so I determined to calibrate my A.C. volt- 
meter (Jewel pattern 199) for values com- 
monly used in filter and bypass condensers. 
I measured the line voltage first and found 
it to be 118 volts. Then I took a number 
of condensers of known value and read the 

By D. C. McCALL 

voltage with a condenser in series with the 
meter. The following values were obtained: 

volts 
volts 
volts 
volts 
volts 
volts 
volts 
volts 

4 inf. 115 
3 If. 112 
2 nuf. 106 

1.5 inf. 98 
1.0 inf. 85 

.5 nf. 50 
.25 inf. 30 
.1 ruf. 10 

These values were plotted on graph paper 
and the curve drawn with the aid of a 
French curve. (Both the graph paper and 
the French curve can be obtained at most 
five -and -ten stores). See Fig. I. 

In the future when I have a set that is 
erratic and oscillates at irregular intervals, 
the first thing I shall check will be the by- 
pass condenser values. (It.F. bias resistors 
and plate leads should have capacity by- 
passes of .1- to .25 -mf. and screen -grid leads 
.5- to 2 ruf.). 

Majestic 20 
The next set needing attention was a 

Model 20 Majestic. This set had a short in 
the plate circuit of the R.F. end. By the 
process of elimination this short was found 
in the second I.F. transformer. This trans- 
former may be removed and replaced with- 
out taking off the bottom of this set entirely, 
which saves quite a bit of time, as much of 
the power pack, etc., is fastened to the bot- 
t plate of the chassis. Simply remove the 
end section near this transformer and loosen 
the drive screws in the bottom section so 
that it may be pulled open a little. Take 
out the two screws holding the transformer 
and unsolder the four leads. 

Invariably I have traced the short in this 
unit to the .1 -mf. condenser bypassing the 
plate lead. To repair this unit cut the rivets 
holding the I.F. unit in the metal can and 
pull the leads out of the holes in the can. 
Carefully warm this can until the wax soft- 
ens; then the assembly may be lifted out. 
The shorted condenser can then be cut out 
and a midget type bypass put in its place 
or it may he left out of the can and a larger 
size condenser put outside the can and under 
tlue chassis. 'l'hen the set is aligned with a 
175 kc. oscillator. 

Clarion Midget Model 40 
The third number coming up for attention 

was a Clarion Model 40 Midget. This set 
behaved erratically when the cohu a control 
w'1IS 11i0ved. (Since then I have had several 
of this model with had volume controls and 
they all seem to be affected differently ac- 
cording to what defect was in this unit. 
Ilence it is well to check this unit when 
servicing this model.) This control is rated 
at 4,100 ohms and is used as n part of the 
voltage divider. The potentiometer arm is 

used to vary the bias on the grids of the 
variable- tubes. In substituting here it 
is well to use a value of resistance as close 
its possible to the value mentioned, but 5,010 
ohms can be used. I found it a good idea 
to put a small resistor (100 -200 ohms) be- 
tween this unit and ground so that the volt- 
age applied to the grids never goes to zero. 
See Fig. 2. 

Audiola Jr. 
The next "pain in the neck," was caused 

by an Audiola Jr. which failed to function 
at all. The circuit in this set is the prize 
puzzler of the past season, namely, direct - 
coupled. The resistors in this set have given 
me plenty of trouble and the first thing to 
check in this model is these resistors. In 
Fig. 3 a pictorial drawing shows the loca- 
tion of the different resistors and their value. 
In different sets I have found defective re- 
sistors of each value, but the one that goes 
bad most frequently is the 400 -ohm section 
on the black unit. Notice the 50,1011 ohm 
tap (green) used as a series resistor for 
the R.F. screens. I have cured several com- 
plaints of the set "having no pep and no 
volume" by cutting this resistor out and 
substituting one of lower value, thereby 
raising the screen -grid voltage. 

Apex Midget 
The last one on the bench is an Apex 

midget of the 26P series. Many complaints 
have teen registered by customers about the 
volume control "jumping" from loud to 
soft or vice -versa. I determined to locate 
this trouble and brought this set to the shop 
for that purpose. All tests and visual ex- 
amination show these units in good shape 
but they do justify a complaint that their 
regulation of volume is not smooth. So with 
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Fig. 2. left. Diagram showing location of ad- 
ditional 150 ohm resistor. 

Fig. 3, right. Diagram shoeing the location 
of the resistors in the Audiola Jr. receiver. 
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a strong magnifying glass and a strong light 
on the unit I proceeded to play the set 
and watch what happened. Suddenly I 
found the explanation! 

This volume control was wire -wound with 
a spring slider that made contact on the 
inside of the resistance circle. The mag- 
nifying glass showed that as the slider 
pushed around the resistance strip the turns 
of wire were loose and the slider pushed a 
number of turns together. This continual 
movement had worn out the enamel insula- 
tion between turns and the result was that 
as the slider pushed around it forced a num- 
ber of turns together ,uul shorted out an 
appreciably large amount of resistance sud- 
denly. Replacement of this type with one 
having a carbon strip and smooth acting 
contact relieved this complaint. This volume 
control is rated at 8,000 ohms. 

So finished a typical day in the shop. 

ZENITH MODEL 52 
By Joseph Leeb 

THE writer was recently confronted with 
1 the problem of removing hum from a 

Zenith Model 52 radio. After checking the 
set over, it was decided that the cause of 
the trouble was in the electrolytic filter con- 
denser. With the set turned on, each ter- 
minal of the condenser was momentarily 
shorted to the chassis by means of a metal 
screw driver. This procedure completely 
removed the hums. The sane method was 
tried on sets of various other makes, with 
great success. 

PHILCO MODEL 112X 
By Joseph Reily 

AFEW of the early production of the 
model 112X Philco receivers had an 

input transformer with the letter "A" after 
the part number on the terminal board. 
These transformers should have a .01108- 

uí. condenser connected across the entire 
secondary. Later production models have 
the input transformer without the letter 
"A." 'l'hese should be equipped with a 
49,000 ohm resistor across the secondary. 

Fig. 5 
The .00025 -mj. condenser in the detector dr. 

cuit causing the howl. 

On some of the first production model 
112X receivers, the wires from the plates of 
the pentodes to the two lower terminals of 
the speaker socket in the chassis were wired 
as shown dotted in Fig. 4. This "dressing" 
tends to produce a high pitched whistle if 
the tubes are slightly unbalanced. This 
condition is readily el' aced, however, by 
changing the dressing of the wires as shown 
by the full lines in the same figure. All new 
production lets are now wired in the 
same manner. If it is found necessary to 
make this change, be sure that the polarity 
of the wires after reconnection is the same 
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as before. In present production, red and 
black wires are used, but in earlier models 
two red wires were used. 

In some few cases in this model receiver, 
a slight whistle may be heard. This may 
be eliminated by moving the two plate wires 
away from the compensating condenser. 

CROSLEY MODELS 
By R. P. Haviland 

IN most of the Crosley models, the various 
filament center -tap resistors are arranged 

in tiers. In dauujt weather these strips some- 
times buckle, producing a short that causes 
a bawl hum. 

Jlamv sets have the volume control con- 
nected as a potentiometer from 
to ground. Carbon -strip resistors in this 
position soon become noisy. Only wire - 
wound resistors should be used. 

Some sets have the chassis built in two 
parts. ;\ faulty connection between these 
two parts will cause the set to stop Oper- 
ating. 

When reproduction from phonograph 
pickups becomes had, it is probable that the 
damping rubbers between the armature and 
the pole pieces have become hard. Replac- 
ing these with new rubber dampers will 
better the quality. 

CROSLEY MODEL 124 
By James R. Garcia 

I\ servicing the new Crosley Model 124 
receivers, considerable trouble has been 

encountered with the "biasing" of these new 
sets; the trouble usually showing up after 
30 to 90 days of operation with high con- 
trol -grid bias on the R.F. and I.F. tubes. 

The biasing of all tubes, excepting the 
pentodes, is accomplished by resistors in 
the emitter circuits. 'l'he pentodes obtain 
their bias by returning their grids through 
the ground to a flexible resistor which con- 
nects to their filament center taps. The 
volume control varies the biasing resistance 
in the emitter circuits of the 11.P'. and I.b'. 
amplifier tubes and also varies the resist- 
ance between antenna and ground. 

The correct control -grid voltages on the 
R.F. and I.F. stages is 1.5 to 2.5 volts nega- 
tive. Various u/; -watt resistors are used in 
these sets and it seems their value varies 
slightly after being placed in service. To 
overcome this, and also to "pep-up" these 
receivers, place a 400 to 750 ohm resistor 
on the volume control to ground, placing it 
on the opposite contact arm from the an- 
tenna and first R.F. coil. 

Check all quarter-watt resistors very care- 
fully, as they are a continual source of 
trouble. When touching the antenna post 
with the aerial lead and plenty of 1 t 

"clicks" are going through the speaker, and 
yet there is no reception, check your 2000 
ohm flexible resistor across the oscillator- 
tube cathode to ground, as this is the usual 
trouble, being open. 

PHILCO MODEL 70 
By R. L. Young 

HEN the tone control on a Philco 
V Model 711 receiver is turned to the 

right -hand position, that is, the modified 
tone position, the set will function properly; 
but, when turned to the left -hand position, 

Fig. 4 

Suggested along. un .af the l'hilco 
Model 112.V. 

the set will Iaace a distorted tone something 
like a loud hotel or au ncicrophonic noise. In 
most instances, this noise will be noticeable 
even when the set is not tuned on a station. 
At first thought, the tone control was sus- 
pected, but glancing at the diagram, it can 
be seen that when the tune control is turned 
to the left -hand position, it is not connected 
in the circuit. 

Referring to the diagram of Fig. 5, it can 
be seen that there is a phone condenser of 
.08125 -uf: capacity, identified by having a 

yellow dot on one side, connected to the 
plate lead of the second -detector next to 
the choke coil. SI Id this condenser be- 
come open or change in capacity, the above 
mentioned trouble will be noticeable in the 
receiver. Therefore, replacing this con- 
denser with one having the correct value 
will remedy the trouble. 

CROSLEY "BUDDY" AND "CHUM" 
MODELS 

By Lloyd R. Brown 

I N the Crosier "Buddy" and "Cl " re- 
:eivers, the 111,1881 ohm wire -wound resistor 

that furnishes voltage to the screens and 
R.F. plates may register continuity and 
still be open, if you make the test with a 

meter and battery. 
If time is valuable, a 10,0181 ohm carbon 

resistor can be shunted across the present 
wire -wound unit without tacking the old 
one out, as it is braided to the chassis. But 
shunting a resistor across another is not 
to be practiced, unless the open one is cer- 
tain never to make contact again while the 
receiver is in operation. 

Brunswick A.C. -10- Columbia C -31 

THE Brunswick A.C. -10 and Col bia 
C -31 are midget receivers of the s 

design, but placed in different cabinets. If 
you have a call on one of these receivers, 
and after tacking analyzer readings no fault 
is revealed, but when the set is in operation 
you get just faint reception, you can look 
to the speaker for the trouble. A goal 
way to tell where the speaker is defective 
is to remove it from the cabinet and, with the 
receiver in operation, press lightly on the 
cone with the fingers. If reception becomes 
normal, there is an open in the voice coil. 
This coil can be repaired. but extreme care 
must be used, since both the field coil and 
cone are braided to the speaker case. 

It will be necessary to take a cold chisel 
and hammer, and knock off the braids hold- 
ing the cone; which inay then be repaired. 
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Fig. A 
The Rcadrite No. 550 Service Oscillator. 
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SERVICING 
MODERN "SUPERS" 
In masterly fashion the author takes his readers through a 

series of tests representing actual conditions 
encountered by radio Service Men 

THE rapid march of progress in radio receiver design, calls 
for constant study on the part of the radio Service Man. 
Having mastered the technique of servicing the tuned-radio- 
frequency receiver, he finds himself facing newer and more 

difficult problems in connection with superheterodynes. 
A receiver of this type that needs balancing and readjustment 

will lack selectivity; it will not bring in the distant stations that 
it should; and its dial readings in kilocycles are generally oil more 
than 211 k.c. Quite often, there will 1w squealing and howling on 
Pertain sections of the dial, indicating that adjustments are neces- 
sary. Weak reception and poor selectivity at the high -frequency 
end of the dial, indicate incorrect adjustment of the oscillator 
"high -frequency trimmer"; at the low end of the dial, the need for 
"low -frequency' trimmer" adjustment. It is useless to attempt to 
readjust a superheterodyne with- 
out correctly designed, accurate 
equipment. 

Fortunately, the modern Ser- 
vice Nlan has at his disposal 
up -to -date, versatile test instru- 
ments, capable of handling any 
type of receiver no matter how 
complicated or advanced in de- 
sign. 

Those who have never used 
the modern equipment now avail- 
able for this purpose will be 
amazed at its utter simplicity and 
at the case with which all 
necessary readings and adjust- 
ments may be made. In perform- 
ing the tests outlined in this 
article, using one of the new Readrite No. 550 audio -modulated 
H.F. oscillators (with panel output -meter), it was found possible 
to realign all the tuned circuits of a 8 -tube Philco superhet. in but 
.even minutes, -fr start to finish, including the removal and 
replacement of the chassis. 

The tuning control of this service oscillator operates over two 
separate scales, which results both in wide divisions, and in ac- 
curacy. One scale is provided for the broadcast range, 550 to 1500 
ke.; the other scale, for the I.F. band, 120 to 175 kc. Other inter - 
Inediates, such as 260 kc., 262 kc., etc., are obtained by using the 
second-harmonic ; and 475 kc. (for "all- wave" superheterodvnes) 
is obtained by means of the third- harmonic. These harmonics give 
just as sharp signals, in this instrument, as the fundamentals. 
When testing 260 kc., using the I.F. hand, the service oscillator 
selector switch is set at the "intermediate" reading of 130, resulting 
in a sharp second- harmonic signal. 

Re- calibrating the Oscillator 
To re- calibrate the No. 550 service oscillator, a procedure that 

may at times become necessary (due to mechanical ,jars, etc.), 
set its selector switch to the "broadcast" position, and time to 
'the wavelength of a signal from a crystal- controlled station 
previously selected on the radio receiver. If the reading of the 
oscillator dial does not check with the known figure for the station, 
quake corrections on the auxiliary scale which is furnished especially 
for such comparison purposes. Proceed with other stations and 
settings of the oscillator, making notations of a ny changes. Should 

there he any appreciable changes in the broadcast range, it may 

he possible to determine time cause by comparing the hand -drawn 
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scale with the one on the oscillator. (If the control knob has 
moved slightly on the shaft, this can be determined readily by 

comparing the hand -drawn and oscillator scales.) 
After finding the correct calibration for the broadcast band, 

proceed to adjust the service oscillator's t ' -condenser for 
the intermediate frequencies. 

'l'he first step is to select, on the radio set, a broadcast station 
of known frequency, -say, 7(10 kc. Next, turn the service oscillator 
selector switch to the "intermediate" position and again prepare 
to adjust its trimmer condenser. 

With the radio receiver thus set at 700 ke., adjust the service 
oscillator pointer to an I.F. of 175 kc.; this will produce the fourth - 
harmonic of 175 kc. at the receiver setting for the broadcast 
station selected. Adjust the service oscillator trimmer condenser 

until the oscillator signal is re- 
ceived strongest with the oscil- 
lator pointer set at exactly I ;.5 

kc.; then proceed to make the 
sane check with the receiver set 
for stations at 875 kc. and 1050 
kc., these being exactly 175 kc. 
apart. 'l'he dial will now track 
when the oscillator knob is 
moved over the "intermediate" 
scale. 

The Harmonic Chart may he 
referred to in calibrating at other 
intermediate frequencies. Thus, 
for calibrating at 260 ke., a 
broadcast station on 650 kc. is 
selected; this is the fifth -har- 
monic of 130 kc. 

Adjusting a Philco Superheterodyne 
The procedure to he followed in adjusting a Philco superhetero- 

dyne is representative of all superheterodyne receivers of the 
same general type. 

The first step is to check the service oscillator and if necessary 
recalibrate it as outlined above,' (especially at 175 kc. and 260 kc.), 
a fibre wrench is required. 

The adjustment of the I.F. compensating condensers in this type 
of superheterodyne is performed as follows: 

(1) Connect the G ,jack of the service oscillator to the GNI) 
terminals of the radio set; 

(2) Connect the A jack of the service oscillator to the grid of 
the first -detector tube, with the tube shield in plaice and first - 
detector grid clip rent ved; 

(3) Connect the out- 
put meter jacks to 
the primary of the 
receiver output trans 
former. (A Philco 
plug -in adapter may 
be used at the speaker 
socket to obtain this 
connection. Two 
tipped wires are fur- 
nished with the out- 
put meter for these 
connections) ; 

(Cont. on page 695) 

j L.F. TUNING 
COIL 

, 
j I.F. 
I LOADING 
ICONDENSER 

3.000 OHM DICICUv 
ATTENUATOR COIL 

I SHIELD 

L--__G 70 GND. TOANT. - 
OF REC.-r OF REC.+ 

INTERMEDIATE 

I 

L 

BROADCAST 
TUNING 

COIL 

BROADCAST AND 
INT. TUNING 

CONDENSER 

'A+ 

25 
OHMS 

Fig. 1 

Schematic circuit of the "No. 550" service oscillator. The value of 
RI determines the frequency of the .4.F. modulation 

11416- 

195R1e 

B/IOnC CBAaa 

r re quen o Se a 

(1) 130 140 150 160 17O 176 180 
2 
3 
4 660 600 640 680 700 720 
6 660 700 760 600 860 875 900 
6 780 840 900 980 1020 1060 1080 
7 910 980 1050 1120 1190 1226 1260 
6 1040 1120 1200 1260 1360 1400 1440 
9 1170 1260 1360 1440 

10 1300 1400 1600 
11 1430 

Nadeaantl (1) and harmonic frogs. ..aloe, in ka. 
Additional harmonic. Rey be similarly oaleuleted. 
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The Design of a New 
671 

TUBE TESTER 
e 

Fig. A 
The Confidence "English- reading" Tube Tester 

UNIQUE in the field of test equipment is the tube checker 
illustrated in Fig. A. A schematic diagram of the in- 
strument, simplified for easy reference, is shown in Fig. 1. 

Its outstanding feature is its `English- rending' indication 
of the worth of a vacuum tube in terms of "good," "had," or "gas" 
To better appreciate the superiority of this type of test unit, let 
us gloss over past history. 

Early types of tube checkers met the re- 
quirements of five or six years ago by 
furnishing only n "plate current" indication; 
the meter indications were checked against 
a table of evaluations for satisfactory char- 
acteristics. Increased public interest in the 
tube's inherent hearing on tone, volume, 
sensitivity, and selectivity resulted in the 
development of "oscillation" testers which 
gave a better indication of merit. Lately, 
"mutual conductance" (zero set) tube 
checkers have been offered as portable equip- 
ment for the Service Man; and as "counter" 

deis for the mutual reference of the radio 
dealer and his store trade,- still, however, 

` requiring the use of a reference table for 
correlating meter readings and desirable 
tube characteristics. 

To most of the tube- buying public, these 
figures were just so much Greek: and 
while impressive, they were not convincing. 
It was to provide a more simple device that 
would he "plain English" to the customer, 
that the "Confidence," Direct- Rending Tube 
Tester was developed; its single meter scale 
indicates the suitability of a tube in words, 
-"good; "had," or "gas." 

Although design work on the "Confidence" 
tube tester was started in 1928, it was sonic 
time before all the "hugs" could he ironed 
out; -since there is considerable complexity 

'Chief Engineer, Apparatus Design Co. 

First published description and 
diagram of the newest type of 
tube tester. It indicates directly 
in words the relative merit of 
every type of tube on the market. 

13y B. J. R. WILLIAMS 

to the multi -shout switching mechanism necessary for successively 
applying the euirrect potentials tu each type of tube sole y by 
rotating a single knob. 

One Meter -Four Sockets 

In this type of instrument four sockets are used, into which all 
known tubes are inserted according to their connection requirements. 
This means that all 4 -prong l'X tubes such as '111, '50, '81, '71A, 
'12.1, '01A, '00.1, '20, '99, '45, ':31, ':311, '26, '8211 and '83 are inserted 
in one socket; and other types in the remaining three sockets. 

Assuming it is desired to test a '99 tube, the one selector knob 
of this multi -shnt device, is turned to the position marked "99," 
and the tube placed in the t'X socket. Two buttons are pressed; 
une reading "Grid Action" and the other "Plate Action. " If the 

(Continued on page 689) 

9o- ,.,,,,,/ VARIABLE 
125V.aI5 v09031QDQ9o BALLAST 
A.G. 

PUSH HIGH ' 06000000000000060 Co'. 
BUTTON RECTIFIER 1 S -G. 

`4 FILAMENT 

RE('l. I 1.5V. SV. Ii7 2.55. 1.52 1- IG I+ 

PILOT 

BEGIN WINDINGS 
FROM THIS ENO 

i CONTROL -GRID 
e 

SOCKETS -- 

NiIta.=1 

o 

/ 
L(( tlif 

trl>tIr1r 
InInininIINnIninivnimi0i111 

1102 11 12137 12 

CATHODE -TO- 
HEATER 
SHORT \ 

79 34 67812 12t 

Bo .2!bP1ATE I J 
GRID-FIL Cl 

SHORT 

FIATE PLATE 

'LATE1 PLATE CJ 

81 
CRiON I.jJ 41.0 1.1 ji 

I 

1 

c E PEN ODE 
(THROW v OVER) 

Fig. 1 

Schematic circuit of the `Confidence" 7 -uhe Tester. Two sets of resistors. represented by the 
lines marked "suants.- adjust the circuit fur correct test of one type of tube. 
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STROMBERG -CARLSON No. 29, 9 -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER 
what is 1)ro1,1.1, the first r ierr to 

derive its designation from the Ir.uuIMr of 
its design features is the _.1" receiver of 
Strutberg - Carlson 'releph 31fg. Co.. 
Rochester. N. Y. 'These features. as fur- 
nished by the factory. are listera below 
I where their position in the circuit Is lint 
et /Went from the wordlug. a more detailed 
description of the nomenclature IS hit tI : 

I. Optosyucl r r,ic I Visual) Toning. with 
servit ic, ue9,r for Acur(1te tiug 
of the station-selector dial; 

2. 3lonteVisinu I,lal and 'Toning 31eter, for 
quick. accurate tuning: 

a Large Baffle .\rea Cabinet, for full, 
smooth range of musical and voice 
toues ; 

4. Manual Volume-('ontrol. for pre- setting 
to deli re.t andin volume and for in- 
creasing sensitivity on extreme dis- 
tant-e: 

5. Level- .\ctitin Automatic Volume -Control, 
to maintain the predetermined vol- 
ume over an extremely wide range 
of signal strength: 

C. Detectomatie tint. - Diode) Detector, 
for most efficient denude la fion 
action : 

7. Adjustable Automatic Clarifier, to allow 
hand adjustment Of high -frequency 
reproduction to meet receiving ton- 
ditions : 1 1113 -C27 i ; 

S. Antenna Aligner. for obtaining maxi- 
mum results with any particular 
size of antenna : 

9. Image Suppressor. for giving a very 
high discrimination I over 100,000 to 
1) against '.cross -talk"; C1- 1.2 -C:t, 
Ll- I.2 -1. :; : 

10. Isolated Oscillator Tube and Circuit, 
for correct control of sensiti vity; 

11. Ill-Resonator Had ho- Frequency Tuning 
System, for better selectivity: C1 -C2, 
I.1 -L2. C : 

12. Tri-Res onntor IuteroteNliate A mplifier, 
providing high selectivity 

13. Triplex Audio System, employing screen - 
grid first audio, and push -pull out- 
put: 

14. Variable -Mu (Super -Control) Screen- 
Grid Tubes. for long range of action ; 

15. Triode Push-Pull Output, for best audio 
quality : 

10. Four -Gang Tuning Condensers, for 
super-selectivity; 

17. Non- (:lare Dial, with wide- spaced mark- 
ings for easy and accurate tuning; 

AHF BANO SELECTOR ('BI-RESONATOR') 
/ E.\r-- 

CS -\ R.F1 j DET.l 1.F.1 
it1l C 12 35 U : 35 ---J`--- '3 

1 

Is. Phonograph Key. for snitching from 
radio to records; 

la. Telephone Cabling, grouping of wires 
in uea t. insulated cables for quiet 
operation : 

20. Full -Slre Chassis, avoids crowding 
units nod provides accessibility for 
servicing; 

21, Highly Efficient. Large Size lilectro- 
llytnauuic Speaker, to give ample un- 
distorted smutd output ; 

22. l art'tu't Panel of . \irpltt ne Fuselage Con- 
struction, giving ornamental Carved 
design of real wood; 

23. Precision -Selected 'Pubes, sealed in sock- 
ets, the style of tubes used hating 
been picked for best over -all results; 

24. \on- lindinting. avoids disturbing, with 
heterodyne squeals, neighboring radio 
receivers ; 

25. Super- Sensitivity, the highest compat- 
ible with clarity of reception; 

2G. Flexibility of Volume, from a whisper 
to auditorium volume; 

27, Oscillograph Aligned, Tested and Sealed, 
to assure laboratory performance in 
every set ; 

28, Telephone -audit. by n manufacturer 
with more than 37 years experience; 

29. ale :tv- Genuine Walnut Veneer Cabinet, 
for beauty and permanence. 

Taking these points in their numerical 
order. the following comments are made in 
further explanation. Number ('i refers to the 
new t3 Pe detection circuit b3 which a single 
type '27 tube is made to function approxi- 
mately similar to two separate turn- elemnt. 
or diode tubes; here the grid and cathode 
of \ti function as a diode type of second - 
detector for "demodulator "). while its plate 
and cathode f 'thin as a diode type of 
automatic volume- control detector. Since 
\:5 must serve a dual purpose. it is essential 
that exceptional care be given to the selec- 
tion of n tube for this position ; for the 
Mlle must possess chm'n cteristics which will 
mart the requirements of dual service. The 
audio output of \:5 appears across load re- 
sistor R7; the degree of Input to the audio 
system is lcr Control by varhat I.'u of the 
setting of the arm of potentiometer Ill, the 
manual volume -control ("No, 4 "), 

The antenna aligner. No Si, is variable 
condenser l'5 In the diagram ; its control 
knob is located on top of the 11.F. coils' 
shield can, and close to the front edge of 
the chassis, between the tuning knob and 
the off-on switch and tone -control combina- 

1.F.T.1 (-TRI- RESONATOR-) 

RFC 

Cro 

GOD. 

(bao-D100É) 
OET.2 AMO 

LFT.2 
A.v.C. PHONO. 

s .na 7 swit 

L - _ /T pp- M' 
VOIUME 
CONTROL 

z 

C16 

lino knob. 'l'une in a weak signal at the 
high frequency (1 i00 -kc.) end of the dial, 
and ndJust this antenna condenser knob 
!marked It in the diagram on the label in 
the rear of the receiver) until maximum 
volume is obtained. Leave this knoll set 
nt the position of maximum response. If 
the antenna ur ground wires are changed at 
any future date, this knob must be read- 
justed. l'or this purpose a very weak sig- 
nal should be used, in order to obtain the 
best over-all sensitivity. If the signal is 
strong enough to operate the visual tuning 
meter, adjust the knob It, for greatest string 
after toning the station selector for best 
reception. The I.I ". Is 175 k.'., peak- tuned. 

All resistor and condenser values are as 
follows: Resistor Ill, Variable, 0.5-meg.: 
112, 114. 1lIS, Ií19, 0.1 -meg.; 113, I'll, It9, 
GOO ohms; 115, a ohms; It7, 1110, R11, 
0.25-meg. ; RS, Ií15 I tone control); R17, 
0.5 -meg.; Ill 2, hum balaneer (center - 
tappetD, 400 ohms; R13, 750 ohms ; 1114, 
10 ohms; 111(1, 1123. 10,000 ohms; R20. 
2.174 ohms; 1121, 2.080 ohms; 1122. 340 
ohms ; 1124, 0,500 ohms; 1125, 4,000 ohms; 
112G, 500 ohms. 

Condensers Cl to CO include the tuning, 
coupling, and trimming condensers; CEO, 
C19, .04 -nif.: ('11. ('13. C30, C31 .O -nif.: 
C12, C14, C15. C17. ( -:S, 0.:3 -mf.; ('IG, (27. 
0.1 -mf.: ('18. t` I). 1`19 100 mmf.: C21, 
1'24, C25, C31;, C37, .01-tuf.: C22, Cad, 1. 
Inf.; C23, .45 -mf. ; C20, C32, C34, 2 tuf. ; 

C:ia, G mf. 
Opera tong current and potential values 

are taken with a line potential of 110 volts 
and the fuse in the .LO" position. It is 
necessary to use the meter scales specified 
Iin parentheses) for Cuteh rending: (1 r, 

0 -4 V., .t.C.; (2), 0 -8 V., .\.C,; (3), 0 -10 V., 
D.('.; (41, 0.250 V., D.('.: o5), 0 -750 V., 
D.C. Filament potential, V1 to VS, and 
\'10, 2.4S V., (1) : V9, 4.9 V., (2). Cathode - 
to- chassis potential, V1. \'4, V(3, 3 V., (3i ; 

V :3, 10 V.. (41. Control -grid bins, V7. VS, 
50 V., across 1118, (4). Plate-to-chassis 
potentiel, \'1, \_, 170 V., (4) : V3, 87 V.. 
14) : V4, 221) V.. 14) ; VG, 192 V., (4). 
l'Inte potential, \:i (mensared as the volt- 
age drop across resistor 1122), 12.5 V., (4). 
Plate potential, V7, VS (measured between 
either ttihte plate and the tenter -tap of 
resistor 1114), 250 V., (5). Screen -grid 
potential, VI, V2, Va, 87 V., (4). The 
potential across the field coil Is 127.5 V., 
(4) ; the A.C. plate -to- chassis potential of 
V9 is 340 V. 

1 Y1 
(CIE¡ 

VS RFC 2 

x CIS R6 Hf x x 

0.11 
C30 

OSC.'27 ON-OFF Ry 
C31 

( SWITCH :7-4, y G --s 
Y 

SW.I AND R1 
ARE COMBINED 

(LEFT WNEL CON- 

TROL); 5W2 AND 

RIS ARE COM- 
BINED (MGM 

PANEL CONTRA) 

CONTROL KNOBE -IS LOCATED 
IN SACK OF THE TIMING DIAL. 

C25 

V3 

x x 

R24 C29 

Y 

A.F1 
'35 C24 

PUSH -RILL 
A.F.2 
'45 

R19 

MUM BALANCER 

C26 

PILOT LIGHT f RIG 

x 

V10 

TONE 
CONTROL 

Ti 
SOCKET 

CH. i 
RECT.'a0 

1 

o 

25 110V. 

FIELD 
COIL. 

YOKE 
COIL 

PLUG 

r 

I 

!(3u C31 / 

V9 T TXT i 

R25 

522 

.a 
C32A ; 

(C 2A AND 
(33 4., 25 n. 

ONLY) 

C 32 

REPRODUCER 

RFC I, 0.9- mow 
RFC2, 10 SHY. 
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MAJESTIC MODELS FAIRFAX AM) SHEFFIELD 
8 -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNES 

(Model 200 Chassis 
New radio receivers are adding responsi- 

bilities to the Service Mari, but if he knows 
his business he will ex perients no difficulty 
in clearing the normal troubles he may find 
in such sets. Ile must merely acquaint him- 
self with the design curiatiuus of eacll new 
model. For Instance. the Grigsby-4;r llllll w 
Company's Majestic Model 200 chassis uses a 
new type of tube in the dual role of secund- 
detector and automatic voluna control. This 
is indicated in the schematic circuit. 

The parts values are: Resistor III, 7,1)00 
ohms; 112, 3,500 ohms: 11::, :000 ohms; 
114, 110 ohms; h::.. ISO ohms ; liti. Its. I11: ;, 
0.1-meg.; 117, 110, 0. -meg. ; 1110, 1111, 1112, 
1118 Imanual volume cant roll. 0.3-meg. ; 

1114, 0. :: -meg.; Iii.. 1. meg.: tilt ;, 0.2 -meg.; 
1117 ( limn balancer 1. 20 ohms: 1119 stone 
control), 50,000 ohms; 1120, 700 ohms. 

Condensers ('I, C4, 0,1 -114. ; (2. t': ;, l'5, 
.25 -mf.; CO, C11, .05 -ntf.; C7, Cs, C12, 
C -13, C14, C15, .01 -mf.; CO, .03 -mf.; C10, 

VS- 

LF2 
V3 

V4- 
V2 

I.FT1 
VI r r Tfa 

GND. ANT. ADJUST NOM 

.005 -mt.; C16, 7.0 mint.; CI T, ('19, 4 mf.; 
C18, 500 mmf. ; C20, S oaf. Condenser C 
Is the oscillator padding coin' nt. 

The tubes specified for this receiver carry 
the fullowing 31a.t,st is numbers: Type f :- 
:15 -á spray shield multi-mu screen -grid tube, 
as 11.F. antplllir VI ; Type 1; -:5 -S spray 
shield multi -mu screen -grid talc as first- 
detector V2: 'l'ype t : -27 -S spray shield 
as oscillator l':: Type ,: -S spray shield 
multi -mu screen -grid tube as I.F. simpli- 
fier V4; Type C -! -S spray shield duudiude 
tube as s coud- d,tcetor and nutomnti vol- 
ume control 15 : 'l'ype (: -::5 -s spray shield 
multi -mu screen -grid tube as first .%.F. V0; 
Type (1-47 pentode as second A.V. power 
tube V7. 

To obtain correct balance in the filament 
circuit, to r. dlude fun. there is provided a 
bum balancing potenti 'ter 1117. Adjust 
this, right or left. by mends- of as s 

for minimum hum. It is 

VG PT 

4 
/ neWSV 

0 

0-_:Tr 
i 

!Mr 

l 

I 0O )9 

Ve 

V7 

;NG. 

i R.Fl '35-5 

with automatic volume control and duodiode detector) 
u.,e.sory to readjust this unit nni.-ss pen - 
tode V7 is repinrd. 

The length of the antenna recommended 
for vauiuus receivers varies with the de- 
sign of each model; the Model 200 chassis 
is designed tu work best with an antenna 
of about :10 tu 40 feet, for normal urban 
localities, and at soonwhat greater length, 
up to 100 feet, in rural sections. 

Due to the tatet that the diode second - 
detector Vi, also forms part of an auto- 
matic volutne- control circuit, the tube ordi- 
narily required for this sera ice is eliminated. 
Since there is as . \.1'.C. circuit in the 
Model 200 chassis, and a visual tuning 
meter has not been provided, it is vixen/le/ 
that statt ions be tuned in for maximum 
volume and clarity: if the tuning is slightly 
or the correct peint, noise and poor tone 
will result. In fact, it is hest to carefully 
note the dial marking while tuning In a 
desired program, to ruck the dial back and 
forth until the signal drops out at equal 
points on either side of good reception, and 
then to leave the dial at a position half- 
way between these two settings. 

Looking at the front of the set. the knob 
on the left controls the combined t con- 
trol 1"sta t is modifier and acoustic eou- 
trol ''1 ItIil and off -un switch SIV -1, and the 
one un the right varies the mm11unt volume 
control. It IS. Note that the antumatic 
volume -control action is independent of the 
other portions of the circuit, being adjusted 
to operate at it volume level pre -aeu wine I 

in the design of the chassis. The manual 
volume cone of only varies the audio input 

to the voltage- amplifier V6, and the suc- 
ceeding power -amplifier pentode V7. 

The duodiode full -wave rectifier V5 is 
used specifically because of its increased 
sensitivity over the diode (or "two -cle- 
ment ") half -waive connection ordinarily em- 
ployed. Its sturdier construction, better fidel- 
ity, better definition on the higher fre- 
quencies, and its ability fci handle more 
power. The duodiode is a full -wave recti- 
fier, as compared to the diode, which is a 
half -wave rectifier. 

A tune control is included in the instru- 
ment, not as a means of correcting faults 
in the receiver design, but to accomodate 
variations in conditions external to the 
radio set. For instance, as a means of 
matching the acoustic properties of the 
room, in order to obtain the most realistic 
reproduction ; also, to reduce the propor- 
tion of static and background noise during 
locnl electric storms or when receiving dis- 
tant programs. 

'l'he output of the oscillator Is coupled 
Into the cathode circuit of first -detector V2 
by menus of a small coupling coil which 
forms part of htductnee L3. 

'l'Iw Model 200 chassis is used in the 
Sheffield Model 201 receiver and the Fairfax 
Model 20:: receiver. 'l'he power consumption 
is s5 watts. 

Line-filter condensers ('7 and C8 prevent 
clicking sounds in the loud speaker when 
electric lights on the same circuit are turned 
on or off. and also reduce noises incidental 
to the operation of other electrical devices 
on the same line. 

MODEL 200 CHASSIS 

TABLE OF VOLTAGE AHr CPBRFNT HEADIRGS 

All D.C. Voltage Readings are to Ground. 

Tube Type 
Purpose Tube 

Filament 
Voltage 

A.C. 

Plate 
Voltage 

P.C. 

Filament 
To Ground 

r.c. 
Cathode Plate Screen 
To Ground Current Voltage 

D.C. Y.A. - D.C. C.C. 

Screen 
Current 

Y.A. - DC 

R.P. Amp. G -35-S 

1st rat. G -35 -S 

Oscillator G -27 -S 

I.F. Amp. 

2nd cet. 
1st Audio 

G-'5-S 

G-2-S 

G= 5-S 

Poser Amp. G -47 

Feet! fier G -80 

2.5 255 

255 

98 

ass 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 0 

2.5 100 

2.5 250 

5. 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

n0 

3 

11 

o 

3 

o 

2 

5. 

4. 

9.5 

1. 

o 

2. 

96 1. 

96 .9 

96 .8 

94 .4 

25 2C0 6. 

- 75 Totr1 

ose '27 -S 

f)000ml o 
L3 

X 

VS 
x 

L2 

(DIODE) 
DET.2 

AND A.V.C. 
G-2.5 

I.F.T2 

MANUAL VOL. 
CONTROL 

TONE 
CONTROL 

REC0.00uCER 

35 -S 

FIELD Coi 
0430 OHMS AT 

OPR. TEAIR. ) 

5w.1 (os TOME 
CONTROL)N 

ID 

Rtli 

C3- ,C 12 

CNASSaS-. 4 RI R2 R3 R4 RS 
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The 
RADIO CRAFTSMAN'S 

Page The Bulletin Board for Our Experimental Readers 

COMMENTS ON THE CONDENSER- 
RECTIFIER 

Editor. It .auto -('RA r-I: 
Our attent has been called tu the ar- 

ticle in Four December, 1931 edition of 
It.euto- Ca:v-r, On the use of :un electrolytic - 
condenser- rectifier. We find that, on using 
the hook -up Shown, with a transformer in- 
tended for use with a BII tube (and ahieh, 
with an Elkon "MI- type dry tube- substi- 
tute, supplies actually about 2411 volts no- 

load rectified D.C. voltage across the ter- 
minals of the voltage divider, and "B" cur- 
rent enough for a set using three, type '26 
tubes; one '27 tube; one '24 tube; and one 
'71 -A tube), the no -load D.C. voltage (meas- 
ured with a 10110 ohms peer -volt ureter) is 
about 75 volts, and no more. 

The transformer, moreover, instantly heats 
up to the point Where the insulating wax 
begins to flow upon switching on the supply 
current, when the condenser is used ans it ree- 
tiller, though the condenser scents to oper- 
ate 0.K. in the conventional power pack 
hook -up. 

.\ discus:. of this data in your columns 
would no doubt interest others who perhaps 
are obtaining similar unsatisfactory results 
with the published hookup. 

C. \l. Drt_vxo, 
Bör 1G63, Lincoln, Nebr. 

(This article, "A Novel Power Pack De- 
sign Including Only a Transformer and 
Electrolytic Condensers," created consider- 
able attention. As pointed out be Mr. Jaro- 
wey, the idea at the present tique is recom- 
mended particularly for the attention of 
laboratory workers; later, the scheme may 
be perfected for commercial use. Following, 
we print the explanation for the effects 
noted by Mr. Delano.- Technical Editor.) 

MR. JAROWEY REPLIES 
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT: 

There are several interesting points in 
your letter, Mr. Delano, concerning your 
difficulties with the condenser- rectifier. 

'l'o begin with, the present conventional 
sizes of electrolytic condensers are too large 
to he used with a transformer that has been 

Fig. 1 

Circuit illustrating Mr. Joncury's theory. 

designed to operate with a therm ion is or a 

gaseous rectifier tube. l'he size of winding in 
such a transformer could operate well with 
about 2 oaf. per .sect , and to price it we 
will examine the reactance (A.C. resistance) 
of the condenser: the reactance -the re- 
ciprocal of 6.28 x rill x .000)08 = :331 ohtus, 
which will prove that the heatin ¡l of the 
tranxformer WON' due to Niix overloading 
cluurgin,l current, and hence the drop in 
D.C. collage. 

N uw, I will illustrate an ideal design verb - 
ally as follows: Let us suppose that we 
need 170 volts of D.C. Therefore, we will 
wind the tramsforuler secondary to have 
maximum voltage across the outside ter- 
minals equal to the rated condenser voltage, 
that is, 481) x .707 (the effective value of 
A.('.) = :3:39.Iì volts; to this value the drop 
due to the load may he added, by actual 
test, you will find that you can obtain the 
required 170 volts I).('.; provided, however, 
that the electr,lvtit- condenser capacity does 
not exceed the current capacity of the 
transformer. On the other hand, if you 
have 25 -cycle current, the A.C. resistance, 
or rather iwpednrice, of the condenser will 
increase tremendously. That is, the fre- 
quency plans a very important part in A.C. 
circuits, whether they be B.F. or A.F. 

To prove that this idea is correct, von 
may make a test for yourself any tine as 
follows: If you have access to a 110- or 
220 -volt A.C. line, connect the two positive 
terminals of the condenser sections to the 
line, and connect the two filter chokes or 
bellringing transformer primaries in series 
also to the line (that is necessary- to obtain 
an inductive neutral point); then connect 
a good D.C. voltmeter of suitable range be- 
tween the two chokes and the negative side 
of the condenser, and you will have a D.C. 
voltage of one -half of the value you may 
apply to the condenser; no filter is neces- 
sary to this arrangement, Fig. 1, for the 
current is non -pulsating. 

I hope that this will explain the behavior 
in your cast; and those of others who Ditty 
have experimented with this extremely sim- 
ple and radically new power pack design. 

P. M. JAIiOWEY, 
815 Merchant Street. anlhridge, Pa. 

A BUDDING INVENTOR 
Editor, It.euo- CRAr-r: 

While rending about the "Autoverter" in 
the January, 1932 issue of 1tAnto-CRArr, 1 

gut a few ideas; here are three of them. 
I looked through any automobile ,junk -box 

and found a Dodge high- tension transformer, 
a distributor head with a six -point cam, and 
an old electric horn. 

ZMF-+ REWOUND TRANS. SO Hy 
pSTRIBUTOa Í T f '71A -. + 
4 `,..1 ' n. 

IB Vi , r 8MF 
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200V 
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_ ~-=1 
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30 Hy 
+ 

R 
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BATT. Bui 2E0. 

j IIIB 
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(, 
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1416M 
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p 

1 t 
8 MF 

do, 
0 

SE' 

LEAD TO - 
D15TRIBIRDR 6V -C- 

Fig. 2 
The circuit diagram after Mr. Palmer': in- 

gcnious changes. 

'l'he transformer I rewound -100 turns of 
No. 22 D.C.C. wire for the primary and 
about VHS) turns of No. 32 enamel-covered 
wire for the secondary. 'l'he horn I dis- 
mantled, throwing Ronny the horn hell, dia- 
phragm and cam. Onto the shaft of the 
remaining horn motor I fastened the shaft 
of the distributor. (I used four pieces of 
strap iron to hold these two contrivances 
rigid.) 'l'he .six -point cam nukes and breaks 
the electrical circuit six tinges per revolu- 
tion. Across the breaker points I soldered a 

2 inf. condenser. 'flic resulting circuit is 
Fig. 2.\. 

Another method is to use the sauce Dodge 
transformer, same primary and secondary 
winding, and then connect a buzzer in series 
with the primary and a 6 -volt buttey, as 
shown in Fig. 2B. 

I have a six -cylinder Chevrolet, and when 
I connect the above transformer to the pri- 
mary binding posts on the high -tension coil 
in my car, I get the sane results as in the 
first wrinkle, excepting that I use the dis- 
tributor in the car. It is exactly the saute 
idea as the first wrinkle; the circuit, how- 
ever, is as shown in Fig. 2C. The car dis- 
tributor already has a condenser shunted 
across the breaker points. The only draw- 
back to using this system is that the car 
mast travel at least 20 miles- per -hour in 
order for the circuit to be broken enough 
tinges per minute to maintain the required 
highs voltage. 

FRANK C. PALMER, 
1472 Jay Street, Edgewater, Colo. 

(The ideas tried by Mr. Palmer 
are very interesting. If these were de- 

(Coat blued on help 699) 
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An Ultra - Short -Wave 
Super -Regenerative 

5-Meter Receiver 
By E. P. HUFNAGEL (W2BUK) and 

GEO. J. HERRSCHER (W2APW) 

ULTRA- SHORT- WAVF.S, first investigated in the classic 
manner by one Heinrich Mertz, liar crashed the commer- 
cial field with both the installation of 3- to 8 -meter trans - 
mitting equipment as stations \V2XF and \V2XI' atop the 

Empire State building in New York l'it, (which towers 110 stories 
into the air), and with the raanufartare of courpact receiving sets of 
suitable design for operation at these "gmtsi -o itieall" wavelengths. 

The foremost characteristic of 5- utter radio reception is that 
its waveform, like that of light ( "quasi -optical "), travels in a 
straight line and, so far as known, is not deflected in Ih manner 
we are accustonwd to associate with the propagation of the higher 
wavelengths: instead, reception is limited by the curvature of the 
earth, while hills have shielding effects which tend to reduce %ohmic. 
'Finis, the "DX" range of \C2XF- \\'2XK may he only about S0 

miles (miles Eder experiments show that under certain rImditions 
reflection or refrartion may take place, and thus increase this 
figure: incidentall, many amateurs .5- meter tr:oisuailter.. are located 
in ,.Mars): with the result that the millions who resit!e within this 
theoretical radius of sight may be able to hair reliably reception - 
since fading is not experienced in this, the "manor :red" end of the 
w :;yelength sprtrinn. 

Frequency and Wavelength 

It i, interesting to note that the frequency range encompassed 
br "all-wave" or 15- lo 515 -meter radio sets, lies between 20,0(5) kc. 
Mid .5.50, or a told frequency band of 19,4:5( kc. Figuring on the 
basis of It kc. as the required "foot- frontage" (to borrow a tenor 
of the reallor) of a broadcast .station, or 100 ke. for television 
requirements we lied that, by .simple di ision, in the former case 
there wouhl Ire (theoretically, at (east) provision for 1,945 broad- 
cast station,. and in the latter 191 television stations; which leads 
its to the following step. . 

Between :f tarter. (100,15)0 ke.) and 8 ureters (37,500 ke.), there 
k a frequency band width of 62,.500 kv. :\ppl'iug the saute prin- 
ciple of aritlnuitic as previously, we make the startling discovery 
that in this relatively small wavelength range it is possible to fit 6,250 
broadcast stations, or 625 television stations! In other words. our 
CI tire and supposedly enormous "all-wave" tuning range of 15- 
to 515 meters, would lit into the "3- to 8- meter" band, and leave 

Fig. 1 

Schematic diagram of the receiver which operates in the quasi- optical 
frequency Fand. 

Fig. A, above. 
!'start -niece of the 

receiver. 

Fig. B, right. 
Inside vira. of the 
5 -meter receiver, LI 
and I2 are the tun- 
ing coils. (Refer to 

Fig. 1.) 

VI 

V3 

FOR 
BATTERIES 

enough room lo fit in about two more band.. just like our present 
one! No wonder the "big boys," who know what it is all about, 
are gobbling up all the little wavelengths in sight -and the smaller 
they are the better they like 'en)! 

Although transmitters operating at these ultra -high frequencies 
are few :out far between, it would seen that in a fairly short time 
the countryside will be dotted with them; duplicating in other 
centers of population the coverage now offered by \\'2XF -W2XK 
nearly a quarter-mile in the air, in New York's Empire State 
building. 

And, the power requirements are astonishingly small, to wit: 
experiments (which have proven the value of this type of opera- 
tion) between fire towers in northern New ,Jersey indicate that 
reliable conanunication can be maintained with powers as low as 
(1.8 -volt (input, to two 2 -volt '30's: the entire transmitter) supplied 
by two dry cells and three "II" batteries. 

Since the length of the hest possible aerial used in the reception 
of a 5 -meter signal would not exceed 8 ft., the adaptability of 

(Continued on page ti &4) 
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USING the V.T. 
VOLTMETER 

(PART I) 

By BERYL B. BRYANT 

IN response to the many requests received by the Editors of 
this magazine for information concerning the use of vacuum - 
tube voltmeters, such as the gooseneck V.T. voltmeter described 
In the February, 19:32 issue of It. -Ca.o-r, the writer has been 

asked to prepare an article setting forth the methods of measure- 
ment and procedure in which the 
instruuænt may he employed. 

As in all measurements, the 
accuracy of the measured result 
depends upon the accuracy with 
which the instrument has been 

calibrated, and the care with 
which the measurements are 
conducted. 

Radio -Frequency Measurements 
To conduct measurements by 

which Rut gain of an R.F. mutt- 

plifier of one or more stages may 
he determined, a modulated R.F. 
oscillator, having the frequency 
range over which the amplifier 
is to be measured, is required. 
It is customary to modulate the 
R.F. signal with an audio signal 
of 400 cycles at 30 percent 
modulation. The signal from the modulated oscillator is induced 
into an artificial antenna of known constants; the set -up of the 
oscillator, the artificial antenna, and the amplifier to be measured is 

shown in Fig. I. 'l'he mutual inductance between the coupling coil 
1.0 of the oscillator and the 20- microhenry inductance I.a of the 
artificial antenna is determined by a method to be described in a 

later paragraph. having determined the mutual inductance be- 

tween I.o and I.a, the current through Lm may be measured by 

connecting the V.T. voltmeter across the 500 -ohm resistance in series 
with I.a; this is shown in Fig. 1 at R. 

The resistance It I may be a 200 -ohm potentiometer, and is used 

tO control the output of the oscillator. 
Raring determined the voltage drop across R and k 110witl g the 

Itsistance of R, the current may be determined by the application 
of Ohm's Law. The peak -voltage drop across It t be converted 
to effective volts by dividing the peak -voltage by 1 4. 'l'he voltage 
( effective) induced in the artificial antenna may now be determined 
by the formula: 

Eao6.28XIxMxf 
Where Ea is artificial antenna voltage, I is the calculated cur- 

rent through I.o, M is the mutual 
inductance between Lo and La, 
and f is the frequency in cycles. 

The R.M.A. standard artificial 
antenna consists of a coil of 20- 
microhenries inductance in series 
with a 25 -ohm resistance and a 
.0002 -nf. condenser. This, during 
the measurements, is connected 
directly across the antenna and 
ground binding posts of the re- 
Myer or It. F. stage to be measured. 

In a series of articles, of which 
this is the first, the author 
will discuss the various uses of 

vacuum - tube voltmeters, with 
particular reference to radio 
servicing and measurement. 

Gain Measurement 

Having provided a means of knowing the exact voltage .nput 
into an R.F. stage or amplifier, the gain may be measured by plac- 
ing the V.T. voltmeter terminals across the plate -load of the single 

stage or the output of the am- 
plifier whose gain is to be 
measured. 

If the voltmeter is applied 
across the plate primary as 
shown at V.T. -IS in Fig. 1, it is 
necessary that care be taken to 
insulate the V.T. voltmeter at 
all points from the chassis of the 
receiver; otherwise, a short will 
exist, as the V.T. voltmeter in 
this position is above ground po- 
tential by an amount equal to 
that of the plate- voltage of the 
amplifier stage. 

In measuring the gain of tuned 
R.F. amplifiers, the induced volt - 
'tFt into I.a must he constant for 
all frequencies. It is therefore 
necessary to adjust the input to 
it predetermined park value be- 

fore each frequency measurement is made. 
The gain of a single stage, or of the entire amplifying system is 

the ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage, and is deter- 
mined by dividing the output by the input voltage. These voltages 
should be in effective 
values. 

If it is desired to plot 
.Tensitiz'itg and .elertiT'- 
ily response curves of an 
R.F. amplifier, the meas- 
urement. sl Id be macle 
in oat junction with the 
A.F. amplifier of the re- 
ceiver. The sensitivity 
curve is the input in mi- 
crovolts plotted against 
the radio frequency in 
cycles. The Output of the 
receiver is kept constant 
aI .0.5- malt. with the in- 
put frequenra varying 
from. 151)0 to 6011 kr. The 
It.F. oscillator is adjusted 
tu }no cycles at 311 per - 
rent modulation during these measurements. 

The sensitivity of a receiver is determined he a signal (input) 
that will produce a standard output of .05 -watt from the receiver 
(a 10 -ohm resistor connected in place of the voice coil of as 

dynamic speaker should have .707 -volt across it for .05 -watt 
output.) When plotted as a curve this is interpreted as follows: 
An input signal at any frequency will produce a standard output 

((continued on page 686) 
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Fig. 1, above. Oscillator, dummy antenna. and V.T. voltmeter. 
Fig. 3, below. Substitntion method of measuring inductance. 

Fig. 2 
Typical selectivity curve. 

Fig. 4, above. Measuring distributed capacit_ . 

Fig. 5, below. Another measuring circuit. 
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RADIO -CRAFT KI \KS 
Practical hints from experimenters' private laboratories. 

(PRIZE AWARD) 

MEASURING SMALL CAPACITIES 
By Edgar J. Smith 

HE set builder, as well as the Service 
Wan, never knows when he may be 
called upon to determine with fair 
accuracy the capacity or capacity 

range of a condenser. The Method used by 
the writer for checking the capacity of small 
units, between the values of 50 and 1,000 
mud.. may he of interest to the readers of 
It:tnlo- CR.,FT. 

Since most Service Men possess a grid- 
dip oscillator which covers the broadcast 
frequencies it is possible to construct this 
rig out of parts from the junk box. 

The condenser CI and C2 shown in the 
schematic circuit, Fig. IA, is a double con- 
denser having two sections of 500 nunfs. 
each. This condenser must he of the 
straight -line capacity type and of good con- 
struction. The two rotors are connected to 
a S.P.S.T. snap switch so that the condenser 
may he used as a 500 or 1000 Inf. unit. 

The tapped coil is not of critical construc- 
tion :md any coil at hand similar to it will 
be satisfactory. A pick -up coil, wound over 
or at the common end, is necessary for 
coupling to the oscillator. 

A S.P.1VP. snap switch is provided for 
changing from CX (unknown capacity) to 
the eadihrated condenser (C -I C -2). 

The process of checking a condenser is 
as follows: Place the condenser between the 
clips at CX. The snap switch is thrown 
to "TES'! "' position. The pickup coil on the 
inductance is connected to the pickup coil 
on the oscillator. With the oscillator turned 
on, the oscillator condenser C3 is varied 
until au dip is noted in the milliammeter 
MA: or, if no clip is noted, the inductance 
switch is changed to another tap and the 
operation is repeated until a dip is noted. 
The S.P.D.T. switch is then thrown to the 

$5 FOR A PRACTICAL RADIO 
KINK 

As an incentive toward obtaining radio 
hints and experimental short -cuts, RADIO. 

CRAFT will pay $5.00 for the best one sub- 
mitted each month. Checks will be mailed 
upon publication of the article. 

The judges are the editors of RADIO -CRAFT 

and their decisions are final. No unused 
manuscripts are returned. 

Follow these simple rules: Write, or 
preferably type, on one side of the sheet, 
giving a clear description of the best radio 
"kink" you know of. Simple sketches in 
free -hand are satisfactory, as long as they 
explain the idea. You can send in as 

many kinks as you wish. Everyone is elig- 
ible for the prize except employees of RADIO - 

CRAFT and their families. 
This contest closes on the 15th of every 

month, by which time all the Kinks must be 

received for the next month. 
Send all contributions to Editor, Kinks 

Department, c -o RADIO-CRAFT, 98 l'ark 
Place, New York City. 

"CHECK" position and CI is turned until 
u cur respond ín2 dip is noted on the milli- 
ammeter; if CX is larger than 5011 muff. it 
will be necessary to use C1 and C2 by 
closing the S.I'.S.'l'. switch. 

When the clip is found on CI note the dial 
reading; if, for instance, the reading is 10 
degrees, you will have 10% of 500 mint: 
that is, CX will equal 50 nuuf. If it reads 
50 degrees, you have 50% of 5011 mmf. or 
250 nnlf., and so on. If Cl and 2 are used 
and you obtain a reading of 0 degrees, you 
will have 00% of 1000 mmf. or 600 mmf. 

By substituting a pointer 
in place of the dial, and shel- 
lacing a white paper onto the 
panel, a direct reading may 
he plotted on the pumper as 
shown in Fig. 1B; the outer 
circle being used for the 11100 

mmf. condenser and the in- 
ner for the 
.500 mmf. 
No mark- 
ings a r 
made on 
the outer 
circle be- 
tween 0 and 
500 mmf., 
as these 
readings 
may be ob- 
tained more 
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Fig. 1 
Circuit for meanlring capacities from 50 to 1,000 mmf. 

Fig. 2 
A convenient lamp 

mounting. 

accurately on the 500 mmf. condenser. 
One word of warning -do not make the 

test leads to CX any longer than necessary, 
to insure 1S 
Much accur- 
acy as pos- 
sible. 

The range 
of capacities 
may be in- 
creased by 
using fixed 
condensers 
of known 
value in 
either series or parallel 
unknown capacity. 

'l'he l' 'ling factor of this device is the 
requirement that the unknown capacity 
across the inductance, or any section of the 
inductance, oust have a resonant frequency 
within the range of the grid -dip oscillator. 

Fig. 3 
As emergency "B" eliminator 

connection with the 

SPARK COIL TONE GENERATOR 
By Cal Brainerd 

EX PER IMENTE1IS who wish to prac- 
tine the telegraphic code may be inter- 

ested to know that an ignition coil from an 
automobile may be 
very conveniently used 
to obtain the high 
audio frequency that 
is so pleasing when 
heard in a pair Of 
head phones connected 
to the output of a 
smooth- operating, vi- 
brator -brake type of 
current generator 
system. u. 

The schematic dia- 
gram is Fig. 5. In this circuit, transformer 
T may he an ignition coil of the type used 
in Model T Fords. By bending the lower 

vibrator bracket to in- 
crease the tension on 
the armature, fairly 
high -speed interrup- 
tion of the primary 
circuit may he ob- 
tained. 

With a 4-volt "A" 
battery, the secondary 
voltage will he from 
5,000 to 10,000 volts; 

to handle this potential a book -type con- 
denser is easiest to make and use. 

'l'he natural period of the secondary coil 
is in the audible frequencies, it will he 
found that a small capacity as C will give 
considerable range in tone. An ordinary 
variable condenser in series with two metal 
plates about 6 x 8 in. square, separated 
about 1/,-inch can he tried. 

(Continued on page 685) 

j D,NAnIC SPEAKER 
--ROME COIL 
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es' ' 
Fig. 4 

Connecting head. 
phones. 

Fig. 5 
A code practice 

unit. 
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Radio -Craft's Information Bureau 
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but 

please observe these rules: 
Purplish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when needed, to explain your meaning; use 

only one side of the paper. List each question. 
Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general interest will be published here, to the 

extent that space permits. At least fire weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question and the 
appearance of its answer here. 

Replies, rnaga:ines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D. 
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 25 cents (stamps) for each separate question. 
Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid misunderstanding. 

ZENITH MODEL 103 -CROSLEY 
MODEL 127 

(1 551 Mr. Carlson J. Parker, Owosso. Mich. 
(Q.11 In the March. 1932 issue of It.IOIo- 

('tmFr, page 41, IP,ta Sheet No 111. 1s de- 
scribed the Zenith Model 103 receiver, and 

OSCILLATOR SCIiTO1R ü ÉEOKRCWAK r 
Como. 

TMONPEE/iKII.rSnEK 4w[ÇIIwuÉ 
R MERE 

TRRNSrORTURS (REMOVE 
OSE. sE) 

i1 iCm 

/' ' rA A)1 

ik,t1 
PRODER IE PR - 
SCDNSTNK, R.F. SELECTOR 

REW 
OSCILLATOR In-OET 

.0002SEF. 
FIELD 
ONO. 

METER INDICATES RESONANCE 
FOR WA 4F. 

.07ESTMENTS 

Fig. Q.155A 
Chassis layout of the Zenith 103 receiver. 

mention is made of a "chassis layout." but 
it does not appear on the page. Please show 
this ports layout. if it is available. 

(.\.11 The parts layout for the Zenith 
"Ilyperhoterodyne" receiver mentioned is shown 
in Fig. Q 155A. 

(Q. 21 In the same issue. page 550. appears 
the diagram of the Crosley Model 127 "Happy 
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Fig. Q.155B 
Dynamic speaker plug and s.eket connections. 

Hour" and ' "l'eustlike" receiver. as Fig. Q.151, 
but only the socket for the Ilynatuic reproducer 
Is shown. \\ "hint are the Icad connections from 
the dynamic reproducer to the plug which tits 
into this socket? 

1. \. 21 The plug connections of the dynamic 
reproducer used in this chassis is shown in 
Fig. Q.Is31í. 

RCA -VICTOR MODEL M -30 CAR 
RADIO -MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE 

METER 
(1:0i Mr. Barrington Fox. Needles. . \riz. 

(Q.11 What arc the antenna requirements 
for the I:C.\- Victor car radio set? 

I . \. I I Considerable detail. Including the 
schematic circuit. is given In It.uao- Ctt.Ire 
Luta Sheet No. 114, which appeared in the 
April. 1932 . issue. 

.\ roof antenna for the Model \I -30 receiver 
is regm ired only in districts where the average 
signal -intensity level is very Iole. For an an- 
tenna installation the following equipment may 
be required: Long -nose, gas. and diagonal 
pliers: small Crescent. and No. 4 Spint ite 
wrenches: small. large. and thin -shank 
screw drivers; tin shears: toed iu nu and heavy - 
duty soldering irons: resin and acid -core solder; 
electric drill (with set of drills up te. .5 -in.i ; 

reamer (3/4-in.. mai. t : seat and door protel'- 
tors; sheet copper; and a supply of 1,§ -in. 
Belden Braid. 

IQ. !1 l'an you suggest :Inv Icay of rlduc- 
ing interference. in addition to the use of 
spark -phut circuit series resistors? The use 
of these dues lint entirely eliminate interfer- 
ence from the motor. 

I. \. 21 . \ppnreutly bypass condensers have 
not been applied to tu,' several radiating cir- 
cuits of the ignition wiring in Ille ear. 

Two bypass condensers. one on each term- 
inal. at the ammeter may reduce certain forms 
of cat' interference. The receiver should not be 
located near the car's ignition coil. due to its 
strong field. Interchanging its primary con- 
nections may reduce Into rferenee. Whether the 
antenna lead -in shield should be grounded to 
reduce interference should be determined by 
test. 

I Q.:1t What Is the schematic circuit of the 
Sterling directlead ing mutual conductance 
nuter? 

I Several models of this type of in- 
strument were manufactured by the Sterling 
Mfg. Co. Tile Model Ii 517 Meter Is illus- 
trated and described in detail hl the book. 
"Radio Set Analyzrs." by L. Van der ',Bel. 
The "Ilrid_e' d the sonne manufacture is 
illustrated iu Pigs. Q. 150.\ and II. 'l'he motor 
is calibrated o -connu Mhos,. 0-30 111a., and 
Io -0o nul.: ava(lable data appears in this 

d la gr :un. 
The ". \." B." and "i "' voltages for the tube 

tu be tested are adjusted first. and the reading 
of the meter balanced out by means of tile 
lower left -11:111d knob. The m111 all conductance 
value is then obtained by reading the meter, 
which is graduated directly in micromhos : this 
is the rate of change in plate current for a 
given grid voltage change. 

This devil, is equipped with four sockets, 
one for pre -heating and three for testing. 

MAJESTIC MODELS 25, 25B, AND 35 
(1571 Mr. Harry Sautctine, Kenosha. \\-is. 

(Q.11 1 have a Majestic Model 25 super- 

Fig. Q.156A 
The Sterling R -517 mutual -conductance meter. 

heterodyne which does not seem to be con- 
nected the same as diagrammed in Data Sheet 
No. 59. which appeared in the February, 11132 
issue of It.tolo- ('u.IF'r. 

My set incorporates automatic volume con- 
trol: tapped -choke input to the push -pull pen- 
todes, instead of transformer coupling: a 
potentiometer controls the audio input to the 
push -pull pentodes. There is also a "local- 
distance" switch which is not shown. Please 
exp in in this. 

(A.1 The chassis in the receiver described 
was changed at the factory. and does not 
carry the number, "Model 25 ": the rorrert 
number is the "Model 25l1" : and in the Col - 

ifngwood and Abbeywood cabinets the chassis 
is "Model 35." 
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Fig. 0.1568 
Schematic circuit of the Sterling Model R -517 mutual -conductance meter. 
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SM FROM THE OTHER SIDE 
OF THE WORLD- 

A 727SW WILL KEEP YOU 
IN TOUCH WITH YOUR HOME 

SHORT - WAVE 
LONG -WAVE 

ONE DIAL 

ONE CHASSIS 

COLOR TUNING -calibrates 
each short -wave band on the 
dial with the same accuracy as 
the broadcast band.You will find 
it ONLY in the Silver -Marshall 
727SW. It makes finding foreign 
stations easy. 

ONE DIAL - CALIBRATED 
NEW PATENTABLE CIRCUIT 

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL 
METER -TUNING 
FRACTIONAL 

MICROVOLT SENSITIVITY 
ABSOLUTE 10KC SELECTIVITY 
PENTODE -VARIO -MU TUBES 

SILVER- 
MARSHALL, Inc. 
6419 W. 65th St. 

Chicago, U. S. A. 

Enclosed find Sc. Please send all 
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Announcing 
the RADIO -CRAFT 

Presented on these two pages are the new books of the 
RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY -the most complete and authentic 
set of volumes treating individually, important divisions of 
radio. Each book has been designed to give radio men the 

RADIO SET ANALYZERS 
And How To Use Them 

With Full Instructions and Descriptions of 

RADIO SET 
ANALYZERS 

AM) 

How to UseThem 
..J N .w,.u.., ,d ar.....w. d ., M,....x. .s..s«, «,oe.v.. 

ti L V., e. Md 

Price Soc 

G/ PAGES. Size. 6 a 9 Inches 
Over 50 Illustrations 

Bound in still board covers 

Set Analyzers. Tube Checkers, 
Oscillators, Etc. 

By L. VAN DER MEL 

This book explains thoroughly the oper- 
ation of set analyzers. tube checkers. 
oscillators and other testing equipment. 
For every radio man, whether junior grade 
or expert, this book is extremely helpful. 
It covers every phase of testing and gives 
you valuable short cuts: completely illus- 
trated with photographs and diagrams to 
facilitate the use of modern testing 
equipment. 

The following chapters briefly outline 
the contents. INTRODUCTION : TIlE 
ANA LYZER; Fundamentals. Switches. 
A.C. and U.C. Voltmeters, Calibration and 
Design: TROUBLE SHOOTING WITH 
THE ANALYZER: Classification of Trou- 
ble, Analysis of Electrical Troubles. Feu- 
lures and Uses of Various Analyzers, 
Care and Maintenance; CONCLUSION; 
Summary. 

HOW TO BECOME A RADIO SERVICE MAN 
How To Get Started and How To Make 

Money In Radio Servicing 

By LOUIS MARTIN 

The ambition of many men in radio 
today is to become a first -grade Service 
Man, with a business that is flourishing. 
It is not as difficult as one might believe. 
but it cannot be done in a few short 
months. Following very carefully the 
advise of Mr. Martin. who has d.:It 
with the problems of thousands of Ser- 
vice Men, this book deals very carefully 
with the essential stages in the prepara- 
tion for qualifying as a Service Man. 
The Chapters of the book are so divided 
that each element is thoroughly covered. 

Here are the chapters: The Small In- 
dependent Service Man : Advanced Com- 
mercial Aspects: The Radio Set; Semi - 
Technical Considerations; Advanced Ser- 
vice Datu. Each chapter is again sub- 
dividèd to bring out in minute detail 
every point of importance. 

OpSRAFILIBBARYry,.s Fj 

HOW 
TO BECOME 
A RADIO 
SERVICE MAN 

. a.a. s.,..s 

C..v. o....+.. , o. 
I, L.6 M.nt. 

64 PAGES. Size, 6 x 9 Inches 
Over 55 Illustrations 

Bound in stiff board covers 

AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND SERVICING 
A Complete Treatise on the Subject Cov- 
ering All Phases from Installing to Ser- 

vicing and Maintenance 

By LOUIS MARTIN 

Automobile radio is up and coming, 
and someone has to service them properly. 
It is certain that one of these days your 
turn will conte, whether you are an ex- 
perimenter or Service Man. It therefore 
behooves you to read this immensely im- 
portant new book on the art of Auto- 
mobile 1ta:l:o. There is no better book 
in print and none as concise. The book 
is full of illustrations. photographs, dia- 
grams and hookups. 

Here are only a fJw of some of the 
really interesting chapters: Introduction; 
Automotive Radio Instal:nt:ons ; Complete 
Descriptions of Commercial Automotive 
Receivers; Servicing Automotive Receiv- 
ers; The Ignition System: General Ser- 
vice Considerations: Effects of Tempera- 
ture on Power Supply: Conclusion. 

olOtgAFILIBRARYN. °9 

AUTOMOBILE 

RADIO 
SERVICING 
A (*.soles b..ms o, dos Sobr¢ 

Cove,, AN P6..c, 6o.. !node, 

to ..d Mamie/we. 

Ir 1... M.n.. 

64 PAGES. Slze, 6 x 9 Inches 
Over 65 Illustrations 

Bound in stiff board co,rrs 

opportunity to specialize in one or more of the popular branches 
of the industry. The material contained in these books will 
increase your knowledge; you will find them a real help in 
your work and they will contribute to your money earning 

MODERN 

VI 

op10LIW1T LIBR,1Rp.1.., 

MODERN 
VACUUM 

TUBES 
AND 

How They Work 
ens. et.. o,b..d ao 

oil . ,.e.. e ..5.. 

4, e.4... aoos..r 

41 _-- _ CË) 
6 PAGES. Size. 6 a 9 Inches 

Over 109 Illustrations 
Bound in stilt board covers 

VACUUM TUBES 
And How They Work 

With Complete Technical Data on All 
Standard and Many Special Tubes 

By ROBERT HERTZBERG 

MODERN VACUUM TUBES describes 
the fundamental electron theory which is 
the basis of all vacuum tube operation, 
and goes progressively from the simplest 
two -element tubes right up to the latest 
pentodes and thyratrons. It is written 
in clear, simple language and is devoid 
of the mathematics which is usually so 
confusing. Valuable reference charts and 
characteristic curves of standard and 
special tubes are to be found, also dia- 
grams of sockets and pin connections. 

Here are some of the chapters: The 
Edison Effect and The Electron Theory : 

Electron Emitters and the Ionization Ef- 
fect; The Three -Electrode Tube: Vacuum 
'rube Characteristics: Four- and Five - 
Element Tubes : Light Sensitivo Cells and 
Other Special Tubes. 

BRINGING ELECTRIC SETS UP TO DATE 
With Pentodes, Multi - Mus, Dynamic 
Speakers -Complete Information How to 
Modernize A.C., D.C. and Battery Operated 

Receivers 

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON 

In this country there are over ten mil- 
lion electrically operated receivers that 
could be modernized by placing in them 

w type tubes. new speaker equipment 
a and other modern improvements. This 
business of improving old seta can go to 
the experimenters and Service Men if 
they will quickly jump into action. 

Read in this book by Mr. Denton, how 
easily you can modernize any obsolete set. 
Your clients can retain their expensive 
cabinets and still have a receiver that is 
right- up -to- the -minute. and with little 
additional costs. 

Here are the high lights of this book: 
Tubes Available for Replacements: Elec- 
trifying Battery Receivers: Use of the 
New 2- and 6 -Volt Tubes; Operating Sets 
with Single Control; Conversion of A.C. 
Sets into D.C.. and D.C. into A.C. : Re- 
placing Output Tubes with Higher Output 
Tubes; Improving Old Supers: Loftin - 
White Amplifiers : Adapters and Their Use. 
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1.00CItAIT LIBRARY,y, 

BRINGING 
ELECTRIC SETS 
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64 PAGES. SIze. 6 x 9 Inches 

Over 80 Illustrations 
Bound in stiff board covers 

RECORDING AND ALL ABOUT IT 

apD10CRAFT LIBRARY Y. 

HOME 
RECORDING 

AND 

ALL ABOUT IT 
A Code. i,... 

M.,a.s........a,. A.da... 

Commer,JM.1....S.....yf.. 

er G..r. 1 LM 

64 PAGES. Size. 6 x 9 Inches 
Over 70 Illustrations 

Bound in still board covers 

A Complete Treatise on Instantaneous 
Recording Microphones. Recorders, Ampli- 
fiers. Commercial Machines. Servicing, etc. 

By GEORGE J. SALIBA 

If there is one subject that is fascinat- 
ing to every radio man. it is that of Home 
Recording. Of course, this volume is 
not all on "Home" recording. but the 
information contained therein is impor- 
tant to commercial radio men. studio 
operators. engineers and others interested 
in this phase of radio. 

The art of recording and reproducing 
broadcast selections is becoming more im- 
portant every day to radio men. experi- 
menters and Service Men. Equipping 
dance halls, auditoriums. churches. res- 
taurants and homes with public address 
and amplifiers brings many extra dollars 
and often an excellent income. 

In this hook are found such topics an: 
Short History of the Art; Microphones; 
Recording Amplifiers; Cutting Heads; 
Types of Records ; Commercial Machines; 
Adding Recorders to Receivers : Studio 
Layouts; Mechanical Filters for Turn - 
tables. 
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This is perhaps the first real opportunity that you have ever 
had to build a radio library of books that are authentic, right - 
up-to- the -minute and written so that it is easily digested and 
clearly understood. Mail the coupon below for your books. 

MODERN RADIO 
The Best Radio Circuits 

A Complete Compendium of the Most Im- 
portant Experimental and Custom - 

built Receivers 

By R. D. WASHBURNE 
ft is fascinating to the experimenter, n even to the up -to -date Service Man, 

to take a commercial set and to change 
it into one using a famous hookup that 

not found in any manufactured set: is 
ind it is usually worth the trouble be- 

cause results are far superior than in the 
original. Many excellent circuits have 

Fever been commercialized, but limited 
only to home -set builders. Thousands of 
these popular circuits have been requested 
from time to time, and in this book we 
have included over 150 circuits, which 
include the famous Peridyne, Cash -Box 
A.C.-D.C. Set and others. 

The circuits cover the following: 
BROADCAST RECEIVERS, ALL -WAVE 
RECEIVERS, SHORT -WAVE RECEIV- 
ERS. CONVERTERS AND ADAPTERS. 
TELEVISION RECEIVERS. HOME RE- 
CORDING APPARATUS. AUTOMOBILE 
RECEIVERS. AUDIO AND POWER AM- 
PLIFIERS, POWER UNITS and MIS- 
CELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT. 

HOOK -UPS 

ei 

ßhD1OCRAIT 
LIBRARYN..I 

MODERN 
RADIO 

HOOK-UPS 
The Best Radio Circuits 
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64 PAGES. Size. 6 x 9 Inches 
Over 120 Illustrations 

Bound in still board covers 

RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
A Selection of the Most Important of 5,000 
Questions Submitted by Radio Men During 

the Course of One Year 
By R. D. WASHBURNE 

There has been collected a wide variety 
of questions which have come into our 
editorial offices during the past two years. 
and only those whose answers would 
benefit the majority of men engaged in 
radio have been incorporated in this 
amazing question and answer book. 

The tremendously long list of topics 
better explains the subjects which are 
treated. Here are the titles: 

Radio Servicing: Receiver Design The- ory: Home Recording ; Television; Sound 
Equipment ; Short Waves; Antennas: 
Operating Notes: Test Equipment: Vac- 
uum Tubes; Engineering; Ultra- Short- 
Waves : Police Radio: Reproducers: 
Graphs: Superheterodynes: Automotive 
Sets ; Power Packs ; Automatic Volume 
Controls: Remote Control Devices: Align- 
ing Procedure; Photoelectricity: Tone 
Control: Coil Construction : Adapters: 
Measuring Apparatus : hand- Selectors: 
Meters: Symbols; Microphones; Conver- 
ters; Definitions: Public Address Equip- 
ment: Modernizing Methods: Set Analy- 
zers: Midget Sets: Oscillators ; Phono- 
graph Pickups; Tube Testers Diagram 

sp 11RAFn LIBRARY N's 

RADIO 
QUESTIONS 

AND 

ANSWERS 
.w.n,... 

C-..,a.r.. 
s, e 

i].--_ GÇI 

LIBRARY a a 
capacity. Read these books during your spare time at home. 

The authors of these books are well -known to everybody. 
Each one is an expert radio man; an authority on the subject - 
each is thoroughly familiar with the field which he represents. 

THE SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK 
All About Superheterodynes 

How They Work. Mow to Build and How 

to Service Them 

By CLYDE FITCH 

There is no more fascinating a subject 
in the large array of radio circuits than 
the famous superheterodyne circuit. It 
has taken the world by storm, and today 
practically all modern receivers employ 
this principle of design. Whether you 
are a Service Man or experimenter, first- 
hand knowledge about the construction of 
these receivers is very important. The 
book on Superheterodynes gives underly- 
ing principles of their construction, right 
from the very first set made. Mastering 
the fundamentals of this circuit will en- 
able you to build or service any receiver. 

The following is a short list of con- 
tents: Basic Principles of the Superheter- 
odyne; The Oscillator: First Detector; 
Single Dial Tuning Systems: Interme- 
diate Amplifier; Second Detector, Audio 
Amplifier and Power Supply; Commercial 
Superheterodyne Receivers; Servicing 
Superheterodyncs. 

Iota-CRAFT LIBRABYN°J 

`fie 
SUPERHETERODYNE 

BOOK 
All About Superheterodyne[ 

H... aJr 
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64 PAGES. Size. 6 x 9 Inches 
Over 60 Illustrations 

Bound in stiff board covers 

RADIO KINKS AND WRINKLES 
For Service Men and Experimenters 

A Complete Compendium on the Latest 
Radio Short -Cuts and Money -Savers 

RADIO 
KINKS 

AND 

WRINKLES 
For Service Men and 

Experimenters 
A C.. etc. 4y..}.. i. ew.. eA: 

a..C...d [A- ,a..... 
ie C. W. e... 

64 PAGES. Size. 6 x 9 Inches 
Over 78 Illustrations 

Bound in stiff board covers 

By C. W. PALMER 

It often becomes necessary for experi- 
menters and Service Men to call upon 
their memory for some short cut or radio 
wrinkle that will solve a problem quickly. 
In business, "short cuts" mean time and 
money saved. and to the Service Man 
"time saved" means money earned. 

This book is a compilation of important 
radio kinks and wrinkles; the entire 
contents of the honk has been selected 
with great care in order to discuss only 
such items as are constantly used today. 

Here are some of the more important 
chapters: Introduction: Servicing Short - 
Cuts: Testing Equipment and Meters: 
Vacuum Tubes and Circuits: Volume - 
control Methods; Amplifiers and Phono- 
graph Reproducers: Power Supply Equip- 
ment : Coils and Tuning Circuits: Short 
Waves; Loud Speakers; Tools and Ac. 

BIG DISCOUNT OFFERED 

64 PAGES. Size. 6 x 9 Inches 
Over 80 Illustrations 

Bound in stiff board coven 

In order to make it possible for everyone to buy these books, the fifty (50) cents 
price has been made uniform for all volumes. You can buy these books separately, 
but you should take advantage of our special offer: 

WHEN FIVE (5) BOOKS OR MORE ARE ORDERED 
DEDUCT 20% FROM YOUR REMITTANCE 

Simply fill in the coupon below, and mail it to us together with your remittance. 
Checks, stamps or money orders accepted. 
All Books Uniform 
The books in the new RADIO -CRAFT 
LIBRARY are all strictly up -to -date, and 
written by men who know their subjects. 
The volumes are all uniform size, 6 x 9 
inches, and contain on an average of 50 to 
120 illustrations. Each book is printed on 
fine book paper, and no expense has been 
spared to make it an outstanding value, for 
its editorial contents as well as from the 
mechanical standpoint. 

CLIP 
COUPON 

AND 

MAIL! 
EGERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 96 -9A Park Place 

New York. N. Y. 
I have circled below the numbers of books in the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY. which you 

are to send me, and have deducted 2O' for ordering five 151 books or more. I have included 
my remittance in full, at the price of 50e each, when less than five books are ordered. 
The amount of my remittance is (Stamps, checks or money orders accepted.) 

I Circle numbers wanted: I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Name Address 

t City State RC -SR! 
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STUDY RADIO 
RADIO SERVICING COURSE 

by Allred A. G hi rardi 
and Bertram M. Freed 

Coot dinning Editor. 
Radio Craft Servicing 

I went iaent. 

$1.50 
Postpaid in the U. S. 
192 Pages. Over 100 

illwtrativaa l 

Nobody in Radio can afford to 
be without these two great hooks. 

Written by two of Radio's fore- 
most authorities, they cover emery 

phase of the subject up to llie 
present moment. These are finan- 
cially profitable books to own! 

They will give you a rullii, tete 

radio education -1n your spare 

Uwe at hulaot 

Alfred A. Ghirardl 
The Radin Physics 
l'ourse 

v 
running 

in Radio News - 
Complete in one book! 

S 3.50 
l'ostpulii In the U.S. 
902 Pages. Over 500 

illmtrationat 

RADIO TECH. PUB. CO., Dept. R.C. 5 
00 Fifth Avenue. New York City. 

Enclosed and check, rash or money order for 
copies or Itadlu Physics Course at $3.7,11 earh, and 

roides of the Radio Servicing Course at $t 50 
each. Check here for FREE insular 
Senne 
Address 
City State 

LISTENERS OFFICIAL 
RADIO LOG 

World Short Wave Stations - Pol ice - 
Aeronautical-Relay and Telephone Sta- 
tions also Aeroplane and Amateur Bands 
-Cross Tabulated by Call, Frequency, 
Location and 
Time of Broad- 
cast. 
An accurate up -to -date 
call book. Regular and 
short-wave broadcasting 
stations of the world - 
U. S. map and short 
wave World map -Special 
illustrated short - wave 
Ieatures - contains just 
the information your cus- 
tomers demand -goad for 
advertising or resale. 

Jobbers. Dealers, Mfrs., 
Service Men -write today 
on letterhead for sample 
and quantity prices. 
Others send 25c. 

ALL AMERICAN 
SERVICE 

5707 N. Clark St. 
CHICAGO. ILL. 

1.151 rn 
In Dot EC'r an 

London. Parts. lier - 
lin. linons .lires and 

.ther tnnnmolead ing tatists 
the w'nrl.l %la short waves. 

s .111.11, .I not tune In 
WORLD- 

s% i I I ; to r10 meters. 
AERO SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS 

I',T., era 1 or Present Sel Inn. on Short Wave 
Super -I teterndyne 

A. C. MODEL S1í50- D. C. MODEL $11.50 
AT LAST: The P.rf.ct Auto Radio -ONLY $20.00 

Built by pioneers In the manufacturing of :luta Radin. 
we guarantee 1000 miles radius 
of rio 

Engineering. 
n. masterpiece of 

Radin Latest 
del 0 Tulle item Pentode 

Soto Radin. Price of set only 

Q 1 

$20.110. Sem I,omiete with tubes, 
r sneaker. an- 

tenna equipment :cod Ise sups 
nsm,rs. $:19 511. S ro .md ar 
comp.[. Catalog. 

CHAS. HOODWIN CO. wpt.S-is, chueVEEN.UE. 

RADIO -CRAFT May, 1932 

THE TETRADYNE RECEIVER 
(Continued from page 11511 

strutted at home by winding the coils on a 

tube IL, ins. In diameter. The following speci- 
fications are given: 

The .O()- to 550 -meter broadcast band: LI, 
20 turns. I:2. 0M turns: I.3, 6G turns. 1.1 and 
1:2 are wound on the saute form ton all the 
different wave -band colls!, are separated by 
1 /10i11.. and are wound with No. 28 L.S.C. wire. 

The so- to 2t)'- la,tcr hand: 1.1, 14 turns; 
1.2. 57 turns; I.::, 5R turns. LI and f:2 are 
separated by 04.i n., and are wound with No. 
.4 D.S.C. wire. 

The 40- to R.. -meter band: LI. 10 turns; 
1.2. . 22 un'ti -: 1.3. 21 turns. LI and 1.2 are 
:emirated hy- 1 4.in.. and are wound with No. 
.I I (Si', 

'l'h. 20. I 45- npter hand : LI. R turns. 1.2. 
Po turns: 1.::. to turns. They are separated 
by 14-in., mad are wound with No. 24 P.S.C. 
wire. 

For wave lengths lip to 27, meters: Ll. 4 

tarns: L2. d nnv -: 1.::, (i turns. 1.1 and L2 
are separated Ins Is -hi. and are wound with 
No, 24 11.S.t'. ry i r,.. The lowest wavelength 
that is revolved is determined by the capacity 
of the wiring and the internal capacity of 
the tubes. The writer hot s been able to tune 
in stations IN IoW as 15 meters without any 
trouble. 

Figure : showa complete construction de- 
tails of the toils. The left-hand toil is the 
lira t- detector or modulator. and the right-hand 
...III is the oscillator coil I.D. 'fue t'onnet'tious 
of the roil to its prongs tire shown above, 
while the socket eon net'$ inns me shown below. 
Naomi that the 0001 and .00(12-nif. condens- 
ers are «'unnerted together in the broadcast 
roil only. thus leaving only the .0001 -mf. sec- 
tion of the tuning condensers for the short- 
wave band. 'l'ho' same method Is used for the 
nsrillator toll. 

The I.F. Transformers 
.\my good 175-kt. transformer may he used 

or the I.F. stages. Hummer. for the harm wlo 
desires to construct them himself. the following 
data aue glvu : Refer to l'i_. 4. The [triton ry 

-jumble" wound. having 152 torus of N ,. 

2S enameled wire: the second :try is spared fro m 

he primary by ys -inch. and is %tomtit with 
213 tarns of No. 2S enameled win. The son . 
'ng and sizes of tile windings nre shown in 
he diagram. 
It is deli nit ble to first earl nse the I.F. trans - 

miners in it shield and then mount theta o I 

the chassis. (For more 0.10lls on 1.F, ti'aus. 
rimer design. the render is referred to th 

article by 1'1111'0rd i:. Denton in the . \pr 
:12 issue of IR.tnt o- t'I :Arr. Editor,) 
With the information as given, together wit i 
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Fig. 3 
it the left. the tinting, and at the right, 
the oscillator coil and socket connections. 

the diagram of connections, the constructor 
should have no trouble in making this set 
work to his complete satisfaction. 

Results 
This receiver has great sensitivity. good 

selectivity, very good tone quality, and is 
capable of giving enormous volume which nuly 
be easily controlled by the resistor Ica. The 
writer would like to say that for real quality. 
he prefers at good, long, air -column horn with 
a dynamic speaker. It is true that a 9- or 10- 
fool horn, when coiled up, takes more room 
than n standard dynamic unit, but it IN the 
writer's choice for real quality. 

It the constructor is located very close to at 

powerful broadcasting station, then it may be 
desirable to connect It8 to a 40 -volt tap on the 
bleeder resistor lt11 rather than on the '5- 
volt tap as it now Is. This change will allow 

Fig. 4 
I.F. transformer coils. 

the sensitivity of the receiver to be lowered 
To It suftient extent to reduce Interferon, 
to a minimum. 

The writer lives In n seetinn of high noise 
level and poor -reception conditions, but has 
bad some very good results an both the shun 
wave Ond hroadast beads: short -wave stations 
hating been received from halfway around the 
world. As for the broadcast band, ton -walls 
stations have been received from California :nul 
500 -watt stn Oons f Mexico (the writer Is 
located in Wisconsin I 

Short Wates are very erratic. so do not 
expect tun 11 from then and you will nuit 
be disitppointed. The number or turns for the 
lower wavelengths may Tiny a turn or sil. 
especially on the 25 -meter coil. 

Parts List 
Two National Type E.C. special 2- stator con- 

densers. Cl and C2. C4 and C5: 
One 50 -mmf. trimmer tondenser, C8; 
t toe llamninrlund equalizing condenser, 4 to 

711 molt, s,0: 
une .\ erovox .00I15 -inf. mica condenser. C7: 
Three .\eruTOS 0.1-mf. bypass condensers, CS, 

('0. 1'10: 
Two Polyinet 0.1 -ms. condensers, C11 and C12, 
4'11 and ('14: 
'l'rr o t 'IInromse 5 -nef. dry electrolytic condons- 

. t'15, C19, ¡These are the :; -volt typel 
II ut' A 1ynvux .0O(17-ni f. mien condenser, CIO; 
Two Concourse 4 -nit.. 400 -volt dry electrolytic 

condensers. 1'17. (20: 
One Aernvox Il -1 -nit., 400 -volt condenser, CIS; 
One . 'aernvox O.2 -mf. condenser. s,21 ; 

One .\erovnx filter type 1 -mf., P00 -volt con- 
denser, C22: 

One .\Prows s -R -R nef., 475 -colt dry electro- 
lytic condensers. C2:1. 1'24. C25; 

One Lynch 50,000 -ohni pigtail resistor. Ill ; 
One Eleetrnd 11100 -ohm grid resistor, R2; 
One Carter 5.000 -n1ini potentiometer, C. P. 5 

M.. It:l : 

One Lynch 25.000-ohm pigtail resistor, R4; 
One Lynch 41.000-ohm pigtail resistor, R5; 
One Elertrad 200 -ohm resistor, R0; 
Two Lynch 0.5- tnegohm pigtail resistors. R7. 

118: 
One Lynch 100,000 -ohm pigtail resistor, R0; 

t Can t fm and ou page BOB) 
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MORE NEW TUBES 
1('onlianr(I from page Ii5dl 

low -wattage 2-volt filament in this tube is not 
rugged enough to stand the rough treatment 
of all :lutomubile tube. nor would it give good 
life performance with the high rurrent drain 
at 163 colts. Its power sensitivity is some- 
what hotter than that of the ..... 

.\ mew- tub, called "lilt -I.. \" hits been (l& 
signed to meet the very severe requirements 
of automobile output- tubes, outlined above. 
combining the adV:nitnges of the '17 and ... 
with the filament rating of the ':IS awl has 
proven very siitalde fur this service. 

.\ filament type had been selected because 
of the better mutual toodnrmance nbt:tinnble. 
Previous expellentes with '71.1 :1101 '11.1 tiltss 
had proven that a coated Moment of similar 
rating may be used successfully In automobile 
receivers. 

50 
z 

2e` 40 

(tt 
10 

za 
_20 

U3 

w 10 

All 
0 

M, 6 

1//.i -9 

Mal 
-II 

-125 

Iif P 
0 100 200 

PLATE VOLTS 
300 

25 

Fig. 16 

'floe rating tond eharatt(ristirs of the 1.112.1..\ 

are as follows: Filament Voltage, i; I I,.C.l : 

Moment current, . °0- :ampere: elute and screen- 

grid voltage, 1::.i to 111.E colts (max.i : control - 
grid voltage a tu -11 volts: Plate current. 12 
to 17 . 11131 screen -grid ¡invent. 1.2) tu 3.5 nul.: 
amplification' faetnr. 100: mutual condtirtnnn.' 
Ham to 1100 naicrutnhos; Power output 700 
to 1100 milllwatts: lend impedance. 07.00 to 
SOI o aluns. (AVIV 11 (1 inleusiuns: Length. a- 
II in inches: diameter 1.1::/111 inches: base. 
:. prong. 

It was found that the most eeonimitII and 
ddstortlonless operating conditions resulted from 
the use of two tubes in Push -pull with a molt- 
bills higher thin( normal ¡class It amplifier) 
though the louai power Is somewhat less than 
from two tubes with normal b111s. Two equal 
tubes will Nolan.. their even 111111110111e distor 
thou doe to the push -pull arrangement. By 
sel-,-ting Proper ¡allies of bins resistor and load 
impedance. the curvature of the dynamic t einte 
current- grid -voltage) curves will balance also, 
:und the third -tarn is distortion disappears 
much the 511 111e way es the seto(d- h :utn0uic does 
In single pentode, 'Pite sell -bi:I- eliminates as 

dililrulty usually encountered in class It alou 
Hers: the plate- rurreot l i n - t ono l inns are not 
very notch higher than its ordinary class .\ 

amplifier. 
The distortion balance Is mn illtaiued with 11 11 

Input voltages (p lu the Value at which grid - 
current starts. It wit he noted that the "Elt- 
L.\.- under these COMM. S _ives tmieh bet 
ter sensitivity ti, :nl flic ' :5 ind npprtiximotoly 
the Saune power :is n '17. Remarkable under 
these conditions i. the value of 70 percent for 
the etlitfenty of the plaie circuit of the '1:11 
L.\,' not counting the screen -grid current and 
grid Lias losses. T:tki,g these into trr(iit. 
the efficiency is of the Order of L. petrent. 
'1'11,10 Values rnnqunr favorably with plate cir- 
cuit efiirienrles tif Io to -I:, percent in pentodes 
n rader norwa I operating conditions. 

SIMPLIFIED COIL CALCULATION 
By C. H. W. NASON 

T"'' 
archaic method of calculating induct - 

noves involves a formula taking into 
account, mot only the act tint dimensions of a 
winding and the number of tarns of wire, lut 

tu fortis factor "IC" dependent upon the ratio 
of length to diameter of the form on which 
the coil is would. I SC(' pis((( Ilan, .tomes( In:a 
IMMn('.i While these foautlas : no doubt. 
111.111111 1e to :t min n lr deg art in lapnblr ha, ids, 
the errors pussi'de an 11111111f0111: aid rra rrll. if 
ever% does a veil designed -oui, fitiliO a 
roasinahle degree of the desired iodnrl:amr. 

.\ (- (Ilslderlbb' xlnt1,ilt t :n ion of t Io ILsign 
problem WAS evolved several n hr 

hi . \. \Vheler of 'the flag-ii iii Lab or- 
tortes. who Is rexponxlble Wisp his. the (u111i- 
plx detector mud ell 1011111 tir volume I, nil col 
used by l'INfen. 1,1án, and of her I1a %eI1 inc 
licensees. 

lo the illustrations, herewith. three types of 
windings. which raven practically every (-rise 
within the needs of the experimenter or Semi., 
\Inn in Ills daily work are shown. First. Ave 

hail. n multi- 111111. winding, stint ras (tight be 
employed 1n the inteuini lia te- hequency trnns- 
fnram'rs of it superheterodyne rere¡Ver, See I 

titi the list Is a simple solenoid of the type 
used io the toted circuits of broadcast reeeiV- 
ers. 'File hast is a helical tspirniu winding 
such as might he used either as V coupling 

coil in o band selector ras an antenna coupling 
coil (n ris tl primary winding for an R.F. 
t t:ntsl'ormer. The equations for calculating the 
ladnnt :m¡e are given with each sketch. . 111 
dimrasioas are to le liken in inches and the 
aossver will he tbt:timnl directly in wiern- 
heo lies. 

The 1111llnrl ronnp:ars quite favourably with 
Nagaoka s formula as to 11e1.111111, mod Is Many 
times easier Io Ilse than the older na'thud, hl 

which the form factor had to be taken into 
account. . \cl -(racy to l', is ulltalomble In the 
rase of the molt i-I:I )er coil. when 1110 three 
I01111s itl the deo"mina for IbriOw the linen tore 
nearly equal, The :I , nracr in the rase of the 
shnpie solenoid is nls, to l'; WIle11 the leugih 
of the winding is greater Ih:Lt1 four- fifths thms 
the diameter. In the third rase. this degree 
of accuracy Is obtahable shoo the dimension 
I" is greater titan one fifth the dimension 

In no rase will the error be greater than 
is possible with the r tedious method 
formerly used. when the most esacthtg rare 
is taken. . 111 that is oeeess :fry for the ral- 
,nl:ttfnu of Indianan.. rat lies is s rifer. tt 
I encil and a copper wire table giving the 
tiianoger of various wire sires, so that the 
spare 01,1101111 by a given winding may be 
known. (Nee page ISG, Ncptrai bee 111:51 innate1. 
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YOUR FIRST LINE 

OF DEFENCE 

AGAINST 
SUMMER SLUMP 

I.R.C. Resistors insure sum- 
mer PROFITS. 

Metallized Resistors for re- 
placements. Wire Wound 
Resistors for meters and test 
equipment. 

Make for yourself valuable 
apparatus which will speed up 
your service work, build your 
reputation and add satisfied 
customers. 

Mail coupon today for 
FREE charts. They will save 
you hundreds of dollars in 
equipment. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
PHILADELPHIA TORONTU 

I R 
and Precision Wire Wound 

RESISTORS 
International Resistance Co.. 
2006 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. 

(I Please send eir aeries -.sing charts. 

C-5 I 

( I f .un Inlereted estnclalb ln making the 

Nm:ual u. belon. (Name the egtdement Pe, wish 
below coupon.¡ 

Same 

Address 

PIU' Slate 
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VOLUME CONTROLS 
Don't lose service busing. You need never 

be stuck in an emergency it your hag contains 
AD- A- SWITCH. You can convert from plain 
to switch control in a jiffy. Snaps on without 
tools. Ask your jobber or write us direct. 
FREE! Write for your copy of the most com- 

plete hantdM,ok on every type of vari- 
able resistane.-from tiny ('enter Taps and 
Volume Controls up to Heavy Motor Speed 
Controls. 

Every experimenter. senior man and engineer 
should have a copy of the CLAROSTAT Control 
Handbook. 

CLAROSTAT MFG.Co. 
285-287 N. 6rm ST.BKLYN. PÌ 
New Low List Prices 

1 Watt 30e; 2 Watt 40e; 3 Watt 50c 
MataIII:M 

Metallized 
Precision Wire Wound 

I. 2. and 3 

Servicemen - 
FREE! 
New LYNCH 
RESISTOR 
Replacement 
MANUAL 

with nenhase of 10 LYNCH 
ybtallbrd Resistors, or 
Manual alone may be 
bought for $1.00. 

Covers more than 
200 Receivers 

Send order today for .Manual, new reduced 
price catalog and R. M. A. Color Code Card. 

LYNCH MFG. CO., Ins.. 1775RC B'way, N. Y. City 

Watts 

EFFICIENT rfrl Ss 
D14. 

JGI- 

eo O 
NO 6E 

1SwiRON >t.f=3. 

m.WS..ao 

COMPLETE KIT 3Y° 
(Issu Yon Swerve WA. Svo) 

INCLUDES SLIM LUxIaON ECU. ! 
AI atlAYtONranUNe 7 U 

ue.y. CtAtmr 
GOMM000'ÑAgINLT 

COMPLETE. SET ltnnaRfen pAGIAMa 
SENDS! FOR INIERESIING INSIWICTIONS 

LUXTaON DEVICES COMPANY 

Write for full details about the OFFICIAL 
REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL Gernsback 
Publications, Inc., 98 Park Place, New York, 
N. Y. 
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5-METER SET 
(Continued front pope 675) 

such a receiver to moving vehicles becomes 
evident. 

After noting one more technical considera- 
tion, that of sensitivity. we will be ready to 
proceed with the discussion of a practical re- 
ceiving set design. 

Experimenters who have specialized In work 
below 200 meters are familiar with the diffi- 
culty which exists in obtaining "pelf' at the 
lower wavelengths. Now. It so happens that 
a phenomenon of "super- regenerat Ion" Is its 
increasing efficiency, as a "sensitizing" agency, 
with decreasing wavelength. In (lilt, a super - 
regenerative receiver may be made to operate 
very nicely at 1 meter. 

A Practical Receiver 
In I'Igs. .\ and H are illustrated United 

Itadiubuilders' custom -constructed super- regen- 
erative receiver, which covers a wa velengt ti 
range of roughly 3 to S meters I more nearly. 
3.7 meters to 7.2) ; its schematic circuit Is 
Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 are shown two details of 
construction; at A, the coils of the suppressor- 
frequency inductance L3-1.4, and ; at It, the 
end -plate which serves to hold the short -wave 
inductances L1 -L2 and at the sonic time sup- 
port one end of the tuning condenser t';t. By 
;logging in a different inductance unit as L1- 
I :1, the minimum wavelength pickup may be 
reduced to 1. meter; adjustment of Cl and 
C2 will Increase the maximum wavelength 
pickup. 

Following are the electrical values of all the 
parts used in this receiver: Condensers Cl. 
C°2. 30 mmf. I each I. "compensator" type: C3. 
Cardwell Type 404 -1t. 105 mmf.: C4, 0. i -mf.: 
c5, .000 -mf.: ('a. .002 i -mf.: C7, 0.1 -mf. ; CS. 
1, mf. ; Ch, .UO -mf. Resistor Ill. 2 alegs. 
IG, variable. 50.010 ohms; 113, 114, 2,000 ohms 
(carbon). Radio frequency choke It. F.C. is 
space -wound with 40 turns of No. 36 S.S.C. 
wire on at form %-in. In diameter. Coils Ll. 
1.2. each consist of G turns of No. 16 hare 
copper wire air-wound to a diameter of % -in.: 
L3. SOO turns of No. 40 S.S.C. wire; L4. 1.500 
turns. No. 40 S.S.C. genre diameter, ?t. -in.). 
Transformer T has a ratio of 1 to 1. 

,LUGS.-S..egass_ jd 

rìrP 
114-- á1F 

,, 1. _,_ 

F." if pJ { 3 

tl j í 
3 
-e- 

Fig. 2 
Parts construction data. 

In Fig. 211, holes .\ and R are for the angle 
brackets; holes C. U, E. and 1" and for Gen- 
eral Radio tip -jacks; tond C. H. and .1, mounting 
holes for the end -plate of the tuning condenser. 

An Acme 311 ke. I.F. transformer may be 
used in place of a home -constructed unit for 
L3 -L4. 

Batteries are connected to this set by means 
of a battery cable. one end plugging into the 
5-prong socket which appears In the illustration. 
The chassis measures 0 x 8 x 2% in. deep; the 
front panel, 7 x 9 In. 

Super- re;;eneratIon contributes the greater 
proportion of the sensitivity in this type of 
set. the receiver illustrated developing a gain 
of about 80 IIII; consequently, volume and sen- 
sitivity control may be combined in the opera- 
tion of a single knob to vary the vaille of re- 
sistor 112. (Further information on this type 
of reception Is contained in the article, 
Short-Wave Superregenode." by Clifford E. 
lienton. This description appeared In the 
August. 1931 Issue of ILcoto -Ca.tr. r. See also 
the July. 19:11 Issue of ()ST magasine,-Trctt- 
nfcal Y.difor.I 

The design of suppressor -frequency roils 1.3- 
1.4 is not critical: except that the fregaenty 
must be kept outside of the broadcast band, 
and near as possible to the audio end of the 

(Continued on page 694) 

GODSEND for 

Radio Service Co. 

Dear Sir: 
.Alter having used all of your 

publications in our work during the 
past seven years, tee desire to coot- 
pliutent you on your new second 
edition Radin Encyclopedia. 

This certainly is Nue most com- 
prehensive and complete book WC 
have as yet seen on the subject of 
Radio, and for anyone who really 
noms to know Nie vela' and where- 
fore of Radio phenomena, it is a 
godsend. 

Wishing you continued success 
and in anticipation of your future 
works, the are 

Very sincerely yours, 
DEPENDABLE RADIO 

SERVICE CO.. 
Milton D. Deism', 

New York City. 

What the New Second Edition Radio 
Encyclopedia Gires You 

It gist, you explanation of a word used 
In radio. These exnlanat Ion --.,r. ` rather. dednl- 
tions -are nut brief outline Information like those 
of an ordinary dictionary. but they give In fullest 
detal I. and at s ,nslderable length, t he meaning 
and ,optical lout of even word, phase, general atol 
special term used in the science of radio. They 
ere w ritten in plain. evenday English. earib 
understood by anyone. 

Practically even deanit ion In the book is illus- 
trated by drain bugs. photographs, diagrams, or 
Chan s. All y o u need to do Is to hook up as you 
-,ild in a dictionary, the seal or phrase about 

which you are seeking Informal Ion. Furthermore. 
each page Is key -Indexed. for greater r 

y 

enience 
and speed in locating any definition. All the Sub- 
ject- Matter Is Arranged in Alphabetical Order. 

This greatly enlarged SM.] Edition Radio En- 
110 /Willa Is a ab.oloe n ,.shy to even.. ill 
tresled in Radio. It : ern all radlu goes( Ions, 

increases you knowledge 
an 

Sinn es your tone. It 
kn radio problem. and Is a gold - 

mÌne of practical 
problem. 

ctteal inforntat lon for esery radio man. 
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RADIO DECOUPLING FILTERS 
NII doubt volt are all familiar with the 

(.shod. :hewn in Fig. 1 for the purpose 
of .liutinn thug coupling between stages by 
aueaus of tillers composed of chokes and con- 
densers or resistance-e looser combinations. 
'l'b durst fun often arises its to %that values 
these components should have and as to the 
re ho ti to merits of the two systems. 

An empirical rule may of course be given 
in which we state that the condenser sl hi 

be of such value as to offer it short path to 
_round for all currents involved as compared 
with choke or resistance. Of court.... in 
.uirs carrying current there will be a voltage 
drop through the filtering resistors. and where 
this current is high it is funs) ..ou.nuieal of 
voltage to employ IL.I', or -\.F, chokes as the 
circuit may dictate, For au example: in u 

t 
r.LTER 

r CONDENSERS 

` \ FILTER 

[;l 
vi / 

, 
RES.STORS 

- 

/2 

BIne 
FILTER A.F.C 

CONDENSER 

Fig, 1 

Incuit employing '71.1 tubes in the output, 
the maximum t outage available is not much in 
euess of 2110 colts. and should we require n 
plate voltage of ISO for an IL.I'. simplifier tube, 
the drop Created through n high filter resist- 
ant would lie pruhlbit Ire. If we ore nsin_ 1.8 

output tubes We have 3011 tolls aga ilahle and 
can truste 1211 volts in the filtering r.sistauu, 
'if desirid. The filter then can art in the 
double rapacity of filtration and voltage :educ- 
tion. The Value Will now depend upon the 
resistance required to drop the plate voltage 
of the Il.l'. amplifier tube to the required Value 
ind the filter bypass condenser will be chosen 
so that it effectively short circuits all stray 
currents to ground, 

Resistance Filter in R.F. Circuits 
'('here is a reason for employing n resistance 

type of filter ht ILI'. circuits employing the 
Sereen -grid tube which lias escaped the atten- 
tion of most wailers und which really pio- 

Whits the use of It.I', chokes in this eonnee- 
tiou. Let us suppose that two lllters are to 
be Compared, The first employs a resistance 
of 100,0110 ohms in tonJntittinn with a .1 -u11f. 
Condenser, Which has a reactance of about 1.d 
ulutis at I000 kr, This condenser will rlfec 
tiwel. short Circuit the resistance at all fre- 
quencies within the broadcast hand and also 
will Ile effective as far as any harmonics pre- 
sent in the plane circuit of the tubes are 
concerned. Let Its n ssutiu that titi' other filter 
has an It. F- choke in place of the resistance 
which has a reactance of the order of 100.000 
ohms at all frequencies involved, 'l'he efficiency 
of these two systems is about equal Si) far 
HS Mortital cundiuhuts are coticerned. the Only 
difference lying in I fart that the resistance 
of the ILF. choke will be but a few ohms and 
the voltage drop across it will be negligible. 

filtration with the resistance remains effec- 
tive at all frequencies at which the reactance 
of III, condenser is substantially Manlier tuait 
the resistance employed. Thus With n resist- 
ance of Itt,0011 shuts :nad a I -nits condenser. 
which his of reaut:nl ee of It..nou ohms at 1110 
cycl. -s_ the filtration would still be quite etfet- 
tis.. It is thus '-s lu-i t Ibn %, eXtept Ito the 
ease of the new variable -mn tubes, It Is esselt- 
tial that the resistance- Capacity type of filter 
be employed to avoid Interaction due to 
Mending bet ween stages In the power supply 
circuits. 

In . \,1'. eireuits it is much cheaper to em- 
ploy resistance filters Ihant to use .1. F, chokes 
of equal filtering ability. In most tarses the 
Maxlnuuu voltage urn ilable for the Istttee toles 
is sufficient to tubsurb Ili. tnitnge drop en- 
tailed. It might be noted that no de- ronpling 
lifters are required in push-pull elreults, its the 
signal voltages do out appear in the common 
circuits. '('here Is a certain amount of second 
harmonic present, but not enough to make 
necessary the use of filter circuits or a eon- 
denser to hypo SS the 11111,411g resistance. Ill 
push -pull anupliliers employing '50 tubes it is 
sometimes necessary lo employ- n small choke 
in series with the vont noon "It" supply. as these 
tubes are gassy and oscillation is likely to take 
place. Such an attempt at oscillation on the 
pact of the tubes is easily sapprtased by the 
use of a small choke In the plate supply lead. 

(The rentier is referred also to the article. 
"The I :Rest iv. l'se Of itypass Condensers and 
Ilesistors," by l'. NI. Greeley, which appeared 
in the August. la::n issue of It.tnto-Cuar^r.- 
leek Ed. a 

RADIO KINKS 
(1 'on l in tart floua poor 077) 

(It is important to remember (list an ordi- 
nary e tenser i'1 low capacity will oll'nr more 
resistance and tit ,clop across 
Its plates Ihau :. larger u r r.nebuse r. P 

The primary toil will has, two :.radin fre- 
quencies of its eta n, nt brat's: ais... the 
may be set at from : :ou In ,boar Inuit ,y. tics. 
There is n 2 nif, Condenser across the primary 
Coil, twhith Will resonate it at high audio (or 
IOW radio( frequencies. 

It will be seen t ha I. ordinarily. the secondary 
foul be flirted. SO that a liar ntouir Of its fre- 
eneney will be the sulfite as the funds ut -tical ut 
the primary. Also, that the period of the vi- 
brator min be suuat fraction of the set 11111. 

futi titi mentil. 
The 5 meg. and 1000 ohm resistance, are 

used to toad the secondary: and also. as a 

Voltage divider and output Cnunetion. 
Either headphones or the input of an audio 

amplifier system may be connected to the push 
marked, "output." 

EMERGENCY "B" UNIT 
By Chas. A. Schuldt 

Ium, nn emergenry 110V11 for some high 
voltage D.C. and not having n "It" elimi- 

nator handy, I built one in a short time front 
'gunk hiX' nutteriais, consisting of the follow- 
ing: three. 110V, -to -4 V, bell ringing transform- 
ers 'Pl, '11, T:1: a 4 -prong socket and an 'S11 

tithe, V; an old audio transformer, 'f4: and 
tWO "Telephone' condensers, ('1, C2. The 
diagram of connections shown in Fig. 3. was 
Very satisfactory. 

This unit might be made as a shop 'ir elimi- 

uator, by inserting a few Variable resistances. 
Ill, 1:2, across the plus and minus, tu obtain 
the several Voltages needed. 

A NEAT BALLAST TUBE 
By C. L. Small 

Ttt tnuutat a Iautp bulb oil it panel with an 
ordinau-y socket looks very rinabersunae. so 

the writer evolved the kink illustrated in 
Fig.". 

The lamp bulb was fastened in an old tithe 
hose :Hid cites run out to the prongs. This, 
then, conk' be placed in a sub -panel socket. and 
used as lilutient ballast for at tube in an 
usrillntur. 

.t sealing Compound held the lamp secnrel' 
in Ihr IIX -I tube base, 

HEADPHONES REPLACE THE 
DYNAMIC REPRODUCER 

By Alvin C. Porter 

HOS'l'ILI'l'IES 
trill tease for the late lishutr 

if headphones are used instead of the 
Speaker: here's how. 

Distninett the voire roll leads front the our - 

put of the speaker transformer. The output is 
then wired to the renter terminals of a small. 
11.1',1 RT, switch, as shown in Fig. 4. 'l'h. 
vole* coil leads, which sl Id be fastened to 
the fiber insulators for support, are connected 
to two of the switch terminals. Connect the 
phones tu the two remaining terminals. 

ln operating. the switch is thrown in one 
position for the speaker: the other, for the 
Id 's, '190 switch is mnnnted in the set. 
together with the necessary I'indiu_ posts. 
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WHAT DOES RADII ) 

OFFER YOU 

TODAY 

and how you 
may get the correct 
training at . . . . 

THRILLS . excitement ... ad- 
venture . and advancement. 

That is what you have a chance to win 
in radio. For this great industry has 
many different branches -each with a 
great future. 

Consider a few. There is aviation 
radio, television, broadcast station and 
studio operation, the talkies, and many 
others. But no one -no one -can ever 
hope to get ahead in radio without the 
proper training. 

Such training is offered at America's old- 
est radio school -RCA Institutes -founded 
nearly a quarter century ago. There are now 
four big resident schols, in New York, Bos- 
ton, Philadelphia and Chicago. Each has 
modern equipment. Each has a large corps 
of expert teachers with practical experience. 
You may take either elementary or advanced 
courses of practical radio. New classes begin 
about every six weeks. For those who cannot 
attend these resident schools, RCA Institutes 
has prepared a complete series of extension 
courses for home study. As part of many of 
these courses special home laboratory is 
available. Both type of study benefit, too, 
from our association with radio's largest 
research laboratory. 

RCA Institutes has more than 23,000 
graduates, many of whom hold responsible 
positions in radio. So delay no longer, if 
you would enter radio. Mark and mail the 
convenient coupon now. In a few days our 
general catalog and complete information 
about RCA Institutes will be in your hands. 

.4 Radio Corpora of American Subsidiary 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
Dept. RT -5, 75 Varid« Street. 
New York City. 

Please send me your General Catalog. I 
am checking below the phase of radio in 
which I am interested. 

Aviation Radio Talking Pictures 
Microphone Servicing Home 
Technique Entertainment 

Broadcast Station Equipment. 
or Studio Television 

Radio Operating 

Name 

Occupation ' 

Address 

.4 et. 

1 
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CONVERT OLD SETS 
INTO DOLLARS ! 

Replace worn-out condensers at little 
cost and put those old sets back into 
service. It's profitable business if you 
use the Special Dubilier Service Kit 
-a useful package containing 25 
assorted sections for by -pass and filter 
block repairs, ranging from .1 to 2 
mid., 200 to 400 volts. 

List Price, $10.50. 

ORDER NOW! Care the kit in you 
ers beg and star 

rasbiug in of the profitable business of reput ring 
old rallo Nets. write fur free copy of new 
General Catalog No. 121. 

Dêt tars 

DUBILIER 
Condenser Corporation 

4377 Bronx Blvd New York 

Radio Service Men: 

What 24 
Resistor Values 

do YOU use most? 

tin of OM -.due. 1la le -+mh 
24 found a place in the Ex- 
STAT kit. This enamel rein tir 
kit for sen lee men t 91'; 
of replacement ally 

,w It pun 
the right value In. tautly at your 
finger -tips. "0riglnal- equipment" 
quality. priced 411"; tenser 
than 19:11 

n 
.111.1 

, 
end postcard 

for list of salue;aid spetlal 
Intnnlurtory eft r. 

TILTON MFG. COMPANY 
15 East 26th Street 

(Dept. RC) NEW YORK 

Headquarters for 
EX -STAT specialties 

DESIGNED for 
radio service men. 

FOR SHORT WAVE 
BROADCASTING 

Reg. Price Was $75 
l'. s. (:tic. lo,w'er gen- 

for radio trans" 
ruiuing male by West- 
ing] se. Id I for 
t 11 trIIr itnmelu'ast lite. 
1.ludted quantity Irur- 
- baw.1 from U. S. Gov. 
Signal Corps. 250 to 
-.00 meters. 2110 wares. 110 Volt R.P.V. 4500. Can be 
wows-tell dirert. belt driven or wind propelled for .vem- 

plane. Guaranteed new and perfect. Worth E75. 00. but 
while they l:rt. silty $4.95. plus shipping charges. Send 
cheek o 

r 
money. Oder. 

NATIONAL JOBBING & EXPORT CO. 
109 W. Lake St Dept. 185 Chicago, III. 

NEW 1932 HAND - 
LAPEL MIKES 

No. 306-Single Puttee $5.00 
No. 501 -Single Button 10.00 
No. 503 -Two Button 15.00 

and 15 artier types fer 
tory occasion. 

Also Direct Manufacturers of 
Amplifiers, Horn Units, 

Trumpets and All 
P. A. Accessories 

Send for Catalogue RC Now 
MILES REPRODUCER CO. 

26 East 22nd St., N. Y. C. 

THE V. T. VOLT- 
METER IN RADIO 

(Coatuntied Jrom page OTO) 

from the receiver when this input signal has 
n local field strength equal to the input in 
aliv rev lilts. ao indicated on the curve directly 
above the fregneney of the signal: thus. to 
determine the s.usitivity of the receiver in 
mu'l'e roltx -pavan eter at any point (assuming an 
uuteumn 4 wet ers in Iiclght as Mandan] 1, u 
stI,ct cd point nloug the curve tin mlerov of tsl 
is divided by 4. 

The selectivity curves are plotted with field- 
strength ratios Kaput microvolts) als the ordi- 
nates. and the kilocycles off resonance as the 
abscissas. 'l'he first quadrant of the graph Ito 
the right of the renter or zero line a is plotted 
in minus kilocycles off resonance, while the 
stsotd quad rant (to the left of the center 
resonance Iiuel is plotted in plus kilocycles 
off resonance. 

The field strength ratio at any frequency is 
the input in microvolts compared to the Input 
nt resonance. 'l'he Helntirflp rating of a re- 
ceiver is defined as the width of the resonance 
curve when the input signal strength is both 
10 and 1110 times that at resonance. 'Ibos, in 
Pig. 2. the selectivity is 20 kc. at 10 times 
normal and 40 kc. lit 100 times normal. (Nor- 
mal being the input to the receiver at 
resonance.) 

Measurement of R.F. Inductance 
The men sucement of ltulucta tare cannot be 
..nnplished directly with the voltmeter. The 

io- Irnmcnt is useeS as an indicating device 
ugly. 

'l'wo dependable methods are given in the 
following paragraphs. The set -up for the sub- 
stitution method Is given in Fig. :t, while that 
of the known frequency- capacity method is 
given in Fig. 4. 

In the substitution method, the only known 
factor necessary 1s the calibration of the vari- 
able-Inductance standard. The condenser C 
used not be ca run ble. The coupling between 
Lo and I.p should be very loose. The oseilhtto' 
is toned to at frequency which need not lye 

known, lout must be in resonance Ihuilcated by 
the niaxinnint deflection on the V.T. voltmeter) 
with the oscillatory circuit farmed by the un- 
known inductance, the 2 -tarn pickup coil Lp, 
the condenser C. and the resistance R which 
should be nloOUt 1 obtus. Wilton the maximum 
indication is obtained on the C :I'. voltameter. 
connected at V.T.-II. the standard inductance 
Is substituted for the unknown inductance. .\ 
convenient means of doing this is with a 

II.I'.li'f. switch as shown. 
Care should loe taken that the settings of the 

oscillator, pickup veil. or any portion of the 
wiria_ are mut disturbed. When the standard 
i red ncftntre Las loc1,4a substituted for the un7- 

kuotvu. it Is then vit rled until nia ximnm indi- 
cation Is obtained un the C.'1'. voltmeter. The 
calibration of the standard inductance at the 
maximum indication is now determined. This 
value is the exact inductance of the unknown 
coil. 

In the known frequency -capacity method 
shown in I'ig. 4, the oscillator is adjusted to 
some k n Own frequency: coupling between the 
oscillator induetnlice Lu and the unknown in- 
ductance Lx is made as il)ntte as possible. 

'l'he calibrated condenser is then varied until 
the circuit is brought Into resonance with the 
k u frequency of the calibrated oscillator 
its indicated loi the maximum deflection of the 
V.T. voltmeter which is connected across the 
:o -ohm resistance It (shown nt C :r:Ia. 

Icy enitultttiuit. the inductance Lx may be 
determined by the following formula: 

Lt 
Lx - - -- 

Cl 
Where LC is the oscillation constant of the 

frequency. and t'l is the captivity in micro - 
farads of the cal i bra tel cundenss'r C. 

'lite oscill+tt ton constant for the frequency 
tufty be obtained fr the LC table given by 
Mr. Denton on page of the ,duly 1911 issue 
of It.tnto-Cl.tFT. 

If the operator does not have access to such 
a table the inductuue may he calculated by 
the formula given below : 

Experimental 
Equipment 
Given 
FREE 
to Every 
Student ! 

Size of Cabinet: Height, 22, Length, 
I755 "; Weight 25 lbs. 

We give to every student without additional 
charge his chemical equipment, including 
fifty pieces of regular standard laboratory 
apparatus and supplies and forty -two dif- 
ferent chemicals and reagents. 

Opportunities in Chemistry 
Chemistry offers those 
who are ambitious and 
willing to apply them- 
selves conscientiously, 
the greatest opportuni- 
ties of any vocation 
today. industrial firms 
cf all kinds pay tempt- 
ing salaries to get the 
right men. Opportunities 
abound on every hand. 

You can study Chem- 
istry under the well - 
known instructor, T. 

Dr. T. O'Conor O'l'onnr Sloane, A.B.. 
Sloane A.M., Ph.D., LL.D. 

You Can Learn at Home 
Our home study coarse. written by Dr. 

Sloane himself. is practical, logical and 
remarkably simple. It is illustrated by so 
many experiments that are performed right 
from the start that anyone can thoroughly 
understand every lesson. Dr. Sloane will, 
in addition. give you any individual help 
you may need in your studies. 

Easy Monthly Payments 
The tuition is very low, and inrfudc.r your 

laboratory outfit -there are no extras to buy 
with ur course. You can pay in small 
monthly amounts, and we show you how to 
earn the course of the whole cost as you go 
along. 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF 
NEW YORK, Inc. 

HOME EXTENSION DIVISION 
19 Park Place New York. N. Y. 

.'Nail the Coupon NOW.' 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK. 
Home Extension Division 
19 Park Place, New York. N. Y. 

n'lea.° send roe at on,. o Shout any obligation 
nn qty part. your Free Rook "Opportunities for 
Chemists." and full particulars about the Experi- 
mental Equipment given to sien student. Aise 
please tell me about the latest reduction In tuition 
price and your easy plan of pay talent. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITI STATE 
R.C. -592 
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( 
I., = - _- 

K2 x 11 

VIiere V is the velocity of propagation 12299; 
FM,.uua meters per second., f is In cycles per 
sec 1, C is the capacity iu mierofarnds. and 
lC is 11s2 Of the inductance is expressed in 
ndr roller ries), 

\ 

Measuring Mutual Inductance 
The set -up far the measurement of mutual 

induetnure is given in rig. =e. . \s in the rase 
of measuring other inductances. this cannot be 
uu.asured direel ly. 

The resistauur It is of 5 ohms and the con- 
denser C may be fixed or variable although the 
variable is preferable. The inductances 1.1 and 
1.2 are arranged in the exact manner in ,which 
they are to be couple/ In the ¡vet' err. If pos- 
sable, they are attached together as, for in- 
st:rlcr, the primary auch serouda ry of th. ordi- 
nary It.i. tuned transformer. The triple- 
pole double -throve switch is romveuhnt although 
not necessary. lu ally Meta. the inductances 
are first connected so that their fields nid or 
add. The true inductance of the combination 
is then measured. This corresponds to position 
A of the switch. The indact;uoes ;ne then 
arranged sa that their fields II/ o u ose r sb- 
tract: this corresponds to position I: of the 
switch. 'rie true ittluct:rue of the coIulau:t 
tien with the fields opposing is now measured. 

From the formula following. the mutual in- 
ductance NI may be determined: 

La -- Ls 
M = - -- 

4 
Where La is the inductance of 1.1 and L' 

adding: l.s with their inductance subtia,tiug: 
and \I is the uratml inductors in mirro- 
hentics. 

True inductance 

It is thought p.rtlucul at this time to describe 
the determination of true iuducl;unee, although 
this has no direct bearing on V.T. voltmeter 
measurements. however. In deterunine mntltml 
fudurt:utc,' it is necessary that the true in- 
duclnuce of the roils be Itnown. 

All ìuduct:u eves hate distributed rapacity 
which in Italit, Is it .bans with the Indnrtame 
of the roil. The true i11dnrtatre and the dis- 
tributed c:cpacil3 girl' us the apparent induc- 
tance of the coil. 

When the apparent induct:uue Of n coil is 
known (the la t.r ineasuretntmt is described 
iu a following paragraph 1, the tune inductance 
may be determined with the fallowing formula: 

Lt = 
La 

t'd ` 

Where Lt is the true inductance in micro- 
henries. La is the apparent Indu,tnce. t'd is 
the distributed rapacity. and t' is the tuning 
rapacity with which the apparent Indtmtonce 
of the roil was determined. 

Distributed Capacity of inductances 

I /is' ribn td capacity of indnctallees may be 
040e111inrd by eia h.r of the Iwo nut hags dc- 
strilad here. t4'11 will give accurate rt.sulls. 
The setup in each instate c is the Sallie as that 
given in Fig - 4. 

The inulactauee, of which the distributed 
capacity is to be determined, is connected as 
1 x in the figure, .\ minimum of four readings 
at different frequencies with different ,apnri- 
tles of the calibrated condenser f' are male. 
'!'hose readings of the calibrated condenser are 
Platted as abscissas. against the wavelength 
squared as ordinates. nn cross -section paper. 
The result will be practically a straight line. 
This line is continued to the negative value 
of rapacity which is on the left of the zero 
capacity mobil. The distance between the point 
of intersection with the horizontal line and the 
zero point will be the distributed capacity of 
the coil. 

The setond method Is somewhat easier. The 
rnndense t' Is adjusted to about 75 per rent 
of its total capacity. The coil to be measured 
is again Lx tall this capacity el. The oscil- 

lator is llnw brought into resonance by using 
the V.T. voltmeter as previously described. The 
rapacity of the calibrated condenser t' is now 
reduced to a value nbnut oue-qunrte of its 
total c :tpacil}. until a maximum indication is 
obtained on the V.'t'. voltmeter at resonance 
with the xrc »n.l -h men, oni, of the oscillator. 
The oscillator is non diet,, rbrd from the original 
seltiap. 'l'he rapacity of the standard con- 
denser at this setting is designated as t 'l'he 
distributed rapacity t'd is let arm ined by cal- 
culation from the formula : 

Cd 
t' -14 x t'_ n 

Measurement of Variable and 

Small Fixed Capacities 

'l'he measurement of variable ;111.1 small fixed 
capacities np to approxintltly nor, -inf. is easily 
nreomplished using the same set -up of appa- 
ratus as given ion Figs.:: and 4. The positions 
of the standard inductance and the -t Indnrd 
variable rapacity t' are Interchanged: the un- 
known capacity being placed in the position 
forlucrly occupied by the Indio-tam rr under test. 
'l'he maximum indication on the C:1', voltmeter 
is obtained in the same manner as for the I11- 
.1mi:time tests. The oscillator is brought Into 
resonate with the oscillatory rirenit which is 
tuned by the uuknoccn capm'it'. The calibrated 
standard (apncity is next subs. itute.1 for the 
uuknntrn after %chichi the usrilhttor}' c'irpuit is 
brought into resonanvr with the oscillator by 
its list.. The capacity of the calibrated con- 
denser will then be the Same as the uaknnwn 
ten parity. the %aloe of which is determined from 
the cnudelser calibration (ulves. 

When the sel -up given iu I'ig. 4 Is used for 
the 1h- termination of mil:flow'n caparit tes, a 
standard fixed fuduetauce is used. '.'his Is 
pin-ci in the eir.nll with the uaknnwn rapacity 
as shown ill the figure ,und the calibrated 
oscillator brought into resonance with the scil- 
, 

t 

I.nory crevait as imli,'at ell by the lita llama 
deft ,'.thon of the V.T. voltmeter. Knowing the 
%oho in nticrnhenri's of the standard Indnr- 
t:unce anti the fret meurt' of the calibrated nsril- 
I:uor, the rapacity nut be determined by cal- 
culation from the following formula: 

1.0 
Cx = - -- 

L1 

Where Lt' is the ow'illatinn constant of the 
frequency. 1.1 Is the inductance in microhen- 
ries. and ex is the value of the unknown ea- 
parity in mierof:mads. 

If the 1.e table is not handy. the rapacity 
May he dctenntud from the following formula: 

ex = - 
K2xL 

Where \' is the vel..rlty of propagation 
12119,N1111,01 141 meters per second. f is in ryeles 
per s coud. t''c is the capncit> in microfniauls, 
and l' is Iss_ ta constant I, and I. is the In- 
du(tanre in mit-rohenries 

ELECTRICIAN ADDS 
CAT TO KIT 

1 :.Ilia),Itc.a-r reprndnces below a little yarn 
that might well be applied to Service Sl,-n 
attempting to install an antenna[ in a tough 
spot. 

Paul Long. Kingston electrician. recommends 
that every electrician carry a cat: 

Lung had the job of running a cattle through 
the top of a house, but between the roof allot 
veiling there Wits hardly 1'an111 for ldnn to 
squeeze in and the disianc was eighty feet. 

'.'hen he hall an idea. Ile tilt a hole in one 
end just bier the roof tied a string to a 
tart's mil and shoved It in. Then be closed 
the hole. leaving an inch-wide opening and rill another hole where he wanted the other 
tend of the cable. Ile marl a long Walt. but the 
cat finally npaea'ed at the second hale. Long 
tied his cable to the string and completed the 
job. 
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National Union Is making an extra- 
ordinary offer to all service men 
and dealers -a high quality tube 
tester, an oscillator and output 
meter, and a visameter. Three 
valuable pieces of radio service 
equipment ... 
All absolutely free. You can have 
any one or all of these pieces of 
equipment. Simply, easily and 
absolutely without charge. 
This offer by National Union lasts 
for short while only. Act at once! 

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP- 
400 MADISON AVENUE, N. Y. C. 
Please tell me how I can have any one 
or ell of the above equipment tree. 

NAME 

ADORE SS 

CITY STATE 
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ROYAL 
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 

Screen Grid -Power Pentode 

SPECIAL 
PRICE 

14-95 
Set of Tubes $2.20 

Batteries $5.45 

Royal Model RP List Price $25 

\\'ORLI) RIDE RECEPTION GUARANTEED! 
This new super- .sensitive rerelrer 

v 

v orks on any antenna 
and tunes from lI to 2oa oriel A. l:ldl meter 

.. 

n11 75e 

extra.) It is sturdily ...instructed tin a heavy metal 
and enclosed In a neat crackle-finished cabinet. A Mil- 
o on dial and a nib:nation regeneration-whose control 
(wait aïtnutadie sully!), 

rmakes 
tuning 

gnrrentarkabl 
:y- $easy. 

. .err pentode amplifier 
a 

gives extreme sensitivity and 
and .in, vdume. 

n'i o i 

a 
r order (with a small dcinslt NOW for Im- 

. .1, l t.) and enjoy ANFW THRILL! 
Distributed by 

HARRISON RADIO CO. 
I .. Liberty St., Dept. R -5 New York City 

lra(rrs It'amtd- WO, .A'urto for Details! 

" NEW 
Radio Handbook 

and Wholesale Catalog 

Sent postpaid anywhere for only 

25 Cents 
Hard to Get Parts -We have them. 

Send us your Repair work 
for estimate. 

Grant Radio Laboratories 
b ' I -(' South Misted Street. Chicago, Ill. 

TAU -REX CONVERTS 
ANY D.C. MILLIAMMETER INTO 

SENSITIVE A.C. METER 

TAU REX a new copper -oxide rectifier which 

c..,n be applied to any d.c. Milliammeter to 

convert a.c. to d.c. Size 1/4" x 3/8". 

FULLY GUARANTEED 

W)I1 be shipped postpaid promptly upon 

r,ceipt of $3.00 (check or money order). 
Pricc Cnrplcte with Diacrams and Instructions. 

L E O T A U S S I G 

3245 - 37th St. Astoria. L. I., N. Y. 

tG.E.PHONOGRAPH MOTOR 

Synchronous 110 Volt. 
60 Cycle, 80 R.P.M. 

Can he installed In 
mutare of old fashioned 
hand winding spring 

motors. Also many outer These 
holrrs ate all brand news In original 

tartory 
o 

arnats. Fully guaranteed $12.00 v lue only 
$3.95 f ur,wliug 12 1n. turntable. stilt ped Prepaid. 
Nanutarmrri. ¡u,i d,a vr. write for Special tuantIty price 

NATIONAL JOBBING & EXPORT CO.. 
109 W. Lake St., Deet 175 Chines. 111 

(`I 

``' SAVE SERVICE 
TIMT MONEY 

.w.pi"tr.c 

Write Dept. 
RC -5 

for Fo :der 

TRUVOLT RESISTORS, 
with adjustable clips, mean 

quicker service and fewer pans 
to stock. All standard sizes. 

ELÉCRÁD 

RADIO -GRANT May, 1932 

CRATER LAMPS 
(Continued from page 662) 

station. Note that this and the following cir 
cuits are so al VIII aged that the variable resistor 
Is always eunuetted on side to ground. 
'rims. no high- potential parts are placed ou the 
control panel. 

The disadvantage of this circuit is that yvri- 
atlons in the control resistor 11121 vary the 
voltage drop across the plate resistor R. and 
hence change the plate voltage and alter the 
tube's characteristics. Furthermore, the maxi- 
mum amount of f1,1'. voltage available for the 
crater Is only that between the plate of the 
tube and ground; and is less than the value 
supplied by the power peek, due to the drop 
across the resistor It. One way of overcoming 
this disadvantage is to use an iron -core choke 
roil In pare of the resistor It. Ewen then, 
the totaI Current passed through the choke is 
large and may affect Its characteristics by 
saturating the core, 

In the diagram of Fig. 1C, the disadvantages 
of the one of Fig. lit are overcome by making 
the L.C. supply to rho crafter tube independent 
of the output tube. The D.C. for the crater 
is obi n i lied .1ireetly from the plus .It" power 
supply, and the t of current is controlled 
by the 0- to 50.000 -ohm variable restsfor III 
mounted on the front of the receiver panel. 

The .t.e. signal current obtained from the 
load resistor It passes ihreugh the I : mf, con- 
denser t' to the crater lamp. 

This simple circuit gicrs unusually good 
results with most critter lamps and is highly 
recommended. 'rho use of resistors throughout 
gives faithful ..espouse ec,r a wide frequency 
range, resulting in good picItire definition. 

While the .t.('. impedance of a crater lamp 
varls with Ilse size of the crater, it is usually 
mueli lower than the impedance of the usual 
power tithe. For this reason the output tubes 
mire co1oprted ht parallel instead of in push- 
pull. liven with this connection the imp. - 

dauees do not match. and the efficiency of tL - 

circuit is low. 
Item use of the wide frequency response 

necessary for good picture definition, Iron -core 
matching transformers have been considered 
hnpractical by television authorities and con - 
srquvnIly few have tried t hem But when we 
consider that the lowest frequency required 
at 20 pictures per second is 1.21111 cycles. it is 
well wtlhin the realms of possibility 10 11C 1,111 
a very efficient transformer ham in¢ sufficiently 
fin t characteristics between 1.200 and 40.00n 
cycles for excellent picture detail. 

In the Circuit of Fig. 111. an ordinary sly - 
naudc loud- speaker output transformer. having 
a center-tapped primary I for push -pull comps- 
thin I and a secondary to match the usual 
voice roll. was employed : and amazingly good 
results were obtained. This tirttit is in other 
respects the saute as that shown in Fig. It'. 
the transformer being inserted to match the 
ingrrda nrts e nearly and obtain brighter 
images. .Ind it worts. Condensers t' and t'i 
are molt I. -lid. capacity : T Is the ten nsfo rill. : 

Ill the 0- to :0,1100 -ohm control resistor: and 
112 a U- to 10.0110 -ohm resistor which usually 
Is not required III the circuit, but helps to 
11140 VIII flickering of the lamp in some cases. 
It will lie noted that no D.C. flows through 
the t ra nsformel windings. 

The circuit of Fig. 11: Is similar to that of 
L, except that the primary of the transformer 
Is used as al center -tapped choke. giving at 

to -1 step -down ratio. It works better than that 
in L with some crater lamps. 

In these trains (1 miner circuits. negative im- 
ages were at first obtained. These were re- 
versed by changing Ihtsmefhod of detection. as 
previously explained. 

Figure IF Is somewhat sinllar to that shown 
In II except that the matching transformer is 
Pon totted directly in the plate Circuit of the 
tubs. The advantage is that the tithe gets a 

higher plate voltage. and the disadvantage is 
that the transformer nu, may low satu- 
rated. .\ push -pull output circuit. with the 
proper transformer. may give excellent results. 
Resistor lt1 controls the U. t'., and It the A.C. 
through the lamp. In most cases, R may be 
eliminated. 

(Continued ca page 696) 

NOW 
AMONTHLY 

aiVai MAGAZINE AT 

A COPY 
GREATEST MAGAZINE 
ON SHORT WAVES 

At AU 
:.a rue 
Newsstands 

4 -Color Corer 
9"x12" iii .Size 

Over 200 Illustrations 

R. 

\PIDLY increasing each day are the number 
of experiments in the Short \\'ave field -de- 

velopments which are bringing to this branch of 
radio thousands of new "thrill seekers." Experi- 
menters, as in the early days of Radio, again have 
the opportunity to bring about stirring new inven- 
tions. Read in SIHIRT WAVE CRAFT, the 
Experimenter's dlanaeinc, how you can build your 
own Short \ \'ave Sets, loth transmitters and re- 
ceivers. SHORT n'A \'E CRAFT is exclusively 
a short mare magazine -the kind you have wished 
for so long. 

Interesting Articles in the Current Issue 
New 2 -R. F. Pentode Short Wave Receiver. 
Building an S -W Super -(let. 
The Denton S -W "Stand -By" Receiver -Works 

Loud Speaker on 3 tubes. 
A 17 to 300-Meter S -W Receiver. 
Heinrich Hertz Institute (Berlin) 
4.9 -Meter Receiver 
Experiments with 3 -Meter Transmitter. 
:\ Practical 5 -Meter Transmitter. 

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT RC-li 
99 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER 
Ai per your special otter. 1 enelnse $1.00 (Canada and 
foreign $1.20 r bir wblrh enter nit substriptltn to 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for x aneths. II understand that 
)war regular rate for a year's nubw'rlptlon Is $2.501. 

-1 widen I enclose p13e W. 8. S 
WAVE 

stamps or a 

CRAFT 
coaccepted). aepted). 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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TELEKTOR -THE RADIO ROBOT 
WWII ill Jrtnn pay(' 66Ii 

prevent wasting power while the speaker Is 
not in operation. 

The twelve push- buttons that control mo- 
tors are a little different in operation, as they 
must be pushed down and hcid down lmtfl the 
desired condition is attained. The operation 
of these motor -controlled buttons Is relatively 
simple. These buttons are divided into two 
sections, a "LOWER CHANNEL" and an 
"I'l'l'I:It CHANNEL." The lower channel 
push -button turns the dial continuously toward 
the .'lJI) ke. (No. " on the dial) end of the 
stale, as lung as the push- button Is depressed. 
The "111(11EIt CHANNELS" push -button like- 
wise turns the dial continuously toward the 
1 500 lie. (No. "140 ") end of the dial. These 
two push- buttons may be used for cruising or 
hunting fur stations. When a desirable sta- 
t' is located, the finger is immediately re- 
moved from the button; for instance. in tun- 
ing toward the shorter wavelengths, the 
"II II:I IElt CHANNELS" button is depressed 
until a desirable station is located, at which 
tine, as stated above, the finger is removed. 
If closer tuning Is desired, then the "LOWER 
CHANNELS" S" button is depressed which tiaras 
the dial in the reverse direction. With a little 
praatice, however, It is a relatively simple 
natter to tune In an unknown station by means 
of these two buttons. It is convenient to fig - 
ure that the motor unit, driving the tuning 
dial of the radio receiver, travels at an average 
rate of six channels pr- second when oper- 
ated on a 110 volt, GO cycle line, or about five 
channels per -second on a 50 -cycle line. (A 
channel is 10 ke. wide.) 

The "INCIRE.\SE COLI'MI :" button, when 
held down continuously, increases the volume 
until a maximum point is reached. The "RE- 
DUCED VOLUME" button continually lowers 
the volume as long as the button is depressed, 
until minimum volume Is reached. 

'these buttons operate the sanie for the 
phonograph us for the radio, provided a phono- 
graph relay has been installed. 

Tuning of Favorite Stations 
Every person has a number of station. to 

which he I is t aus more than others. 'to make 
the tuning of these stations more convenient, 
the remaining eight buttons are used. It Is 
really here where the Telektor is a true Radio 
Robot. Each of these eight buttons controls 
a cnntaet which Is mounted on a commutator 
arrangement in the motor unit. Suppose, for 
i m stance, that one of these buttons has been 
set by the installation engineer for 800 ke. 
In other words, one of your favorite stations 
is operating on a frequency of 800 kc. When 
this particular button is depressed and Moen 
released, the dial continuously rotates until 
the stall ,-,- is tuned in, an! tl ra it elope. Thus. 
it is possible to control the tuning of eight dif- 
ferent stations at any of the remote points that 
were wired during the installation. 

Different Systems 
'there are three different Telektor systems 

available. The type "X" is for wiring In walls 
to extension Telektor Roxes and controlled out- 
lets In which there are nu relay- controlled ex- 
tension speakers. 'rho type "1 "' system is for 
wiring in walls to loud speaker outlets and 
built -in dynamic speakers when there are no 
extension control positions. The type ' L" 
system is for wiring in walls for extension 
loud spankers and control position. In all of 
these systems. a visual tuning meter is located 
on the Telektor ]foxes. its shown, so as to ¡m- 
onth accurate tuning without actually listening 
to the station itself. 

It might also he mentioned at this time 
that the radio set may be controlled manually 
even though the Telektor Motor Unit is at- 
tached. In fact, the manual operator may 
take control of radio tuning radio and pho- 
nograph volume and "(X -OFF" switch func- 
tions away from Telektor Boxes yui that he 
retains sole or "Master" control of the system, 
although persons in distant rooms are still free 
to turn on and off the loud speakers that are 
controlled by relays, 

A MODERN TUBE CHECKER 
(('ontiaat'ul from poyo 671) 

tube is normal the meter reads in the center 
of Ta(l)la' for bush tests. if one or Ih, other 
button lest reads in the "BAD" section or in 
the *( :AS" section. it Indicates the tube may 
have misplaced elements, incorrect plate Impe- 
dance. Iniorreet emission. incorrect space - 
ch:ure properties, or ionization from the pres- 
ence u[ gas. This saune in tapret a t ion will be 
Ow* for a 'no or any other 1X tube pincrd 
in the saute socket, the only operation required 
bring the turning of the selector knob to point 
to "50." or any other number that corresponds 
to any other type of tithe under test. 

'Pubes having high mutual conductance will 
read higher in the "(anti a' section, unlit a 
point is reached where the tube is not high 

e mutual conductance. but has gas content. 'fhc 
meter than reads in the "I:.\S" section. 

'i'his instrument will also indicate on one 
jeweled pilot lamp all plate or screen -grid to 
soul col -grid, filament or heater shorts Imnle- 
diately the tube is inserted in a socket. If 
the test buttons should be pressed when such 
a shorted tube is in the test socket, or if 
the tube is shorted fr plate or screen grid 
to cathode, It will not injure the indicating 
meter, (but the pilot lamp will light or re- 
main lighted,. 

Rectifier miss such as the 'Su and '81 and 
all screen -grid and pentode tubes are tested 
in the same manner. 

Voltage Ballast 
To secure this simplicity it was first neces- 

sary to design an electrical circuit for placing 
separate meter shunts and tube voltages in 
proper relation when the one selector knob 
was moved ; to provide means for adjusting 
the transformer tu different line voltages; and 
to indicate the proper setting. and all at mini- 
mum cost in apparatus. These conditions were 
met lay using a rectifier tube and marking the 
meter scale at a determined point. Thus, when 

the Input voilage is to be adjusted. a button 
is pressed. connecting the rentier into the 
meter circuit and if the needle of the meter 
dots not point to the quark, the ballant control 
knob is to be adjusted. 

The transformer output current at certain 
collages ut times reached high limits, due to 
short circuited tubes creating a Som p le rely 
Hosed circuit, which, if the current was not 
held within definite Ihn Its. would destroy the 
shunts. burn out the current- limiting pilot 
and Injure the meter. Also, the transformer 
current and voltages had tu he hold to cluse 
limits in order tat maintain tuustant values on 
the d different Meter shunts: and to control 
the meter calibration. 

The main prublenn encountered in this re- 
apect, after transformer design, was the ,-ffeet 
on the input current by use of the usual vari- 
able resistance or "ballast" In series with 
the primary. With the definite output 
limitations. a variation of line voltage would 
I l'«isu Late adjustment of the ballast, which in 
turn would alter the amount of resistance in 
the serifs circuit. This va riat inn of resist- 
ance [could effect the current input nad in 
turn effect the output current -a "vicious 

'l'o overcome this defect, the ballast was dis- 
continued and the transformer primary tapped 
to a rotary ndinst meut switch. but the saine 
mechanical operation was retained. That is- 
the adjustment of line voltage requires press- 
ing a button to throw the rectifier in circuit 
:nad then turning the small knob to bring the 
meter needle to the mark. This operation 
is requited only where line voltages vary. 
(For convenience, the "ballast" type of con- 
trol is Illustrated in Fig. 1. - 7'echnicaf 
Editor.) 

It was then found necessary to slightly alter 
the shunting system to make any variation In 
tube test rending correspond proportionately 
only to the variation in line voltage, 

//I Find it Pays 
to use JEWELL 
professional equipment 

Experienced radio servicemen find that 
the high degree of accuracy, convenience, 
and thoroughly dependable operation of 
Jewell Service Instruments result in profits 
that more than offset any saving to be 
gained by using obsolete or inexpensive 
make -shift equipment. 

These instruments enable servicemen to 
work more rapidly and more acurately- 
saving time on jobs, thus doing a greater 
number of jobs each day and also reducing 
complaints and repeat calls to a minimum. 

Jewell 444 Set Analyzer 

r 

".ket current and , dt a go 
tens on al .en, including 
t Ime Uelllg otluPttt and i-.f. 
pentodes. Twenty -her oteas- 

Iing ranges for e ,t ltla 
est leach. Triple range 
nttput 

I 

noter. Two 
caparily test. Noll- ship 

ureter gai -.is. 'l'est 
bind det:nimble at nalyaer 

Panel. Si00,Iiae,l si.wlling 
,ateal separates .1.e. Ind 

1).l'. teste. I.arge. 
t 
asy'a to a read nioter wit 2 5 Ie lnrlr 

long scale,. Panel and , n 
fifty ,a her parts molded of 
bakellte to :usure permanent e. 

ewell 563 Test Oscillator 
Three it toicmy i'.0!' 

Lrnadra.t 5550 tu 1.5110 1: , 

In., intermediate I2á to I: 
I(. C.; and high In! ernl hat 
1 u0 to 2.00 K. t'_ red by 
fundamental , rallbri- 

tlml cunee carried in meter. 
Ent ire unit. Including bat - 
teries, ahleided uy hea,y 
metal earning SeP- 
nte output for trot ranging. 

het complete with Anklet' output lead, bauele,. 
n, '30 upe tube. 

a- 

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co., 

7 Haynes Ave., Newark, N. J. 

l'icase -end me literature on the J,mell htnrumeu, 
Ir bet ked below: 

Jewell III cet 
.tnalyter 

.Jewell 503 Test 
Oscillator 

Jewell at Pmfes- 

slonal Combination 
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Jewel álo fortab le 

Tube -Seller 

Jewell á35 Counter 
Tube -seller 
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THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION OF ATTENUATORS 
from 1.S volts: on the input id.. to .15 volts, 
on the output side. '('his loss ,\ pressed logar- 
ithmically is as follows: 

Ions in decibel. = 20 log V. 
V: 

= 20 log 1... 

= 20 log 10.0 
= 20 X 1.0 

loss in deeihels = 20.0 

or, n 20 decibel loss Is to he ineurrel between 
the input and output terminals of the network 
to be designed. This Is the same as saying that 
by reduri ng the voltage fr l.: volts to .15 
\'alts, or In the order of ttt times. a loss of 
twenty deei btls has taken pines. 

The first problem to be considered Is what 
type of network shall be used to cause this 
loss in voltage. 

In cmnmunicaIion circuits, t wo types of net- 
works used for this purpose are: 

(1 "II" -type pall 
(2) '1" -type pad 

Tine II -typo pall 1011 he discussed first, and 
n complete discussion will be given slowing 
the method of obtaining the desired twenty 
decibel loss by the use of this pall in our own 
problem. 

The II -type pad is so called because it is 
composed of five resistances taking the forni 
of the letter "II". This pad is designated as 
n bn lanced network, In that :in equal number 
of resistances (Z1) are used in the series arms 
on bath sides of the dine as shown in Fig. 2. 
In some elm -nits. the shout arm Z2 may be 
divided Into two NUM I parts, frith the mid- 
point grounded. This balances the entire net. 
work with respect to ground. 

At this point an investigation of certain 
factors which must be considered in trans- 
mission circuits will be given in m'der that 

(Continued front page G61) 

nn understanding of the problems encountered 
in c ojce transmission will be had. It is of the 
utmost importance that n general knowledge 
of t ciratilt charocterlst it's be uitn teed, so 
that when the design of the pads is taken 
up. maximum efrieney may be obtained front 
the transmission line In which the pad is 
to be placel. 

In h'ig, :: is shown the output circuit of an 
amplifier feeding a transmission line. nt the 
f:u cud of which is located tan input trans- 
former T1. 

The trnnsformer (T2) used la the output 
circuit u( the tulle Is called to tube -to -line 
trnnsfornu'r or output trnnsformer. in that it 
trti ltsf,rs energy from the tube to the trams - 
mission line, Th.- secondary .side of this trans - 
fornnr i. called the Roll ce impede nee of the 
line, for the energy induced in this winding 
is the energy I ransndt ted along the line. 'l'ails 
t co usitI ssion line. we can assume, terminates 
in the prinl:try side of an input transformer 
(TI1, whose secondary side Is ln the grid 
circuit of a rat mon tube. 'fhb: transformer is 
called ta lin-to -t she trnnsformer tir iupnt 
transformer. fis it transfers the energy from 
the line into the tube. The primary of this 
transformer i'. known as the load or terminat- 
ing impedance. as the transmission line can 
he considered as ending nt this point. for the 
prima r}- .id, o1114b01PS the transmission line. 
and the se, ouslary side is considered in an- 
other circuit. 

In min nundca don circuits the source and 
load Imped:ntccs of the transmission line hav, 
been stm:dnr,lized In most cases to 200, f)u, 
and eue ohm lilies. 'Therefore. If ZP, the source 
tnpedn nett. egna is 200 ohms, then the land 

iutpcdn u, e ZI. trust iliac equal 200 ohms in order 
to pre, eta -ra llel "rrtlection" losses Pram 
being set upstin the circuit. It Is these milts, 
lion lis -1 -s that will now be ,l isrnssed. 

Reflection Losses 
The speed with which electromagnetic waves 

travel Is the same fis that of light, or approxi- 
mately 156,000 unilrs per Second. This speed 
is attained only in a circuit having zero 
losses, which of course is not obtainable in 
practice. All circuits have some losses, and 
In transmission lines these losses increase as 
the frequency increases. The speed of the 
transmitted waves is retarded slightly by the 
losses of the line, tond by what is known as 
"skin effect" of the line conductors, (`akin 
effect is the forcing of the current to flow 
alaug the otter surfaces of the conduct ors.i 
As the frequency increases. the inductance 
inside the conductor (mostly In the center 
increases. thereby offering a greater opposition 
to the flow of current within the conductor, 
and consequently the current is furred to travel 
along the outer surface of the wires. The re- 
lationship which exists between inductance, 
Leta pacitnnce, und the velocity of light is 

LC= I orV= I 
V. JÌ.( 

where V - vetoed' of light in miles per second 
1. = inductance in henries 
C = capacitance in furnds 

If a frequency of 100 cycles per second Is 
impressed upon a circuit of infinite length 

1 
:no emit, at the end of -- of a second the 

1000 
186000 

were will have traveled -- or 186 miles. A 
1000 

part ssf such a wave is shown in Fig. 4. This 
circuit is said to have a full wavelength for 
ile f msptency Of 10110 e.p.s. (cycles per See- 
Mill I. In this circuit. when the first part of 
the wn ces arrives n t as point 1SU miles distant 
from the start of the t ransmi.ssioa line. the 

NT t _,..--- 500 - \ 
1bV ,L'6 1.1.10M, 

FORMULAS AND RECIPES 
For the PRACTICAL MAN 

CONTENTS 
1. .adhesives: aloe -. cements, 
Olims Muc11:1ges, Lubricants 
-2. cleansing: Stain Remov- 
ers, Cleaning Fluids 

:1, Metal ('raft: Coloring. 
O yiIIctng. Plating. Repalr- 
Ing, Welding. Polishes, AI- 
111, Striders -A. Paints: Col- 
ors, Stains. Vandalic., Enam- 
els. Luminous Palm. wash. 
able Paint. Paint-Removing, 
waterpnloflng, Firepnofing- 

Glass- working: Cutting, 
Drilling, Boring. flouting. 
Mowing. Etching. Engraving, 
1'rosting, adhering. ear. -n. 
wasCraft Fire - 

terirroofing, 
\d 

Furnitfliuree Pol- 
tshes - -$. Ink.: Eradicators. 
Ink Stain Renter': St'Inl- 
patheir. Ins Wide. Betio- 
prank S. Photography: De- 
velopers. Emulsions, Fixers, 
Sensitising. Totting. Printing, 
l'hongr i hlr Paper. Illue- 

Poisno.xllRemedies 
antfnodes 

hums 
and Scalds. Disinfectants. 
First-Aid in Arri,lmu, Ronne 
Remedies -- in Preparation, 
]Ian 1pnlal Inn, handling, Mix- 
ing. Emulsifying; l'se of Hy- 
dmmrter. I'sr of Thermos 
ter: Tables of Weights and 

\Ica urns, Dmlulai System, 
Useful Tables. 

THREE NEW 50c BOOKS 
1, 

I: I SI table of eon- 
it ill be .en 

n Ito. look rontaIns 
oub sit material Is 
constant ly needed and can 
be pram ii-ally applied by 
the fit 

1 

lien Is doing or 
making things. 

Eye ' formula has been 
selected with a view to its 
usefulness to the experi- 
menter and pr:. lieal tech- 
Meal man. 

Not only that. -This 
book Is Intended to seno 
direct b for the use of the 
man win y ishes to work 
out desirable preparations 
for prai'Ih uh hnuu manu- 
( art tire. a- 11 l,iCiil. to 
earning spare -time money. 

It Is well known. In the 
case f Innumerable 

well 
prep- 

arations tat rate become 
holoehnld standbys and 
Miner pnidnet ion now runs 

into millions of dollar. af 
profit - and if the truth 

re known. this would be 
found to be the origin of 
nearly all such s I ressfnl 
enterprises -that the big- 
gest ulanufart titers. who 
hap e built up tremendau. 
factories making all those 
things which you use In 
your tan honer. shop, and 
business. started on the 
noel to success with hot 
such a small beginning 
aa you perhaps hate been 
dreaming about. 

Tills hook will be use- 
ful also In helping yell to 

. 

r 
nimiey by 0..111g 

you how to make in your 
n Tome t a fraction of 

their usual cost the hun- 
dred and one Preparations 
x hlrb you now buy ready - 
made for use In your home 
or business. 

This hook has been 
compiled by S. Graoshark. 
a wellknosn author of 
p r art le al instructional 
manuals in various wden- 
tifle fields. You will find 
it a real help and an In- 
strument for self advance- 
ment. It will sene you 
as a money-saver and a 
money -maker" 

50, 
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 
OF RADIO 

Radio Simply Explained- Its 
Origin, Nature and Functions 

CONTENTS 
I'hapirr 1 Fun- 
damentals of Ra- 
dio: Electricity, 
Resistance, Bat- 
teries. the Nlag- 
lent- t-h atilt. The 
\tagueur Field, 
tntlnrluiie, cnn- 
rlensers, .t.t'. CIr- 
lilis, l'rnpaga- 

tion of Itadl 
%Vases; Charnel 
II -- The Simple 
it tlin Sel, Sin- 
gle. Two, and 
Three Circuit 
Tuners. The Ilat- 
tery Sel, Vacuum 
'robes. Elect ere 
Sets, laud Speak- 
ers: Chapter III 
-Diagrams. limiti' 
to Read them. 
Chapter IV - 
4lnaleur and 
Broad. a -1 s I a 
lions. Talking l'ie- 
ttire. Te let lion. 

THIS ROOK I. intended as a handy fundamental aid fn 
"pecking up" and sysiental Izing ynor knots ledge , 

radio. no matter what stage of the -1n you haver thus fa 
mastered I : 

r 
tered by study t experience. 
lt Is intended for those rrhn may have had is gel Nei 

flat working knowledge of radio OW uall experience in 
haphazard fashion and nuw' w-Int t , get a more soli l 

grounding in Its principles and theory. 
It Is Intended for the practical moan. the Ieclmirian sic 

anty to get a practical comprebensIte knowledge of th . 

principles underline the HOW and WHY of Radio. 
The Look has been prepared with special 

o 

neideration 
for the young members of the profs. don: and of 1h 
pmain obits. s has been to state in plain English Ihrfeu im 
art am elementary principles whit the authors of ums 

backs on radio envelop in such a hat t technical mystery 
as to keep their explanations beyond the understanding o 

the ordinary elan. 
There Is nn more no den about rat to In the mind of th 

reader after he has rend this book! 
The author. being a former instn (tor In radio. knot, 

how to go about explaining In shop] language. the nrigln 
and nature of radio: he leads his ret der through clear de 
neriptim and ;traction analogies. sI p by step. until h' 
understands the working of the en. complicated circuit. 

Ymt still find In Mr. Martin's hook a really intelligible 
discussion of a lot of snidieei In radio, for witieh yod 
hale neer before been able to find an elementary exploits 
lion In sigh rust -to grasp and untlera andal.le ferns. 

Even If you think that you know a very great deal ahait 
radio. you khnuld get this book. even If only to see In uha 

charmingly easy way Mr. Martin Ice dealt with a JIM 
cult and abstract subject. 

Ills MA NI U bas 
.1 been written esperially 

for the man suho sii: hes to 
to luire a t orking knorl- 
tige of the elementary' 
Princl Ales of mathematics 
for ills e'' 

l 

even-i ' hn' use. 
To nn,ritie a complete 
t reaunrn[. the out bur 

arts truth the beginning 
r the subject, explaining 

first principles of 
,nune0e in shuttle. 

nary 
anlclfrom ltuel.e, 

ke.lal he reader by easy 
'tens through all the nubs 
and pn.r -lies of urillttllet- 
ic I r:d +IlnOmin. 

:\ goal to -hn hilan le not 
always a real 1111e111.11114 

Milan. but the art 
a 

f e - 
put at ion by figure: is easy 
to cnulre. If you are 
guided by .note one wbo 
knows how' Ip direct your 
way and make tit easy. 

That is the object or 
1111s bank. Mr. attain- 
mark. win is an instructor 
in [tract teal sciences, 
knob. how In explain 
things In plait English, 
and his one purpose In 
this book Is to make dear, 
lit teen.. of dolly appllea- 
Iinn. the Important basie 
principles of mathematics 
idrh hers one ought to 

knot, shrlher he be a 
narking mall, a merchant, 
or a professional man. 

Special attention is de- 
rnted In till. hoot to 
slanting the man who Is ono. ed In Indust n ,x 
In technical work. hns'' to 
apply the working rule: of 
malheuat lc. In Ills profes- 
sion or bushne.s, 

NS So0 

J Iltsi,J'1.N 7 motto 

2 
fare. 
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end of the sa a wave is at the start of the 
circuit. This is assuming zero losses in the 
line. The actual wave would be slightly re- 
tarded due to the losses of the circuit .'Phis 
is sl 'n in the dotted lines of Fig. 4. 

If now an beraating- rnrrent Wave is im- 
pressed upon a transmission line. it will travel 
along the line with the speed of light. tintll 
it reaches the far end of the line, where, if 
the far end is open (infinite impedances, the 
,cave will he oil rend back to its origin with 
the same but will gradually lacrosse 
In magn inn le as it approaches the starting 
point of the Ilse. due to the losses of the line 
which it encounters. If at the moment this 
wave reaches the starting point another ware 
is sent into the lino. that which was left of 
the first ware adds itself to the second wave 
and therefore increases the second wave. If. 
at the moment that the returned second wave 
reaches the starting point. a third wave is 
sent into the circuit. that which was left of 
the second wave adds itself to the third wave 
and so on as the number of waves increases: 
with the result that an accumulative effect 
of energy is developed in the circuit. The 
magnitude to tthieh this reflected energy can 
rise is determined by a characteristic of the 
line conductors known as the "aurae halted. 
ante." 

The surge impedance of a conductor Is the 
impedance which the conductor offers to these 
free oscillations of energy at the high fre- 
quency limit. .This condition Is greatest at 
the -highest frequency that the circuit passes.) 
This building up of reflected energy in the 
circuit is known as "quarter -mare resonance." 
or merely as the resonant frequency of the 
line. To produce such a condition, it is 
neessary that tlu' alternating -current im- 
pulses occur at intervals of time equal to the 
time necessary for the energy to travel the 
length of the line and stack. In other words. 
for one (o hi pletr r sale I taro intpulsesi the 
energy would have to travel the length of 
the line fonr times between successive im- 
pulses in order to create resonance. Expres sed 
as a formula: 

fry 
4f5R7 

qw nn - 
length in mil 

4s:ic7 
or; Ieuuth io hiles = 

f 
- - - 
rcyueaey 

it ran he seen. Ilarefor°. that a, the fee. 
gurney increases tir length of the circuit be- 
comes shorter in order to produire tir resonant 
tondifion. In talle 1 is given the length of 
circuits in Miles la produire resonance throng), 
out the audio band. 

At this e linon of resonance. the magni- 
tude of the retirerai energy reaches n maxi- 
mum, and abnormal voltages and currents are 
set lap in the cirruit. This reflected energy. 
if present in a circuit in which tacanm ulbes 
are etnplo }ed. as di en is sr, iasoenrf roll oyes 
to be applied to Mr grids of the lubes, which 
in turn will clink,' distortion of Nus wane -form 
of the original sitatals. With the 14,1111 that 
harmonics will be generated in the circuit. 
As these harmonics increase. the re- attntt. 
period of the circuit is decreased. 'fill, is 
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shown in table 2, where the resonant periods 
of circuits due to harmonics teeing set up in 
the line are given. It can readily be seen 
that as the harmonics increase, the length 
of the line necessary to prodltce resonant-, Is 
de.rea sad. 

Now in practical circuits, such as the trans- 
mission lines encountered in everyday sound 
work, the resonant condition stay not he the- 
oretically reached its the fundamental fre- 
quencies used are not high enough to pro- 
duce resonance for the length of the lines 
ordinarily used, which hn most cases are conn- 
u'arntively Phot't. Nevertheless, if the lines 
are not properly terminated. the reflected 
energy which is set up produces distortion of 
the wave -form of the original impulses. which 
in ultra will create harmonics. 7'hese hnr. 
tab of irs are multiples of the Junalnln antel fre- 
'Irtcaries. ii au! as these harmonics increase, the 
fret/Henry of the circuit increases, thereby 
oppeonchinf/ the resonant frequency of the lilac. 
t 'o o say aen fly. as the resonant period of the 
Hoff- is approached, e.efreme distortion of the 
sip..ils arises, trill the result that the quality 
is atrocious. 

Mechanical Analogy 
'fine analysis of reflected electrical waves is 

analogous to that of water flowing in a canal. 
If the near end of a canal is snuck a blow. u 

water -wave will be set 11p which will truer' te 
the end of the Banal where it will he refit. ltd 
bark to the origin. .1s il travels back toward 
the starting point. its amplitude will decrease 
slowly, due tu rush:t+nee 'ueountirrd ht the 
canal. If. at the instant the wave reaches 
the origin, another blow i, struck. a second 
wave will flow to the end of the canal and 
return. This second stave will be composed of 
itself. plus that which was left of the first 
wnce. This effect hncret ses as the number 
of waves is hnrcascd, and reaches a maximum 
when the losses due to resistance prevent nt tie 
amplitude of the waves from incre:+siu_ further. 

If at gate or obstructI"n of '-one, -err is 
inserted at the end of tile rasai. an) wa v.s 
traveling down the canal will '-mike the ,call 
nad hank up to a height determined bt ils 
potential energy of the wave. When the t- 
tombal energy canals the kinetic energy iw 
pressed ou the wall. the wnce will Lace reached 
its uutxinuuu height. It can be shown Ilia; 
in certain cases the Wares will ri-e ira In -luit 
twice that of the original wave striking the 
stall. and then will be reflected hark nt it 
slowly decreasing amplitude os the starting 
point is apprua died. 

Similarly. la electrical circuit,. when 
. lecuuntagnetic wave reaches the cud of . 

unusmissiun line. and the line is open at 
the far end as shown In Fig. the War, i 
reflected back to the suture: the encrent is 
zero. nad the vintage at the load reaches it 

relue equal to talio the peak cohue of the 
urigt: .1 voltage. 

if instead of open circuiting the far 
end of the line. It is short eircltited. blue Wace 
is riht ecnd kith a enrrent value !Wire Ile. 
salue of the starting rurrent. and the soilage 
beeon"s zero. ')'his is shosvn in Fig. ti. 

A SIMPLE SET TESTER 
(Continued from pare 115P) 

jack marked "S.C.", and the .screen -grid clip, 
of course. 'n the rap of the screen -grid tube. 
The voltmeter leads can be used on the mil - 
linmmeter, if it is desired to use that instru- 
ml -nt externally. 

The millhtmmeter, being connected in the 
plate circuit of the tube, gives plate current 
readings directly. The voltmeter, however, 
must be applied to the various points in the 
circuit by means of the text prods on the ends 
of the voltmeter leads. As mentioned above, 
titis arrangement eliminates the necessity for 
it complicated mess of switching devlees. It 
also makes possible tests between otherwise 
inaccessible points of the circuit. 

In order to realize the full usefulness of the 
test set, several socket adapters will have to 
be male, or purchased. The most important 
are a 4-to-1 prong adapter for the panel socket 
and a 5 -to -4 prong adaptor for the end of 
the analyzer plug (Fig. 3). The current de- 
livered by the second plate nt an 'su rectifier 

tube can he measured by using a special se. het 
adapter ruusiructed AS shown in Fig. : it 
will be noted that the grid and plate wire, 
are reversed: that is. the grid conne, t no 

plate. and the ploc to the grid. 'This arrange- 
ment connects the milliammeter into the sco taut 

plate of the reet lüer tube. eanbling Iii user 
to determine if the tube Is delivering a bal- 
anced output. A bad case of hum can often 
be traced to an unbalanced rent hibr tube, 

]resides being useful for continuity tests. the 
voltmeter can easily be calibrated to read di- 
rectly in ohms. Many external uses can also 
be found for the millinmm ter. 

A "BARBEROUS" ENTHUSIAST 
A radio experimenter of Newcastle II':ng- 

ltundl was not suttislied with the selectivity 
of his simple one -tube receiver. Ile Installed 
small variable condensers made of ordinary 
razor blades. and reports that the tuning Is 

very sharp! Keen young Ulan, what? 

7 TUBE 
SUPERHETERODYNE 

At an Amazingly 
Low Price 

The Crosley 

FORTY FIVE 
The Crosley FORTYFIVE is the last word 
in radio design and performance. The 
beautiful front panel is finished in Adam 
brown. A pleasing two -tone effect is 

accomplished by an overlay of stump 
walnut veneer which decorates the front 
panel. Fluted pilasters support the arch 
of "V" matched rose wood. The fop and 
sides are finished in Adam brown. 

The 7 -tube superheterodyne chassis in- 
corporates pentode output and variable 
mu tubes, continuous (stepless) Pone and 
static control and on -off swi':h, illum- 
inated dial, volume control. Full floating 
moving coil dynamic speaker is used. 
Never was there a greater radio value. 

Prices subject to change. Any Federal 
or State taxes which may be levied 

must be added to this price. 
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico 

and west, prices slightly higher. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION 
Powel Crosley, Jr., President 

Home of "the Nation's Station " -WLW 
CINCINNATI 
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DEALERS and 
SERVICEMEN 

(line to your customers the ad, ing first - 
oualli licensed R.C.A. tube. , . that are 
omptlunalls low. We tarry the .n n,u v ut tube. 

in the world. many for special Pu rias, and every tube 
is replaceable within 30 days. We either ham the [olio 
y tat require or we will make it for you. 

RADIO -CRAFT 

take advantage of our 
New LOW Prices and 
Big Discounts 

COMPLETE STOCK ALWAYS READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 
Order (nun this page -Rem It ot: with order. balance t..0.41, All prim, are F.41.14 F'.'.tTOItY, Newark. Shipments 

go forward express or parcel pont. Nu order for less han $5.00 accepted. 
]tallant tube tu Prevent tube in set 

from bumming out .60 
Special supersensitive Vol.( detector 

tube .60 
Special super -sensitive Iii" 201A .60 
Special Omer- sensitive AF' 201A .60 .t eial 171 .'.1 amp. entra noted 

filament --tard for electric sels .60 

4O Cents T -14 (1111.1 High Moi high mission .60 
.witch tube. 201A or 112 or 171 duuhlr 

EX-210 1'X -12O life .60 
l'X -199 1- Y -1119 i Adapter tune 226, 227, I71A. to concert 
I'X -112 EX-112A bat. sets to AC. each .60 
I'X -2011.\ I'Y -221 UY -227A -At' amplifier Mite. tor, 
I'X -213 1X260 7 (hut quirk 

or 
.60 

Standard Itase 199 t X -2,11 UY- 224A -AC screen grid amplifier. 
awe as 221 (bun quirk beaten .60 

RECTIFIER AND CHARIER BULBS 
125 3111. rectifying tube ILL Ili. (R..ytheen Type/ 1.25 
fi 'lo antri.. trickle Chartier bulb ( r Type) 2.00 
2 amp. Nd and new type charger bulbs (list $LUn, ( Tungar Type) 2.00 
5 and 6 atop. charger bulbs (Mt 58.00n (T Type) 3.75 

PHOTO CELLS AND TELEVISION TUBES 
Tenon Television Tube, 1" Cathode Square Typa X 3.85 
Telion Television Tube. 1's" Cathode Square Type V 3.85 
Photoelectric cell. "Potassium" Type 0 3.85 
Photoelectric cell. "Caesium" Type A 7.90 
Photoelectric tell. "Caesium" Type R 5.90 
13 atop. Charger bulbs (Tonga? Type) 7.50 
Rectifying Tube espetdally designed for use with Freshman 31a -ter "IC' 

Eliminators I'Y brass base. limited quantity .30 
UX- 866- 3fenvn Vapor Half -Wave Rectifier (Heavy Duit .... 2.75 
UX280- 31envny Vapor Full -Nave Recliner or 1'X3ss 1.40 
UX- 281- 31ereury Vapor Half-Wave Rectifier 2.75 

DISCOUNTS. 50 Tuben and Over 10'e 
500 Tubes and Over 10% and I0;á 

.30 Cents 

EX-2111A 
VT-227 
l'X-171 

I'X-n-2r, 
t'X-171:\ 

.60 Cents 
l'X-2:61 WD-11 
l'X-231 WI/11 
t'X-2sx 
UT-247 

.85 Cents 
tY-233 l'Y-23u 
1'Y- 2I1 
1'Y -237 1'1--233 
PY-531 

s1.1D 
l'X-21n l'X-222 

UX-182-Spartnn Tylw .85' 
UX-183-Sparton Type .85 
UY-484-Spartan Type .85 
UX-585-Spannn T>da 
uY-686--Smintm Type 
UX4401-Xrllogg Tpe 

2.10 

1.30 

ARCO TUBE COMPANY, 38 -40 Park Place, Newark, N. J. 

SERVICE 
MEN! IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS 

BY KEEPING YOUR NAME BEFORE YOUR CUSTOMERS EVERY DAY 
Most people forget the day. the station, the dial number 
and hour of their favorite pn,grams and wilt appreciate 
Itadlontinder cards with spaces to record such information. 
Thus will be kept for the longest time in any home. Give 
Itadlondnder Cards with your ad printed on to sour custom- 
ers Or place a few in even' haute in your neighborhood 
and they will ronitantly remind the people of you and 
thus think and talk about you. 

There, No Better Way To Make 
People Think of You Every Day 

Tire.e card. are far superior to business cards awl their 
cost insignificant considering the benefits sou will derive. 
Trial orders arrepted ter as little as 10 Ah N 
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Postpaid 
Card size 31j x 51( inches. Ail space 1 n 3 inches. Printed 
attractiveLy on heavy Golden Rod Bristol lard. l'.e ink and 
handprint your copy and mail today with remittance to 

Dept. F -ROTH PRESS, 846 Sutter Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
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POLYMET PRODUCTS Wrd pted 

POLYMET MFG. CORP. 
1334 E. 134th St., New York City 

5rad me vvnu new and valuable catalog of 
quality replacemcn t, parts. 

Name 
Address 
City State 

rl Jobber Sereice -Man 

The new 1932 Polymet Catalog gives com- 
plete dimension data and electrical specifi- 
cations of the parts used by leading receiver 
manufacturers. You can purchase identical 
parts from your local jobber, and give "guar- 
anteed" service work -a sure way to in- 
crease your business and your reputation. 
MAIL COUPON FOR YOUR FREE COPY 

May, 1932 

"CASH-BOX" SET 
Il'oafiRUCd front page 063) 

the parts un tin' ba.ebnnrd. Connect the fila- 
ment terminals Iheatelif In settles with the 
resistor 20 and couoett the other end of the 
resistor to the plate of socket 19. '('hen con- 
nect the plate terminal to the grid terminal. 
Mak all cunnid roll connections, soldering 
the fixed condenser. 2 and 4 in position. \Vire 
ln the grid leak and grid condensers, After the 
wiring of the parts on the baseboard has pro- 
ceeded as far as possible, rest the Ira sehuard 
on the louver inside portion of the carrying -case 
cuter and complete the wiring b1ttceei1 tut 
parts on the board and those in the case. The 
tickler cot( la wound according to the direc- 
tions given ill the list of parts. It is placed 
within the shield of coil 3. 'l'ht' two ends are 
brought out through holes drilled in the coil- 
shield coter. Great rare sl Id be taken tu 
avoid short ri rcn its of these points. The stator 
pf the variable condenser ti is connected to the 
"(t" terminal of the coil. One side of fixed 
Condenser 7 is soldered to the grounded rotor 
and the other side Is connected to the "F "' 
terminal of the coil and also to the cathode 
terminal of súrket 11 and to one of the heater 
terndnela, Th.. three condensers 13, 16 and IR 
are also connected tu the same negative return 
lend. which goes to fine side of the outlet. Tho 
hiring is then completed to the tickler coil. 
regeneration control. choke. snitch. twin jacks. 
etc. The baseboard Is finally slipped into posi- 
tion tond fastened to the back of the ease. 

Before making the connection with the 100 - 
volt line. check over all wiring carefully. If 
pu.slide, test the set on . \,C, first. Use the 

I 'lnrostiht nt all tithes. It will save plenty 
I f '3' in case of trouble. It will probably 
be f 1 more convenient to use it at the base- 
board lamp outlet. instead of at the set. '('urn 
the churent on and rotate the variable con- 
denser and regeneration rum tt'ol, If no re- 
generative whistles are heard. it will lue 

necessary to reverse the tickler -coil connec- 
tion.. if the sot does not ploy on U.C., reverse 
the plug nt the outlet. Tube II 5110111(1 shoe 
a plate voltage of about 

t 

volts un . \.t'. and 
about 1110 c oit. on UA'. To use the Pollee 
Thriller. simply remove tube 11 from its socket 
and insert the plug of the 'Thriller in its place. 

Ifni' 1.1lerth1141 regenera t cionlenl, type RI' 
2321'. 12. with Power Switch. 21 : 

tune 1 {I4et1md Truc lilt cv in. wouml resistor. 
73o-oaf f. type I4 4 21,: 

Iine t'tndw1II .0011367. ru f. " \I hlw'113' Feather- 
weight car9abl I. condenser. type -1147 -It. 6: 

Iine .\ erovux J1ilr2u. uhf. mira ton11enSer. type 
1 4611. O : 

'l'tto ., n't nu ox .u1111.ß -uhf, Mica cundenars, type 
14Goo. _. 13: 

Ito A1rm,ok .nod -uhf. minai condenser. type 
l IGI t. 4 

hMc .3eresev .fil -mf. tubular condenser. type 
20 

'l'wo Acrovex 4 -mf. dry sleet cul yt ii' t ICl.er5, 
type 1: -:,1 small. 

(lilt Shielded "1.111111i.1" antenna rnupler with 
s pee in lickl.'r consisting of 711 turns of 
No. 29 enameled wire -wound on I -tu, din, 
c:u'dho,ud tithing. at in. long. 

flue I.Il.t'. 2 -meg. metallized resistor tItur- 
liatot. type M.F. 4. IO: 

One 'I'rutst Lightweight "Super- Sensitive" 
headset. l'.: 

'l'svn '!invest twin ,lark,. type S.% -196. S, 14: 
I 'Protest :1t,- 1tenry 

1.S92.. \. 17: 
Two fine -prong I:hy sockets, type S.\ -175, 

11, 19: 
TWO 137 -.1 .\ retu rus Universe I .\ A'. -I).C. 

'Pubes. 11, 10: 
'roo binding posts. type S.1-157. 1. S 

one Hubbell 113-volt depressed nutlet (prongs 
are on outlet instead of on plug.. 22 

l)ne special plug for Hubbell outlet. d ft. lump 
cord. one atth choie ht plug: 
hue metal box 11115111,' dimensions of 100x. 

1 t X 514, X 2% Ins.: inside dimensions of 
cover, 11aí X i l / 4 X I I tn.. t; 

One 3 -ply vvnod strip 11% ills. lung. x 2% ills. 
high x ik -in. thick: 

One ('larontlt automatii' lin. -colht ge regulator, 
type "-gin -Watt." 2 :t: 

One Universal single -button "flandi- )tike," 
model No. ISO: 

One Bud I'olice Thriller. model No. 2701. 

choke I sma 111 type 
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CASH IN AUTO RADIO 
(Continucd fi ma page 665) 

radio receiver will stay sold unless it to prop- 
erly installed and properly watched by the 
Service Mau. The regular Service Mail can 
learn to handle the job but. In most instances. 
he has failed t. du so. 

!low notch d" you know about the require- 
ments for installing any type of auto radio 
on It It b-k Eight. itIa2. five-passenger sedan. 
for instance? Ito you know the difference in 
the performance of tile. Stuue reeei vrr when 
properly installed in a Ford De Luxe Phaeton? 
Fil bet that more than eighty -itve percent f the men who read this art isle couldn't an- 
swer those two questions satisfactorily. Itnt 
that only emphasizes the opportunity there is 
for you. 

sevenil of the beading manufacturers have 
gone about the installation and service job in a 
systenat ií nia a nor and the results have been 
very gratifying. For installer. Platen. len. the 
maker of 'rrnnsituue Radio, has made an 
arrangement with suitable auto -battery and 
ignition- service stations all over the world, 
which assures them the proper type of in- 
stillation and upkeep at a modest charge to 
the purchaser. The same thing Is true of 
('rosiey and one or two others. In Some in- 
stmtees these manufacturers have made ar- 
rangements with organizat' s of national or 
even International proportions, but In others 
they find it advisable to utilize the services 
of a local specialist. It is this phase Of the 
situation w'hleh should lee so very profitable 
to the neon who is already recognized in his 
neighborhood us a radio Service Man of more 
than ordinary ability. 

A Premium for Service 
In Now York City. and the same thing is true 

ill other places to a proportionate degree. 
several of the Inrge department stores offer 
alit. radios for sale at regular intervals. In- 
stead of permitting the customer to h;nr iiiS 
pet "expert" make the installation, the store 
sets a flat figure for the installation oharge, 
.r includes it in the price of the receiver. and 
insists upon having it installed in otte of the 
severnI authorized service stations with which 
It has working arrangements. In this way. 
the customer is well protected: and there is 
an increasing amount of this business being 
Milled over to the service stations which have 
bad the foresight to snake a thorough investl- 
g:uli.n of the special requirements which this 
I vim of installation demands. There Is still 
plenty of room. at the top. Even though there 
may be a very satisfactory station in your 
I own ui nd investigation among the manufac- 
turers indicates that this is not likely to be 
true,. there are always reasons for the estab- 
lishing of competition. 

A radio installation nn n good car should 
bring the service orga n izo t ion at least ten 
dollars. when it is done on a contract basis for 
the radio or ninoni.bi le dealer. It should 
bring snore. if it is a single job being handled 
for on individual. Ito you 11:111114411 to know 
of any other service job which is brought right 
ludo your shop. which brings you that much 
money? There nix exceptions. of emirs,, but 
at least ten "bucks" n throw is a pretty fair 
:oerage. And no consideration has been given 
Ili the repent business which is becoming less 
and less in connection with ordinary receivers. 'ir batteries are still fairly high in price. 
and there is almost as much profit in a set 
of them as there Is in the sale of a complete 
midget receiver and it set of tubes to go with 
It. 'then, too, you know that the batteries 
are not going to last as long as the midget. 
hive ,vnur auto -radio customer the proper kind 
of attention. and you will lie amazed at the 
ra pig it y with which you will he developing 
business which should be yours and which has 
been slipping through your lingers. The mann- 
faerturers want yon. the sales organizations 
want yam. and the customer certainly wants 
yon. And all three are willing to be more than 
ordinarily liberal. 

A Few Examples 
You may want some a 'rte examples of 

just how all this can be made to lit Into your 
business. All I can do is let you in on the 
backstage operations of several service organi- 

zntiotis which are typical. From them you 
will have to draw your own conclusions. 

In n western city. a young friend of amine 
wits ill the employ of a large radio dealer. 
Ile ran the set' ire department and his salary 
was ti fteen dollars a week. When radio was 
on the increase. the dealer ryas doing a "land - 
°Mee.. prosiness and was making a pile of 
utiit'Theo things begun to happen: several 
cut -rate stores opened 1111 on the stone block. 
The dealer would not cut his prices, Doe wouid 
he utilize some of the sales devices which are 
now generally recognized as necessary to meet 
competition. Ile said he would go broke before 
he tvu.titd rut the prices of his high -class lines. 
Ile did : I mean he went broke. \ly young 
friend was out of a ,ib. Ile tried sending 

i el ell ele of store. let- 
ting 

post r:nds ft the f t f the t 
i be known that he would service re- thi;., t t e 

'-,wers for the stur,'S 41111 cnstunmt's. Pee 
snnr reason or other. the idea did not "click" 
:nnl the business he was getting was tout 
eUOn:h to meet tits modest demands fee a 
livelihood. 

Then he went to a company which specialized 
In litito'ignition and battery repairs. Ile tuld 
Ilse manager that he wanted a Job where he 
could learn about ignition systems. Ile got 
the Job. with very little pay. Ile let it he 
known that be was able to take care of the 
installation and servicing of auto -radio re- 
ceivers. 'Tile result was a deal bet wren the 
Proprietor and himself. where he was to get 
a contniissiun on all the jobs of that nature 
which the ignition station would take ':n'e 
of. Some small ads were placed In the local 
papers and it was not long before the man 
W110 was taken on to learn the ignition bus- 
iness was the manager of the radio department. 
Within a short time. the representative of un, 
of the ra dlu mmnu fa eturers visited the station 
and arranged it contract which brought all the 
ill stnl la t tun and service work from three large 
stores right into the ignition shop. and it be- 
came necessary to put on additional Service 
Men and take more spare. Now this company 
is doing a fine bit of work and has been 
able to make special arrangements with a leant 
automobile upholsterer who takes rare of the 
antenna installation, ply this method. the in- 
side roof is taken off. the antenna wires put 
iu place and the covering replaced with t the 
antenna being visible: and the job is so well 
done that there is aee anpenrauee of the cover- 
ing having been removed. 

There Is n great deal of conjecture about this 
sort of thing and there Is but one real way to 
get at the facts and that is to get right Into 
the jut. There is no branch of service work 
which is so highly speehihized and in which 
there are so ninny loopholes. For instance. a 
great many auto manufacturers are now adver- 
tising provisions for radio. You would imagine 
-- -and a great many dealers have been fooled. 
from the manner in which they tell their 
story -that ail you have to do is to get any 
min -radio receiver and that the car has been 
inside ready to drop the receiver in. It Is not 
its easy as that, not by a deuce of n shot. 
Experience with quite a number of such 
indicate,: that. In many instances. it is ti. 

. 
sary to cut the top of the ear open. Mk, il 

se- called aerial out altogether and put a le a 
one in. In other instances, the wire netting 
which is Used roars so close tee the metal sides 
of the body that the piektp is terrible. In 
further Instances. it has been found that some 
of this wire is actually short -circuited to some 
part of the body frame. 

Easy When You Know How 
In this business. just like all others. the 

fellow who know: what he is al t can be 
away in the lead: while the fellow who under- 
takes auto -radio installation and service with- 
out knowing his "book" Is likely to lose a lot 
of time and money. to say nothing of the eon - 
fidenee, of his patrons. !tut the bright spot 
in the whole picture is the fart that this is 
the time to get on the Job and find out what 
it is all about. If you don't think this Is true. 
just drop around to sumo of the service eta' 
tluns in your neighborhood and ask n few 
questions about the installation of these re- 
ceivers. You will find that in nearly every 
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Important 
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Book 
¡Q I 

Send for them 
today 
These two important books 
should be on every serviceman's 
bench. 

The new VOLUME CONTROL 
GUIDE tells how to service all 
old and new sets with but a few 
CENTRALAB VOLUME 
CONTROL REPLACEMENT 
UNITS. Filled with circuits and 
valuable data. Priced at 25c. 

The other -"A Baptism of Fire," 
tells the dramatic story of how 
Centralab Fixed Resistors are 
made. It is handsomely illus- 
trated and is mighty interesting 
reading. It is free for the asking. 
Send for it. 

Cen rl a i 
CENTRAL RADIO'''' 

930 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mail the Coupon Today 

930 

City 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
E. Keefe Ave. Milwaukee Wis. 

Please send me your Free Booklet "A 
Baptism of Fire" Q 

Am enclosing 25c for your VOLUME 
CONTROL GUIDE 

Name ---- --------------- -- 
Address 

. - -. Province 
Radio Cr., jt 

I 
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HOW TO BUILD 
AND 

OPERATE 

SHORTWAVE 
RECEIVERS 

PUBLISHED BY 

MNORT 
WAVE 
.CRAFT 

OB PARK PEACE 
NEW YORK 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT RC y , 

96 -90 Park Place. New York City. 
r cma, herd-kith arty I X11 . . for -Blab ll.: nil I .ope' of . tel hook III) 

To Intl' 11.1) 
,no 

OPEIt.\T6 SHORT WAVE 
lc :cr:IVl:RS. (Send looney ., air. ,a.. rill. 
of new I'. ,- Slash'nliegt -hr letter If It 

Iii itius t urreney or humps. i 

tale _. 

l.ln... 

, ity crol Stale 

.s. nso 
1t.utr'X 

It.%lll// N P 
sown. sau at' a 

lluwu.t Nnli..ti,.i,m,u,.lh 

I received your book, "How to Build and Operate 
Short Wave Receivers." I am very pleased with 
it, as I believe it is the best book that has been 
printed on short wave work. It is invaluable to 
builders of Short Wave receivers. Worth many 
times the price, my candid opinion. 

E. H. BLADES, 
Radcliff, Alberta, Canada. 

T HE greatest book of its kind ever published. 
HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT 
WAVE RECEIVERS is the best and most 

up -to -date book on the subject ever put between two 
covers. 

The book has been edited and prepared by the 
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and contains a 
wealth of material on the building and operation, not 
only of typical short wave receivers, but short wave 
converters as well. 

Dozens of short wave sets will be found in this 
book, which contains hundreds of illustrations; actual 
photographs of sets built, hook-ups and diagrams 
galore. 

WE SAY -AND REPEAT IT -THAT NOTH- 
ING LIKE THIS HAS EVER BEEN PUBLISHED 
BEFORE. 

The book comes with a heavy colored cover, and 
is printed throughout on first-class paper. No ex- 
pense has been spared to make this the outstand 
ing volume of its kind. The book measures 71 z x 
10 inches. 

This book is sold only at such a ridiculously low 
price because it is our aim to put this valuable 
work into the hands of 50,000 short wave enthusi- 
asts during the first few months of 1932. 

Published by the publishers of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT magazine. This alone will be your guarantee 
that it is a really worthwhile publication. 

We know that if you are at all interested in short 
waves you will not wish to do without this book. It 
isaemost important and timely new radio publication. 
76 Pages - 250 Illustrations - Stiff Paper Covers 

NOT SOLD ON NEWSSTANDS 
Mail Coupon At Left! 

A RADIO MAP OF 
NORTH AMERICA 

Nearly five times the size of this page. Shows 
location of every broadcasting station in Canada, 
United States, Mexico, Central America and 
\Vest Indies. Scale for quickly computing dis- 
tances. Time zones accurately shown. All 
stations listed geographically with key for in- 
stant location on map. 

Explains scientific method of tuning with ex- 
amples for practice. .adopted as official map 
Newark News DX Club as basis for awarding 

medals for distance. At newsstands everywhere or 
postpaid on receipt of 

THE RADEX PRESS 
5005 EUCLID AVENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO 

25c 
BACK ISSUES OF RADIO -CRAFT can still be had at the regular price of 25c per copy. 

If you are in need of any issues to complete your file, send us your remittance in check, 

stamps or money order, together with the months and year, and we shall forward your 

copies to you immediately. Address: RADIO -CRAFT, 98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

SHORT WAVE Converter 
SUBMARINER $12.50 

A C R O C Y C L E OSCILLATOR $17.50 AUTO-DIAL 
SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR 

J -M -P MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. 
3354 Fond du Lac Ave. Milwaukee. Wis. 

9r, TRANSMITTER UNIT 
7izif/i 1O() ( /.ve-s 

SKINDr11tVIFEN MICROPHONE ItVT- 
TON- Powerful Speech and Phonograph 
.\mpllfler- Deleetnphn,le. etc.. etc. One 
unit 93r -tan. 31.75. with I$ -page Itooklet 
of experiments. Sent C. O. D. in t'. S.: 
foreign -east, with order. PRESS GUILD. 
INC.. 16 Murray St.. Dept. D -382. New 
York. N. Y. 

case. there is little or no system and that the 
Installation Is put in on a "cut and try" basis. 
Here's what can happen when you know what 
it's all about. 

I was in it shop, on Long Island, where they 
speelalize on auto-radio installations. The true 

In my own car needed a nest- set of batteries 
and they were being supplied. A lady drove 
in and said that she wars leaving trouble with 
her receiver. It did not Soem to get the dls- 
tunce she thought it should. .\ few questions 
brought out information to the effect that local 
stations cn111t' in hen ul ifilly, but Just as soot, 

as she turned the volume control up high 
enough to get the distant stations -she could 
got many of theme if she did ant have the motor 
running -..the ant lino seemed to fade out and 
there was a eontfausns roar to the loud-speaker. 

and Sere i, Man fitted the baud .a d trade a 

few la ...A'S over th, general r. .\ feu minutes 
later he had installed nothing more than it 

singly fixed condenser. 'l'he whole operation 
took less than five minutes and the "special" 
ignition condenser bruugbt n dollar and it half. 
If the 101 1110 Suit of condenser had been dropped 
into an ordinary receiver. It would have brought 
one third Ilia amount. Furthermore. the lady 
gat as bate rgafa. 

It transpired during a chat that I bad with 
her afterward. that she had taken her car is 
n number of Waves and had paid ,bite n bit 11.. 

at each of them. for the assurance that "t hula 
Would he 110 iii re trouble law." .,o.l la find 
Oat nothing much had boon serer Ielish'd. .\ 

radio den left. mane fi -s miles from tbo shat' 
in question. hall told het. of the newyli ra at ion 
twhel. I met her and she had drirc:i past tear 
than a hundred similar stations on her way 
to the Long Island place. The reeei eft she 
hall Waft a very good one, The n'.ehn nit-al 
Installation was excellent and pearl; every 
tither detail was satisfactory. but the receiver 
was not doing its stuff, \ \'hnt was needed 
was at working knowledge of the solution of 
ignition problems. 

Business Building 
While I was at the statism. three other ears 

ranee In and there sins a tital -III More than 
fifteen dollars' wart Ii s( business in consider- 
ably less than half an hour. It uaS all hap - 
pening in a shop where .lust um amt WHO 

doing this pa rtieulnr work and he told the 
Ihnt they were not always so busy, but he 
counted that dap as poor witon be did not 
take its seventy -five dollars. Ile nlsa told me 
that he luid it very gsod idea of his operating 
costs and. frota his figures. it sins easy to 
see that he Was 11111k in a profit of tonne than 
thirty dollars after all Iris expenses had been 

pail. And all his business was On a cash bads. 
with suit' exception. ','ht' except inn Was one of 
the best auto dealers in the territory who had 
taken u a line of auto-radio receivers which 
he van haring inn/alb -4 in all the r a MY which 
mere fouled in for near corn. as well as making 
sales of receivers with the new ones. By in- 
totalling the rrccieer. In the old rnrn. he man 

able to nil n unit-la }artier price for therm and 
was able to fu -t a !Irma deal of publirif ra Which 
would Hot htnc been possible olhervitte. 

5 -METER SET 
(Continued from poile 0x4) 

frequency spectrum. In fact. when the set is 
operating 11011't l }- It Is usuaI tu hear a "hiss": 
this disappears when the stall ion encrier is 
fully tuned in. and by Ille use lif certain re- 
protlttcers. oiled ils the Ibnllola )lode' 100, It 
any be euti11.1 élimina led. 

Stallions \ \'_X I' and \\-_XK together consti- 
tute the pioneer high -power ulv;r- high -ftr- 
quency transmitter in greater New York. Pic- 
tures (sight l go out on one frequency band, anal 
the accompanying sound on nnothel: simultane- 
ous experimental transmissions sometimes go 
out on the 40- to -4:1 megacycle (about S meters, 
band. and the 00 -to -SO megacycle (about 4 

meters1 band. sight and sound being Inter- 
changeable. Television pith 12S linen per inela 
Is readily necomtncwla ted on either hand. 

The writers will be pleased to hear from 
experimenters Interested In developing ultra - 
short -wave operation: and mill be glad to an- 
swer any inquiries e rrning the ultra-short- 
wave 17, metert suplrregeneratiwe receiver. 
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SERVICING MODERN "SUPERS" 
(oaf iaue.f from page 0701 

(41 Connect the putter Burd of the receiver 
to the electric power outlet. after all oilier 
eouueeliou s have L,n co11hpleted 

Ir, Puri on the radio sel 41 1141 the switch 
on the service °suillau or, ad,iu -t iu_ the Relie 
filament power of the latter tu about one -third 
normal: 

101 'Turn the service lseillalor .witch tu the 
.1.I,. baud I oinking certain the switch i- turned 
all the way 1 ; 

(71 For Philae leis of the '70" and -35 
series, set the control knob of the service os- 
tIllator to the "1so kc." position (this being 
used for testing 260 kr.). l'or models of the 
11 t." I1.\ Ism. It.tmlo- l'narr Data Sheet No. 
45. in the .July, l :1 issue) 11'- -ho" und 
":,l" series. the control knob of the service 
oscillutor should he l II rued tu the "17. kc." 
position. Blum adjusting sets with al "Normal - 
\Iaxhnunt" suItrh. thy. switch should be placed 
lit the "Normal" position: 

ISI 'Torn the radio set tohun. control to 
maximum. and sel the ,dial between en 1111 anal 
vii on the 1'lrileo .ea le. l'or maximum sensi- 
tivity the Mali...111I needle of the output 
meter should not he allotted le go 1111101 he- 
rond the renter of the scale. To keep the out- 
put needle at lids point. make use of the "st- 
imulator.' knob ou the service mrillntur: 

I!1, Ity means of the 111.1, w notch adjust the 
'various I.P. eond,m.ers. eue 41 n time, tu ob- 
tain nul xivauu reading ou the ont pal- meter. It 
is desirable Io start with the last 1.l'. cum - 
!agouti ing ro111.user ill the circuit (se 1 LP'. 
secondary. in the model "112 "e and finish with 
the first. I It may be necessary, while the 
adjustments are being made. adjust the auhuu- 
altor from time of lint.. t.. keep the pulps 
meter readiiegs within the sell I. range.. After 
these adjust 111401, hank bien cumgdeled. re- 
move the servire oseille for cnnliertion from 
the grid terminal of th.' first- den'ctor tube 
and restore the grid dip ,oune,'ti.nt lo rho 
terminal. 

The "coupling condenser." in the model 
":,I" i. adjusted nt 171 k'- iu the same manner 
as the I.l'. condensers. 

Balancing the Receiver's Oscillator 
In adjaslhlg the "high-frequency" trimmer 

Tenser. in the .e1'. "...dilator for circuit, snake 
connection from the ,t Jae!, of the ..raice uscil- 

later to the ANT terminal of the radio sel. 
leaving all other connections the same as for 
the I.l', adjustments. 'Plie control knob on 
the service oscillator is set at "14110," with 
the switch turned from "intermediate' to 
broadcast.'. i'hr dill ell the receiver is set 
ex:attly at 140 11 -l00 kr.t \titi the volume 
control set all maximum. The service oscillator 
is Turned on and its stimulator is again ad- 
justed until at one -half sea le reading is ob- 
tained on the aitpnt meter: if the receiver IS 

badly out of adjustment this may bo difficult 
to obtain. requiring the use of headphones In 
place of the output meter. 'Pite high- frequency 
trimmer condenser in the set is carefully ad- 
justed for maximum reading on the output 
Meter: or for maximum volume in the 'phones. 
.(ft,r making the adjustment. turn the station 
selector slightly, noting whether any increase 
in volume crut be obtained by this procedure. 
ff so. then the It.I'. and first -detector trimmer 
condensers mast he adjusted Ins ii.,uibed be- 
low). followed by a final rendjuutment at 1400 
kc. of the set's oscillator high -freq ueney trim- 
mer condenser. 

The sees oscillator "lote -frequency or "pad- 
ding condenser adjustment is tonde with the 
sanie connections as when making the "high - 
fromenry" adjustments. in this ease, the 
i'iiilen dial is set at 7n, and the oscillator 
control knob at 700 k,'. The low- frequency 
padding condenser is now adjusted fur Maxis 
mum reading in the output natte. If the serv- 
ice oscillator signal emm,s hl stronger at at 

position off 70 on the set scale. adjust the 
padding .ondeuser for maximum output on the 
meter at this "off ke:' posh ion of the set dial. 
Now renon the set slightly to obtain any 
further possible imerense, adjusting the pad- 
ding condenser and retuning the set dial .11eh 
thaw so tel to britag the point of maximum 
output as near TO as possible. 'rhea reset the 
set dial to exactly 140 and readjust the set's 
high -frrI ion ry trimmer condenser, sluice it is 
possible that the adjustment of the low -fre- 
gnenry padding condenser has affected the high 
setting of the dial. somewhat. 

The adjustment of the lt.I'. and tì rst- detector 
trimmer Is done at 140 ou the receiver dlnl, 
exactly as for its osell la ter high- frequency 
trimmer adjustments. 

BOOK REVIEW 
\ 1tiil)N, by Ealgae II, l'elix. Pub- 

lished he \It l:r;nc -11ííl link Company, 
Ina., New York, N. Y. 5 x ;Its inches, 
272 pages. cloth. 
'l'alar í.ío41 hn. I. en wade Ih. subject of sit 

1111,'11 htd,rir:il tiri I TUg Ih:a it is a pleasure 
1.4 rea,( a sally. uul.iat.-i bank that ro tt aims 
dig. -I iole infnrwntiiu io -lead of disgul.rd pnb- 
lieilc. The and bur has iciraiued frodo smulher- 
iu_ eviling dilbenitie. ill the ari with rosy pre- 
dim ions :Ind eaprr..¡ous of blind rat htst:lsnl, 
1.111 faller trr:l is tle'n1 Wit II Ill, omero franh- 
amss in the I...lief that Iliac %rill hr nverroua! 
tln-o11li nel nr:lh undeii:a01iitg atri ro11lprc- 
hrudiug re.eo celi. Ili. pnrpo -, ht writing this 
hook has been o. 41 1I1q. u erne nudrraaud- 
iug ut how \Lung lelrcisiuu systems work, 
the basic prn.e... involved, the standards Of 
perforum,e. ,... ulial io a roun0'rehll selvi.e. 
the limitations of certain feanlnes of existing 
Methods +IIIIIdi1G in 1 he wile of the attainment 
of ,-ouuuerr1al perform :uhr laudards, mud the 
wunr. .f the eh-,idop111ru1, .till neressnr3 tu 
bring performance of polli. service quality. 

Mr. l', lix Ius 0 riven :ni admix :1111" book In 
clear. nu,l'rsl andabl - hu,gnna. Parts of it 
line technical. I.nt .I' II cell wil lilt the km 'l- 
edge of radio c.. u.t nl ors :Ind Servire Melt. 
. \flee reading il. one eä11 give intelligent au- 

to the mure rolls quest ions That people 
cervwhere ore ;i -I:i rg Lout the u..w wonder 

of the radio iudostrt. It. II. 

]t:\11111 sI:It\-ICING COURSE.. bv :\lfrral 
Ghirardi and licuIr.au M. Preci. Pub- 

lished by Radio Technical Publishing Co., 

New York City. Cloth hound, 182 pages, 
124 illustrations, sires 5 x 7t., in. 
A mite: h.:0, emleis, test 1111 t n.. of modern 

radin servir, instrnnm'nts: anal te rapid and 
systematic attacking of radin set'ciee problems. 

This 604441; is a.huir:1bly 41ä1e41 In the need 
Of those who wish tu have n II:11111S reference 
for radio service procedure under practical 
demand.. lit en the beginner in the field need 
not feel a hit uneasy about delving into its 
pages: sitir, it has beau prepared in textbook 
fashion. with numerous review questions closing 
all bat the last chapter. 

Thee eluip rs :Ire: Ili. I11 oillletiun: 1 2 
1ertlieal \l..asaa'itig Instruments: C:1. Simple 
l':Icrtrical 'l'est.; (a 1, The Set .\lnlyzer anal 
the Item ver: t .1, ':'rouble -Shooting the Re- 
ceiver; fut. 'Plie Serciee 'l'est Oscillator; 171. 
InbtT.genee. \ois.. and Its Elimination : I s I. 
\arunnl 'Pule Checkers' (111 l'sefltl Infuruln- 
!loll for s. raire \Len. An exceptionally tine 
Index close. the Inok: there are admit :Nan 
separate listings. 

Particular note should be made that there 
:use circuits of test instruments inelnded in 
this volume.- t'vhlch Is une of at series ronstl- 
Iltlthg al rnnl'.e." 

'l'be an ount of technical "ment. which the 
untie, in collaboration have succeeded in cratn- 
ming into Ibis relatively small space is e011- 
sid.rnbue. Must Farcira Men will possess at 

r,ntalu proportion of the knhwle,lge contained 
in "Radio Sertieing l'ou'se." na'rely as a re- 
sult of stir l3' and practical experience In the 
field; nevertheless. 1111,11 of the book will be 

new to practically every Servie. Man. due partly 
to the wide experience of the authors and their 
diveessitied viewpoint of the Service 31nu's 1e- 
q11+auents. 

OSCILLATOR 
Licensed by A. T. & T. Co. 

$18 Net to dealer iv $30 list 

S21 Net to dealer 
with output meter 

II not at your Jobbers we will ship 
direct when remittance accompanies 
order. 

A s t u r d y modulated instrument 
carefully made. Completely shielded 
with separate battery compartment. 
Furnished with 22% -v. and 3 -v. 
batteries and one '30 tube. Direct 
reading broadcast band (550 -1500 
kc.) and intermediate band (120- 
185 kc.). Sharp 2d and 3d har- 
monics for 260 and 475 kc. Oper- 
ating instructions attached in case 
cover with shielded wire leads. 
Very compact. In leatherette case, 
6x11'' /.x5% in. Weighs but 8 
pounds. Built to high standards. 
Every serviceman should have the 
No. 550 oscillator to align r.f. gang 
condensers, locate defective r.f. 
transformers, adjust i.f. transform- 
ers, check oscillator stage and de- 
termine sensitivity of a receiver. A 
necessary instrument. Get yours 
today. Write for catalog of serv- 
icing instruments. 

r -t 
Readrite Meter Works 
17 College Ave. 
Bluffton, Ohio 

Please send all information about 
Readrite Oscillator and other servir, 
instruments. 

Name 

Address 

City Stab' 

Readrite Meter Works 
Established 1904 

17 College Ave., Bluffton. Ohio 
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 ,PROFI 
Service men make $90 . 

extra per month installing 
AMPERITE. Send $1.62, to 
Dept. RC -5, for dealers' 

sample AMPERITE 
and sales helps. 

AMPERITE (wor.tke 
561 eROa way. NEW r g [ 

ERITE 
Self Adjusting 

INE VOLTAGE CONTROL 

UNIVERSAL 
2- BUTTON 

HANDI -MIKE 

LIS T 
$ I 5.00 

Slav lotion roman. udnlunuu hiss, 
a,ienl me:dh daumavl. Truly natural 
Ile tour :und the malst rimers! totem- 
phone eel des ired.l Sa idlest, pans 
to he damaged if duo pod. jarred 
or roughly handled. For M11101101- 
111g, I rall,ln111111g ar Ilnllle re ,reling. 
Cho- Engineering Uepllruuent i. at 
) ' o u r l ' , ire. New rata log rovers 
Innre ` Illuelrl. from $1.11,1 up. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD. 
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, Calif., U.S.A. 

DEALERS -AGENTS WANTED 
EVERYWHERE, to handle 

the fastest selling radia at- 
tachment on the market today. 

THE POLICE LOWWAVE 
CONVERTER 

A new hoe/ohm lb., 's 
easily attaliled In a raille 
- in m wMelts 1111'alla 

111,1, h,. at tante ran any 
le.ral notre hlubellS ng 

and art suet, 11101110g evil log- and ones - 
:al1011ul- Ilrlles h. :Iarp1.11'Iel. pal, 10eair 
for Ibullo. Pollee .quad, Simple Ì otcurl inns 
ale furnished. 

SELLS FOR ONLY 53.00 
Stud $1.79 for sample, 1 .lamps. Or If 3011 

a rah, send Pie In stamps Mur C.O.U. order and 
pas 1.0.31111.111 the Lahutre of $1.69, 

POLICE LOWWAVE LABORATORIES 
1460 Huron St. Dept. 12 Toledo, Ohie 

UNITED SHORT 
WAVE CONVERTER 

Itmge 15-210 me- 
ters, using situelld 
roil uu,l suitrh 

m1, Iy. 'MN 
tube, be., fitted tel take 
power ...poi, from 
the pentode -lt ierl. 
Ilauds, e I 

Ouidmd 
ion 1.0- 

iï1 11.1341, e.1 
.enorael .Hacher 

e n the w :ukul. 

Write for descriptive circular. 
(less tubes 2 le . ) List price $ 3 l 

THE UNITED RADIO LABORATORIES 

27 HOWARD STREET ARLINGTON. MASS. 

ALUMINUM BOX SHIELDS 
1111110110 AT,CO.t" stmt. 

. 
1 

9 . 0, $1.011. ln . - ,m. 

3 Coll .hirel e e1J:r fi. aim 

right $1 .014 Any Size to Order. 
Skinde:viken Button. 95e 

BUDDY" TEST PRODS. 
ases sham pointed. n, 
ehonugreen needles, 141. wire.. z Colored nipples identify rash 

1l lead. $1.511 pair. 
Nat iullal 2 Stator condensers. 
$2_45; 'lamina Hunt! Equalizer 
4 -e0. 15r: Pilot Tithe Shield. 
45e; Widen shielded wire. 2e 

lier foot 
ton mPerinlizo In radio pana 

G lu.Is ras. 
Carrying eases for Set Testers, Analyzers. Portable Set -. 

BLAN. THE RADIO MAN, lee. 

69 Certlandt St. Dept. RC -532 New York. N. Y. 

..oUns-- 
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SERVICE FORUM 
IContinied Joint pape 61111 

set, and one stand -off hliuln:Or holding it well 
out from the house. and glass Insulators on 
each end of the aerial. 

Tim ground Is No. 14 rubber covered. clumped 
to the cold -utter pipe. meat' the lead -in end 
and tied In with a galvanized iron pipe driven 
in the ground sic feet for the lightning arres- 
ter Ile keeps the ground wet around this pipe. 
.55 111.0, slated, the vulmnle decreases when 
he uses the aerial. We hay, tried to give you 
all the information possible regarding the 
above question. 

"Ram O Lol"IL" 
/:w T16, \c('dlra, ('alit. 

THE TETRADYNE 
(C'on tin nier/ trove papy Gs_I 

tine Electra.. 1 ,Jluo.ollnl Type 11 resistance, 
7:1- \.'arts Rio and IItl : 

I nue _.nun -uh111 resistor. It 19 
I lue lacet rad 2110 -ohm grid resistants, Il1::: 
Three I .J-ke. t 111 iIsfornters. 'l'1 T2. 
I )ue 'l'hurdn r.on 1111.111 pu0h -pull transformer 

'l'y -p, 2405, '14: 
Ill, 'l'hen'dtt'oim output push -pull transformer 

'l'y -pe 15::1. 'l':,: 
Uns Polo power n:nnsfuruuer, '4.. type. tel'.: 
Uni lulu so -henry cheiks. I'II. I : 

I fluke roil Ni., _ is field troll of dynamic 
Mien ker :I 

Une Ill, -volt .\.1'. swltrh. SR'.: 
tine No fio0ul Type II dram dial with knob: 
'I'ss'u knobs 1 -In. dluneter for t':: and It::: 
Une Illiuinfwr lnnp 11 1111 Dock, -t. S. L. 
Three sliding clips for IIID, Ill I : 

I ans hunt1111ul base. size 21 X 1114 a 21_. ills.: 
Une aluminum shield -bac, size 10 14 X sl /a x 

11 fus.: 
Uu alnndnlull 011,411 -box. star., S14 X X 6 

ills.. Wlfh t evil pa u't f.lulus: 
Un, Pilot tut. Shield for modulator-- use'ill:uur 

mite 
'l'an il. of Itelden sit ilIdsd wit,: 
l'¡ye ri. t11 Itelden rubber -co yeretl who: 
Uns molded- bnkelllr twin ,in,k nm rkwl ''l'hIW' : 

Une molded -La kelit, 1 win Jltk unil'k,iI "Speak. 

'l'wro Eby binding puas, -Aerial.' and "Ground-. 

CRATER LAMPS 
(Con fin a rd hour prf.p ORS1 

'1'le circuit of Pigs It: rew'mblt0 timt of Fig. 
I1: anti. like Pig. IF, the transformer is cou- 
u t1d direrty in the plate circuit of the out- 
11111 lul,n lea ly uus Vil ruble resistor 1: is re- 

quired In this circuit. . \s in the other circuits. 
its value should range hefwtn 0 noel 31111111 

11111110. I :Xrsl lent 1r011 its :urea obtained with tili" 
tint nit. 

IMe 11f Ile hest mud simplest id rlreult0 Is 

Shown in rig. III. I tear, Ito t rvlMfortuer prim. 
my is used as n choke null the !Unlit is 111d,- 

04a1,111 lr fed siil h II.1'. ,oil rnl led by the 
s l rift He resistor R 1 r:nlging op to ál,,000 
ohms 1. t' IrnSOr C is of l 111f. capacity. l'or 
:111 -1.01111d wort: Willi era leer I titles up to .11:11.i0. 

In din Meter Mud up to 11 i11-ma. tan parity, this 
riretlit Is highly rem n11lMended. 

In HIP circuit of Fig. I I1, the frrqueney 
4.110001100 may 11111 he 1111 e'mmtgh aver 1110 Whole 
range to give the theoretical ideal desireel. 
'l'h,refure 1.1g. 11 11M0 114011 11 11. -ee1 to .."..1.- 
4,11114. any defects W111.it 11111y exist in Cf x. 111. 

'Plea hash rir,ult 10 the same. It has in addi- 
tion. however, :1 resistor I ab11nt :11100 01111101 

ItI t'otsnet'hvl arro0s the choke to flatten its 
characteristic curve. '1911, choke may iw' peaked 
nt 4011M) or 111,11011 rye ans. 11 1111 the resistor Iles 
the effert of cutting off the peaks. 

.\mother point Is that the choke may not 
respond to the highest frequencies due to Ills - 
,1.Ibnted ea p. ulty. For this 1'0:10011. nn of r-eo.1 
ciikl' 1. Is connected In Series, 'Phis should 
resonate or be peaked iu the ueighborhona of 
30.1100 eycleo. ., winding from an old audio 
transformer Iremosed (rum the rorel mSy be 

employed: or a numlwr of large honeycomb 
culls. tuned With n large variable condenser. 
might Improve results. 

Classified Advertisements 
Adt'rrti.rmcnts in this section are inserted 
at the cost of ten cents per sword for each 
insertion -name, initial and address each 
count as one word. Cash should accom- 
pany all classified advertisements unless 

laced by a recognized advertising agency. 
No less than ten words are accepted. Ad- 
vertising for the June 1932 issue should 
be received not later than April 9th. 

AGENTS WANTED 

BRAND NEW OPPORTUNITY for salesmen 
with cars. ('all on radin dealers. service men 
and jobbers. Popular low-priced specialty every 
service man needs and wants. Men now making 
$15 to $40 weekly as sideline. Write today. Give 
details and territory you can cover. Ilex TM, 
Radio -Craft, 98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

CHEMISTRY 

BE('U\IE TRAINED CIIE.111ST. Thousands of 
opportunities-fascinating career. Learn at home. 
Complete experimental laboratory outfit given. 'rite for big free hook. Chemical Institute, 
19 Park Place. Dept. RC, New York. 

INVENTORS 

PATENT YOUR INVENTION: Send for FREE 
book, "How to Obtain a Patent," and "Record 
of Invention" blank. Consult us about how tu 
protect your ideas. Victor J. Evans & Co., 630E 
Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

RADIO 

RADIO SERVICE MEN Attention-Power trans- 
formers rewouud ur 'Milt to your requirement S. 
Me. Ire Radio Service, 2140-A Stansbury, St. 
Louis, Mo. 

FORCED TO SELL-590 Weston oscillator (with 
output meter. Only two months old -perfect. 
Seventy dollars. M. W. Cheekier. Metumora, Ohio. 

SERVICE MEN, ATTENTION - Speakers re- 
wound, magnetized, repaired, $2.00 to $2.75. ('ont. 
plate lower Pack Senncr- Transformers rewound. 
condenser blocks repaired, resistors duplicated. 
Guaranteed. ('lark Brothers Radio Co., Abbia. 
Iowa. 

SER \'ICE MEN and shops. Transformers (pulver) 
reWOttlnd, also epeeist types made. Supreme Radio 
I .alorator), IG Fulton Ave., Rochester, N. Y. 

RADIO INSTRUCTION 

LEARN Radio. television and talking pictures 
in Canada. Day. evening :rad houle study classes. 
Free scholarship 'und trip to Toronto, all ex- 
penses paid. Booklet on request. Radio College 
of Canada, 310 Youge St., Toronto. 

TELEVISION 
NEWS 

Now 25c a Copy 
On All Newsstands 

55,000 ANYONE PAW H O 
PROVES THAT THIS IS 
not the actual photo of myself 
thou Jug u) superb Physitluc 
and how the Ross S stem has 
hiereased 

11 

wn height to 
6 ft. M 3- 4Inehts. Hundreds 
of rest tln0niab. enema up 
to 45 years old gain from 1 to 
6 mete, in a new weeks: 

First In 1907 
First To -day 

No Appliances -No Drugs -No Dieting. ROSS 
SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Ten Dollars Com- 
plete. l'nmhlrnit Tt.n men, :out l'armi, Mars It 
em . nuule. ". \Iamb lion, tor natura mall..1 rots 

the .atonale." 1G. MALCOLM ROSS. Height Specialist. 
'\earbernueh. England. IP. 0. Boa IS). 

i Tube Checker 
Blueprint 

and n mpiefe Mgt runt ions for making tube (,alms 
Tests all ism,. iurlmdug 15 volt. ladle plies 
.d -s tan' new double Iliraleti 7/11ó tribales. 
Fl,xili l in hind insures tester against lwonm- 
iug Leh. el'.I. ,sit post ill mi p n n e 'i pt .1 í11.00 
rash , n 1113 3 .3 . ,t.L, 

DAVID L. FÖRDE, Jr., USMC. 
P. 0. Boa 212 Qaant,,. Va. 
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SERVICE SHORT CUTS 
I ('nu! in ne,! front paw 667i 

rent models. in which it is diflieult to detect 
any trace of this former annoyance. 

If the Service Man can inform the owner 
of such a set that the bone can be "balanced 
out" at a small cost, he is quite likely to be 
,old to "go ahead." Most independent service 
Urn have lung since learned that these 
little extra[ .lobs often make his work far more 
profitable. However. eliminating huts that is 
due to the original design of the set is not a 
simple matter. hit the solution of the problem 
as presented he:, has proved successful and 
practical of application to a large variety of 
sets. 

RECEPTACLE 
ON SPEAKER 

CABINET 

ELECTRIC 
LIGHT 
BULB 

'OPTIONAL t -MFa TONE 
T / iS CONTROL 

tI 

VOICE COIL 

L/(T0 B+iWR. 

c ¡á 
TO PLATE 

IO.000 OHMS `1 
Fig. 4 

It is particularly suited to the type of re- 
ceiver most likely to give trouble of this kind: 
,he con vi ntionnl T. R. F. receiver. having a 
'26 or a17 first auin and a single '71 or '45 
output tube. The writer has also applied it to 
other types such as screen -grid sets having 
push -pull output ririsulta.. with satisfactory 
result.. The method is simple and practical 
and floes not require any changes in the 
or its wiring h lespite its simplicity. however. 
it w'as only evolved rafter a _rent deal of 
experimental stork based on the idea of biro 
duchig "bucking hurl" into the audio circuit. 

In brief. the idea consists of coupling the 
grid of the tirs[- analio tube to the 'I"' bias 
circuit of the potter output tube through a 
high re.i.l :alt' as indicated at the left of 
the diagram. 1 ig. 3, It ducs not offert the 
grid bias or the Ilrst audio tube. as might 
appear aI tirs[ glnn,e. and has only a slight 
effect .1u the tune quality. the resnit being a. 
little lower pitch In uIo music. 

If It is it strong tom that is tu be reduced 
or elhuival led. II may be ti,cessai ry to lower 
the resistance It to the point where the column 
will be slightly reduced. Ordinarily. however. 
the Inuu will entirely disappear without pro- 
ducing any noticeable eff.rt ou the volume. 
The method will piece effective in most cases 
on sets un which all of the usual remedies 
have L1.1.n tried wit hoot reducing the I to 

a satisfactory Level. It should not he necessary 
to add. however. that the method is not recom- 
mended as it cure all for poor tubes or defects 
In the set. It is. particularly reeommended 
for use un sots that hove plenty of volume 
and n normal amont of hum. which it is 
desired tu reduce tu the level of the best of 
the new sets. I is also very useful in battery 
sits that have Item converted to electric opela- 
tion and that liai' an excessive amount of 
hune o hick Cannot be reduced otherwise. 

owing to the simplicity of the desire. no 
directions for its installation are necessary 
other than the diagram. For t sets the 
variable resistance should hare n salue of 
about Pausal ohms. 

.1 note on hum reduction that is w'or h men- 
tioning here. slur,' malty Stry bec 31:11 nul y not 
be (aDeiliar with it. Is the effectiveness of a 
variable reslslnlice used to re4111t,' the line 
voltage going into the set. .1 151I-ohm heavy 
tint}- rheostat euunectud in one side of the 
A. C. supply line. as shown at the right of 

will often work wonders not only In 
reducing hum, but many line noises and dis- 
turbances that originate In the lighting circuit 
as wall. . \s most of the erre ,'xp.rieoced 
$real 311.11 know. n certain line Voltage Will 
gin the best results and any increase above 
this Calm results in at large Increase in hou, 
line anise. and noises lvithin the set without 
any gain in performance. 

FOREIGN REVIEWS 
BI; l'l'INII radin cou.rlurt.rs are nchuchig 

...wider :Ihb h, t'ui.t in uthe '.\ufut,n,'." a 
eis,r .pou -oral by and described in 

77u II irrl, . _.. II ,,,ii'. The basis of the arrange. 
tom I co psitt. iu .t rcoply high srle.'tivit t' 
1 'g:n'dh., ..i L,,. .Ì qnn lily dur tu std-band 
i111 iug, ioll ow,. I 1.3' auhiu- 
:nnplilier Iirruit t rriu.l :I lie the missing ft...- 
.01,1,i., in their prole' proportion. 'l'hi, won 
seem. tu hear a close t,.t..ulbin nor to the 
sue "11l, t'rc.i ver of I ir. .I: noes Robinson. which 
was the subject ..t barn lad ,'.all rosersles in 

elm Ical Hr. acs oil hotu side, of the . \tlamtc. 
1 he esseulinl rirruit of the '.. \utotnne" k 

s w'ii iii the necnutpnuying dia grain. 'iii' 
d sired high degree of select is its is obtained 
met ely by the use of a sery loosely coupled 

v,, -stage band-pass tuner, which feeds di- 
rer ly into the detector tube. If the absence 

c ' I reliudtary Il.l'..tnupliiicatiuu seems strange 

tu .\n.rican.. please remember t liai I I.ro0dcnst 
11111111, in (;real Itrilnlu :und I:u rope are 

attom-lhcr diln -rout from what I hey :a r in 
the 1 -oiled Statues. ttreait .rai.il it itc ill ras. 

..is ills i, 11.11 uer..w1.y. ass the u,11,111í n tag 
SIn11.11, at re puscrrl'ul und 11111114.1.01, Iu fact 
fil nl ire laritish broadcasting system is de- 
sigIed to provide satisfactory 11.1111.. in .ern 

I simpl..l cfysta l sets' 
The audio ..1111.1.1.1111/11.. is °Iota lied by n 

simple con not rousi.ttugof a .:a- henry- choke 
ad n 3JInn -.11111 va rill oir resist :uo' e .,untold 
i11 t Iu grid circuit Of the second till.. of at 

thee -.Iage amplifier. 'rho set certainly looks 
interesting. sud seems to oromplish the poi, 
nos of the unudrdisputrd Stmodr with less 
alma rai Ills. . \m,rieaul radio experimenters who 
want to Lite into a read design job night 
adapt the circuit to domestic parts and tubes. 

-R. II. 
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Start Your Career Today 
In the world's fastest -growing industry - 

1ou can, it you still, start your career today in 
the world's healthiest and fastest -growing industry 
-It.t1/10. The biggest and must talked of build- 
ing project in the world- IHAUIU ['ITS -is but an 
advance .sign of the future this industry holds for 
the snot who gets started in it today, while the in- 
dustry is 
still young. 
The first 
move is up 
to you. 
Read this 
advertise- 
ment care. 
fully and 
then scud 
in the at- 
tached cou- 
Iwn. But do it now. 
Get started. 
The tote volumes of this library covor the entire 
field of building, repairing and "trouble-shooting" 
on modern radio receivers. l'he Library is upto-the- 
minur,' in every respect and is Lamed bu the soy latest 
desclopmeuts in the design alud muuufachilt ut epiip 
meat. The rapidly -growing interest in short -wave and 
television reception I. thoroughly covered in a coin - 
plete section which deals with the construction of 1.1, of alga r.ous. 

pRAC7CAL PRACTICAL RADIO 

RADIO 
RADIO 

FS 

* 
AND 

MOYER RtrAlReä McveR 
AND .KD 

'A'OSTREL MOTEE Wy TAEL 
W017RfL 

Radio 
Construction 

Library 
INCLUDING CONSTRUCTION 

OF SHORT -WAVE AND 
TELEVISION RECEIVERS 
By JAMES A. MOYER autel 

JOHN F. WOSTREL 
Faculty. University Extension, Massachusetts Department 

of Education 

Three Volumes - 1087 Pages, 6x9 
605 Illustrations 

VOLUME I: presents the fundamental principles of radio so clearly and simply that anyone of average rra g will be able to read, understand and apply them. It gives actual working drawings and lists of materials for the construction of many typical sels. 
VOLUME II: fully discusses all of the elementary principles of radio construction and repair. An ex- planation of the necessary steps for trouble- shooting," repairing, servicing and constructing radio 
Nets successfully. l'raet teal data k also given on antenna systems, hatter/ cl imil:r nitr, loud spew kers, chanter, etc. This s "hone includes complete instruc- tions ter the construction a v and operation ut short -ase and tleviduu s rcceiccr.. 
VOLUME III: covers the essential principles under- lying the operation of vacuum tubes fu ais non- technical as manner as is consistent with accuracy. It discusses the construction, action, reactivation, 
t °sting and use of vacuum tubes; and an iutenet ing section is devttenl to remote control of industrial 
prnrcesses ; and precision measurements. 
EXAMINE these books for 10 days FREE 
This Library is not only a thorough home -slimly course, but at handy means of reference for the more experieneed radio experimenter, rep:, it mon, and radin ,hop -owner. To these men, as well as to those who desire to advance in the radio profession, this offer of a 10 days' Free Examination is made. 
Simply clip, fill in, and mail this coupon 

MCGRAW -HILL 
F R E E EXAMINATION C O U P O N 
ÌMcGRAW 

-HILL BOOK COMPANY. INC.. I 330 W. 42nd Street. New York. 
Genii. men , -send nie the new R.t1110 t'ONSTItI'a'- TION Lil1R.tfy, all charge. prepaid. for 10 che .' Fier Examination. If iallsfactoq- 1 will send $1.50' a In days. and $2.00 n nth until $7.50 hat been 
paid. If me ...led I mill morn the vet al von expense. 

Name 

Rame .Address 

City and State 

Position 

Nane of Comnam Rf -33 I 
(WRITE PLAINLY AND FILL IN ALL LINESI I 
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kadioaft READERS' BUREAU 

A NEW FREE 

SERVICE 
These booklets, pamphlets, etc., are 
obtainable FREE by mailing the 
accompanying coupon. 

22. How TO 'l'EST PENTODES. This is a 
reprint of an article of the same noue that 
appeared in the September, 19:31 number of 
ItAI)IO- C'RA }T, accompanied by descriptive 
matter on the adapters specified for the 
purpose. If you missed the original article 
stuck the reprint; it contains h useful 
data for owners of testers or analyzers not 
already equipped to test pentodes. Alden 
31atufacturing Company. 

23. S Ax LEE REPLACEMENT CONTROLS. 

Printed on heavy cardboard, 9 by 12 inches, 
this chart is intended to hang in the service 
shop as a handy source of information on 
replacement volume controls. Fourteen dif- 
ferent circuit positions for such controls 
are shown in blue -and -white diagrams, and 
specific units for various commercial receiv- 
ers are listed. Normally this chart costs 
twenty -five cents, but through the kindness 
of the 1"axley company copies will be sent 
free to readers of RADIO -CRAFT who make 
use of the coupon on this page. )'aria!( 
,Manufacturing Company. 

24. IIARTMAN SCANNERS. This is a cata- 
log of supplies for television experimenters 
and eonst ructors. I t describes particularly 
a scanner with semi- automatic synchroniza- 
tion, which is put out in convenient kit form 
for home assembly. Other special items 
are rigid disc- mounting stands, framing 
levers, magnifying glasses, taper -face syn- 
chronizing pulleys, blank and drilled discs, 
and motors. Aienefl aF Eisenhardt. Inc. 

25. . \EROVOx on CONDENSER AND RE- 
SISTOR MANCAE AND CATALOG. This 48 -page 
booklet is worth having and saving. In 
addition to very complete specifications on 
the full line of Aerovox paper, mica and 
electrolytic condensers, and vitreous enamel, 
carbon and wire -wound resistors, it contains 
a great deal of information and data on 
condensers and resistors in general which 
the Service Man and experimenter will be 
able to apply to his everyday problems. 
Aerorox Wireless Corporation. 

26. CATALOG OF POLY MET PRODUCTS. Ar- 
ranged especially for radii, dealers and Ser- 
vice Men, and includes detailed descriptions 
of pauper, electrolytic anti mica fixed con- 
densers, resistances, volume controls, power 
transformers, audio transformers and filter 
chokes. The very complete specifications of 
all the parts will be appreciated by Service 
Men, as they el' ate costly guesswork and 
uncertainty in replacement work. Polymet 
Manufacturing Corporation. 

27. DrmuIER CONDENSERS. The name Du- 
biller being synonomous with condensers in 
the minds of many people, the latest catalog 
of Duhilier condensers is sure to he of 
interest to all classes of radio users. This 
16 -page booklet describes the entire line of 
receiving condensers and tells something of 
the historical background of the company. 
The special service kit and replacement 
units are recommended to the attention of 

On this page are listed booklets, 
catalogs, pamphlets, etc., of Manufac- 
turers, Schools, Institutions, and other 
organizations, which may be of inter- 
est to readers of RADIO- CRAFT. The 
list is revised each month, and it will 
be kept as up -to -date and accurate as 

possible. In all cases the literature 
has been selected because of the valu- 
able information which the books con- 
tain. If you are interested in subjects 
not listed on this page, write us and 
we will try to serve you. 

This Service is absolutely free to 
all Readers of RADIO -CRAFT. 

Fill in and mail the coupon below; 
make sure that your name and address 
are included and are plainly written. 
Order by number only. 

service 1en. Included with the catalog is 
n instructive teelnicaul article dealing wit n 

lectrol-tie condensers. Ihlbilier Condenser 
Corporation. 

28. HAM ?t. %RI.tND PRECISION PRODUCTS. 
Midget variable condensers and their num- 
erous applications in short -wave and broad- 
cast receivers are discussed in a folder 
accompanying the c píete catalog of IIant- 
marlund c,niable condensers and coils. Some 
excellent circuit kinks are given. 'l'he enta- 
log contains din wnsional drawings of the 
popular Ila iumarinnd midgets which may 
be of assistance to constructors designing 
small receivers. Ilanu)IIritual Manufactur- 
ing Company, Inc. 

29. HEI. SPECIFICATIONS. 'There is much in 
this catalog to interest the transmitting ama- 
teur. High -grade transmitters ranging in 
power rating from It) to 250 watts are de- 
scribed and illustrated, and several circuit 
diagrams given. Band- spreading short-wave 
receivers and many special accessories arc 
also included. For the noun who "rolls his 
own" there are coil forms and receptacles, 
hand -covering variable condensers, special 
tithe sockets, wavemeters, transmitting in- 
ductors and motor -generators. Radio En- 
gineering Laboratories. bar. 

r 
RADIO -CRAFT 
Readers Bureau 
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Please send me free of charge the fol - 
lowing booklets indicated by numbers in 
the published list above: 

No. 

Name 

.address 

('icy State 

--t 

30. L'xi'Enst). Micaorttnxes. Ca 
granule iiiitrnphones Of all types front 
midget "Baby" units to broadcasting studio 
models are described and their frequency 
response curves published in this interesting 
catalog. Thirteen diagrams show how 
single - and double- button "mikes" are used 
for different purposes. Other data are 
given on "mixers" and "faders" for com- 
binations of microphones and phonograph 
pick -ups, and for hooking "mikes" into 
radio receivers. Universal Microphone Com- 
pany, Ltd. 

31. B -f, SOUND MOTION PICTURE ltEcTo- 
PACS. A four -page folder describing several 
power packs designed to convert ordinary 
line A.C. to direct current for the opera- 
tion of sound- motion picture equipment of 
either the film or disc type. These units 
nuke use of dry metallic rectifiers rather 
than tube rectifiers of the gaseous type. 
11 -L Electric Manufacturing Company. 

:32. Btr) R.smno DEVICES. This is a handy 
and very complete catalog of radio parts 
and accessories for the Service Man and 
set constructor. 'l'he short -wave adapters 
and "police thrillers" in the front section 
are of particular interest to short -wave 
fans. Repbiceutent power transformers 
are listed in convenient reference forum, 
with their terminals (narked and num- 
bered for the assistance of Seri ice Men 
who use them in rapulir work. 11i,ó Radio, 
Inc. 

33. GARDNER ItADIO TRANSFORMER. This 
folder deals exclusively with power trans- 
formers and filter chokes coils for radio 
receivers and transmitters. Several dozen 
units are catalogued, and their input and 
output characteristics described. The avail- 
able models take care of practically any 
radio outfit, from the smallest to the largest. 
Gardner Electric Manufacturing Company. 

34. MACY- Expo xl :Nrl.%I. HORNS. Micro- 
phones, voice amplifiers. loud speakers, 
horns and other equipment for public ad- 
dress systems are illustrated and described 
in this catalog, which is ranched for use 
in at standard three -ring, loose -leaf hinder. 
31acy Manufacturing Corporation. 

35. SIIrRE CONDENSER MICROPHONE. A 
very complete description of a high -grade 
microphone of the condenser type, designed 
for radio broadcasting, sound recording. 
Itblic address tond sound measurement pur- 
poses. 'l'he frequency response of the 
strument is said to he comparatively flat 
front 40 to 10,000 cycles. Shure Brothers 
Company. 

36. INSTALLING SHIELDED LEAD-IN WIRF.. 
In locations where interference from out- 
side sources is unusually had, the use of 
a high aerial with a shielded lead -in helps 
alleviate the trouble considerably. This 
folder discusses the problem and tells the 
correct methods of installing both the aerial 
and the lead -in. Belden Manufacturing 
Company. 
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Whatever 
yo(fl'HOBBY! 
you'll find it in 

25c 
The 
Copy 

E R Y D A Y 

Science and 
me'fltC` 

l_ r_=..--- , . 
tee' t..w. w.r, 

4 -Color Cover 
Over 450 Illustrations 

96 Papes -912 Inches 

M R. 11C'GO GEIINSRACK's latest magazine con - 
tains the moot important awl recent develop- 
ments in Science, Mechanics, Radio, Teley isiun, 

Aviation and Chemistry. For everyone, regardless 
of age, EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS 
will be towel to be useful and instructive. Thoroughly 
illustrated with scientific events from all parts of the 
world, and helpful to thousands of high school, uni- 
versity students and instructors who wish to advance 
their scientific knowledge. 

Many excellent paces for the home workshop man 
who finds pleasure in building things; experiments 
in electricity, chemistry and formulas of all kinds. 

Just to Mention a Few Departments 
LATEST INVENTIONS 
AEROMECHANICS 
SHOP KINKS 
TELEVISION 
EXPERIMENTS 
FORMULAS 
CHEMISTRY 
WOOD AND METAL CRAFTS 
RADIO KINKS 

AND OTHERS 

Special Offer! 

8 Months for $1.00 
ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 

Mail Coupon Now! 
EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS 
100 Park Place, New York, N. Y. RC -5 

I enclose herewith One Dollar for which you are 
to enter my subscription to EVF:IIYDAY SCIENCE 
AND DIECIIANI('S for the next Eight Months. 

Name 

Address 

City- State 

CRAFTSMAN'S FORUM 
((bai ill fll'll yell, OOfle 974i 

veloped further. and work started at n much 
earlier date. it is probable dint any ono n( 
the three would have coatis i red patentable 
(ratines! As it is. several similar instrument.. 
now in laboratories, will he put on the market 
in a short time: at least two of these will 
incorporate the buzzer idea. shown in a gen- 
eral way in Fig. 214 It is interesting to no.e 
that by using T as n transformer with n 

secondary potential of about 110 volts. it 
becomes possible to operate a standard 110 
volt A.t'. receiver: rectifier VI. the choke. and 
the condensers are then unneeded.- Technics( 
Editor. l 

CONCERNING "UNEXPLORED 
RADIO" 

Editor. It.tnto- ('tt.tFr: 
I was glut] co see in the March RADIO- CRAFT 

your editorial mentioning the erysta 1, This 
depression has stimulated Interest in this 
"natarnl deteetur." inure (here in the country 
where I liver than there was in 1922 when 
I built the prize-winning "Radio Gent" (intuit. 
described in "Radio News" magazine. as any 
first set. and could. on occasion, hear n s:a t inn 
in San Francisco. 41)0 miles. 

I think you were too modest in placing the 
crystal rnnge nt only 100 miles, On coy new 
DX crystal set. I have In the last tin months 
received KF I. Los Angeles. distance 750 miles. 
with good hrndpl volume nn nn average 
of 5 nights a week ; and at least hear them 
every night. I also hear KNX nbout three Inc 

four nights a week: KSI,. ICOO milest. the 
same as KG \y 1120 miles t, daylight every tiny 
and many others. Inlwnys several each night 1. 

Also, I hisve heard NEIL. Mexico. a this 
winter I1.570 miles l . I have had KI'I on two 
separate nights on n speaker so loud its to 
hr nnderstuo l anywhere in n I0 x 14 ft. room ; 

crystal only. Ino extra power amplification ; 

1 used n fin I,luin unit and an expunentia I horn. 
Alan tut ve had KOAC. 1000 wntls, un a spec ker. 
audible 10 feet in line of horn: (distance 40 
nu l.'a ,. daylight. too! 

A friend duplicates these dirt nn res with 
another ery'stal set In Eugene. 

.1. M. ND:Ifaw.tNDESR 
Route 1. Har 259. F.'u !Mlle , Ore. 

I.ks pointed out by Mr. Gernsbnek. in the 
editorial to which our correspondent refers, 
the axon/ range of n crystal is only about 15 
to 25 miles. yet under certain conditions this 
may be extended to 300 mires. It is quite 
natural to suppose that mldo still Other con- 
ditions all of the elements necessary to long- 
distance reception would. infrequently% conspire 
to hang up a nice. long air -miles range of 
reception from a certain group mf stations. It 
1s evident that Air. Nighswander huts given 
xrepttwnnl n ttention to the problem of ubtahr- 
ing the last hit of sensitivity from crys al 
detectors. since lie has been working with them 
for over ten yen rs. Ile is certainly to be con- 
gratulated in having obtained such ream rkablc 
results from "ye olde crystal. "- Tcchnien( 
Edilnr). 

INDEXES 
Editor. I {.tnlo -Cis. i r : 

here Is n suggestion which I am sure will 
be welrnmed by Service Men, engineers. and 
anyone who has need of radio magazine articles 
for future reference. The suggeal Ion is to In- 
clude in ever} Issue a perforated table of con - 
tenth with st lckuni on the back, This would 
enable the reader to Ill(' away. In Ills own 
system of indexing. each article he desired ; 

service hints and helps should have a per- 
forated title for each hint. It would only 
be necessary to tear amt this Index along the 
perforations and paste It in his index -book. 
sera p -book. or what have you. 

Hoping this suggestion may be of value to 
you. I :un. II. W. M.st.tlsi'ItoM 
3511 F ;sal Grand. Ercrrtl, Wash. 

(As pointed out some Limo ago In this de- 
pa rtmen t. It is extremely difficult to index some 
of the departments. particularly. "Operating 
Notes." However. stronger deterrents are the 
regulations of the I'. S. Post Office Depart- 
ment. and the mechanics of magazine makeup. 
Admittedly. an extensive Index would interest 
many readers.-Technical Editor.) 

699 

ICO TESTER 
Tests All Tubes Accurately 

r1 

The MICO TUBE TESTER 1v an e.senOSl Instrument 
which even sort reman and dealer should hale. Its 
simplicity in operation makes It estr -near detrable for 
counter tube testing or as a portable tesvr for sen ice calls. 

The MICO 'renter employ. the use of a high inns lily 

u 

w ¡III .hazel! bearings. Pointer does not oscillate 
thus permitting quick and amorate readings. 

Atlraeli,e In appearance .nul weighs only 
Measure. 9" 

s COUNTER Model $9.95 Net to dealers and servicemen. 
PORTABLE Model $10.95 Net to dealers and servicemen. 
Upon reeipt of cheek, we will send tester for 3 days' 

trial and will refund money if not satisfactory. 

MADSEN INSTRUMENT CO. 
98R PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y. 

SERVICE MEN. 
YOUR RESISTOR PROBLEM SOLVED 

with the 

RADISTOR KIT 
CONTAINING EVERY 

Resistor That You Need! 
Always on Hand for Quick Ue 

Contains a Resistance Value for Any Service Job 
Twenty-four of the fine -t quality, 
1 watt, R. M. A. color coiled Carbon 
resistors that take rare uf in an tl al- 
b every replacement need. Kit Con- 
tain, one, each, of the following 
resistances: 100: 250: 400: 51111; 
amt: 1,000: 2,00e; ;:urn: 1.0n0; 
5,000; 5,000; hunt: 15.000; 20.000; 
25.000: 40.000: 50.nun: 0.nn0; 
75.000; 100,050: 250,000; 500,000; 
1,000.000: 2.090.0m) ohms. Ilan be 

hooked In parallel or serles to 
provide great range of resistances. 
GUARANTEED accurate toss litO 

In I0'', plus of minus. uuut 
of them are wi an 5,7 phis 
or umnus. l'hsr quality that 
Insures a first Blass repair 
job and a Satisfied enstnm- 
er. FREE COI.OR cunt: 
CHART !minded. .th.ays 

valuable to a sell iceman. 
Be sum to ref your $q$ 

No ohmmeter Is needed to 

ore nl m" New Free determine the slur of re- 

Wholesale sad to Sup net 51510 s. C R K .t T E S T 
ply Catalog. VALUE. Nothing ever be- 

fore orterd equals this 
value. You cannot afford to risk your reputation or waste 
your time using "old -lot" resistors when you can get 21 
of me very finest, select quality. carbon reslsors obtainable 
for only $2.75. 
1lare you order NOW. For the small purchase price of 
$2.75 you will revels e the finest kit of res lstors ever of- 
fered. At no extra cost to you we sili inrludr the t rei- 
sari slmnie formulas you nets! to find the value of rs+Lturs 
when hooked either in rallvi u srirs 

DON'T WAIT - SEND FOR THEM NOW t 

Order direct from this Advertisement: 
CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. / TheRADOLEK CO 'REIE 601 W. RAN DOIPH ST. .+\! CHICAGO. I I LL. 

\ / Pleasee send 
me RESISTOR 

KITS at $2.75 Net. Plus Postage. 
Copy New 1932 Serviceman's Wholesale Price 
Guide (Attach your professional card). 

Name 
Street 
City State 

THE RADOLEK COMPANY 
105 CANAL STATION CHICAGO, ILL. 
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fini RADIO -CRAFT May, 1932 

Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade 

The Hotels on this page are Patronized by the Radio Trade. 
Make them your Headquarters. 

1111 "AN ADDRESS Of DISTINCTION " 

r- 

yfd' Iék N ;t'; t 
i-,r q-` "q :, A e. St 

Unusual Facilities For Small Meetings Tool 
THE DRAKE . .. renowned for successful Conventions 'ilso provides 
facilities particularly adapted to small -group meetings. Special accommo- 
dations . . . in room arrangements . . an extra Conference Room 
without extra charge ... dining service fitted to your needs "md our 
experienced staff will relieve you of detail ... obtain reduced railroad rates ... plan 
registrations ... suitable entertainment, etc. 
Costs are moderate. Write for further 
information. 

4 "The Gathering Place 4. 

4. of 
Cosmopolitan New Yorkers." 

4. 
The RUSSIAN VILLAGE 

100 West 57th Street 
New York City 

Dining, Dancing, Russian and Gypsy 
Entertainment. 

LUNCH - TEA - DINNER 
No cover charge at any time. 

Broadcasting WOR Circle 7 -9434 

ti 

ti 
O 

: r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :v: Sfi 

THE SE AMATSOIVAL.. 

HOLLYWOOD r 
SWAY. at 4 8 " -ST. N .V. C. 

_? RESTAURANT ' 

N T & NW iREVUE 
Prellent e 

g 
ant! t. 

1411 
the gnat- 4 erta lnmrn. = e.t 

rid Iww seer wren. 
ray's Best Dinner 
$1.30 $1.75 $:.00 

AFTER 
THEATRE 

IN 

NO 

I'rires. , 
NO (OVER (HARE Wn 

í`a 

r r 

IDI?tIÇE 
HOTEL, CHICAGO 

Under Blackstone Management 

THE 
NEW 

FLANDERS 
THE HOMEY HOTEL 
Finest Hotel in Times Square 

Right in the Heart of Everything 
Times Square, 47th to 48th Sts. 

East of Broadway 
NEW YORK CITY 

Rooms with Private Bath 
1 person $1.50 

Rooms with Private Bath 
I persons 2.50 

Rooms with use of Bath 
I person 2.00 

Rooms with use of Bath 
2 persons 3.00 

Large Comfortable Suite -2 or 
3 people 5.00 

Special Weekly Rates 

FRED W. BIZEL, Resident Manager 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT! 
On pages 680 and 681 will be found a very important message telling 
cf the new RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY. Be sure to turn to these 
rages NOW and learn of the new and interesting books which are 

being published. 

IFI Index to Advertisers 

All American Service 
Amperite Corporation 
Arco Tube Company 

A 
682 
Ctlb 
691 

II 
Blatt the Radio Man, Inc. 696 

C 
Cable Radio Tube Corp. Inside front cover 
Central Radio Laboratories 693 
Chemical institute of N. Y. 686 
Clarostat Mfg. Company 684 
Classified Section 696 
Compo Mfg. Company 646 
Coyne Electrical School 643 
Crosley Radio Corporation 691 

D 
Drake Hotel 700 
Dubilier Condenser Corp. 686 

E 
Electrad, Inc. 688 

F 
Flanders Hotel 700 
Forde., Jr., David L. 6% 

G 
Gernsback Corp., S. 684 
Grant Radio Laboratories 688 
Grenpark Company 701 

H 
Harrison Radio Company 688 
Hollywood Restaurant 701 
Hoodwin Company, Chas. 682 

International Resistance Co. 683 

JMP Mfg. Company 
1 

694 
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. 689 

L 
Legion Radio Mfg. Co. 647 
Lincoln Radio Corp. Back cover 
Luxtron Devices Company 684 
Lynch Mfg. Company 684 

Me 
McGraw-Hill Book Company 697 

x 
Midwest Radio Corp. 648 
Miles Mfg. Company 686 

N 
National Jobbing & Export Co. 686, 688 
National Radin Institute 704 
National Union Radio Corp. 687 

p 
Police Lowwave Laboratories 6% 
Polymet Mfg. Co. 692 
Popular Book Corp. 688. 694 
Press Guild, Inc. 690, 694 

R 
Radex Press 694 
Radio Technical Pub. Co. 682 
Radio Trading Company 703 
Radio Training Assoc. of America . 641 
Radolek Company 690 
RCA Institutes, inc. 685 
Readrite Meter works .......... ..... . 605 
Malcom Ross 6 °., 
Roth Press (5)2 
Russian Village 700 

S 
Scott Radio Labs. Inc., E. H. 645 
Silver -Marshall, Inc. 679 

T 
Taussig, Leo 648 
Tilton Mfg. Company 646 
Triad Mfg. Company Inside back cover 

II 
United Radio Laboratories 696 
Universal Microphone Co. 696 

(while every precaution is taken to insure accuracy. 
we cannot guarantee against the possibility of an 
occasional change or omission in the preparation of 
this index.) 
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$100,000 SPEAKER SALE! 
Included in this tremendous speaker sale are the products 
manufactured by leading speaker makers. Every speaker is 
brand new and shipped in original factory sealed cartons. 
They are sold far below their regular list price because they 
were bought in exceedingly large quantities and our purchase 
price permits us to give you the benefit of low cost. 

JENSEN 
Dry $14 95 Dry Rectifier 
A.C.0 Jr. 

$12.95 Audi[ Tub.. 
Rect. 
A.C. -D.15 
Concert Jr. 
ruhe Iteri.... s50 
D.9 -2500 (-tint 
IF.C. $7.50 eicht ]/ 
D.7 -2500 01-IM 
1 .C. p 
Field 8.50 
0.15 -Midget Cann -. -rt ir. 
2 Oft 0 II \1S $4.75 

BALDWIN 

DUO MAGNETIC 

$3.95 
$3.95 

Duo Magnetic Speaker 
Duo Inductor Dynamic 

Chassis .. 
Similar to 1:irrand 

ROLA 
A. C. Models 
Model 0 -90 -C A.C. using 
280 Rect. $9.95 
Model K. Midget A.C. using p 
280 Rect. - ._..._ _. $8.50 
D. C. Models 
500 ohm 

Q 
P.P. Output Trans. / 4. 25 

1000 ohm P.P. Output Trans. 
2500 ohm Single Pentode. Each 
2500 ohm Push Pull 23S. Model 
1000 ohm Single 23S. 
1800 ohm Single Pentode 300 ohm Tap 

for Bias. 

A. C. wing 280 $7.50 Tube Rect. 

n. C. 2500 
lt II M-uii 
tolt. 
D. C. 2500 
Volts Field 
1 -s Stand 

$5.50 
5I uu 

$4.00 
D. C. 2500 ii u i n n 
Volts Field Lex- 
Output Trans. $3.25 

SANGAMO TRANS- 
FORMERS 

aga iee tia tt.fmiiii..rs are of- 
,I to the public for the first 

at these reduced prices. 
uiga ino A. X. Audio 

Transformer. 
Price $1.75 
Sangamo P,. X 
Tito u.s foro ier. 
Price 

pp Input 

$1.95 
Sangnom Ii. S pp (nit- 
put Transfori r. 

Price $1.95 

Do Not Write For Catalog! 
All offers are F.O.B. New York. and subject to prior 
sale. Terms: A deposit of 20% is required with 
every order. Balance may be paid on delivery. Or, 
deduct 2% if full amount is sent with order. L 

HEADQUARTERS 

for 

Materials and Parts 

for building 

Treasure 
Locators 

Radio. Audio. Ground Potential meas- 
urements. Hughes Induction Balances and 
other types. 

Oscillators and amplifying systems are 
included. 

We can supply all materials needed for 
building and operation of any of the recog- 
ni:ed treasure finders. 

WITH this apparatus you can locate 
buried treasures. metal war relics, 

mineral deposits, subterranean water veins, 
buried gas and water pipes. and lost out- 
board motors, tools and treasures sunken 
in water. 

Write for our pamphlet (price 1Ocl 
giving instructions on how to assemble 
parts for building treasure finders. Parts 
list and prices included. 

GRENPARK COMPANY 
245 Greenwich Street. New York, N. Y. 

Mail 
Coupon 

TODAY! 

I t.lit. Itt ' 

El uolosed find 10c for which kindly send me pamphlet 
ou the building of Treasure Finders. 

Naue: . 

Address: 

State: ... --.- 

GRENPARK CO., Dept. R. C., 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Build Your 
CUSTOMERS 
',Revolutionary 

STENODE 

Mode in England 

None genuine 
without the 
inventor's sig- 
nature. 

STENODE selectivity 
curve makes 10KC selec- 
tivity, so- called, look like 
broad tuning. 

STENODE selectivity is 

compared, at left, to that 
of ordinary receivers. All 
background noise is con- 
tained in outer curve. 
Stenodé s curve, shaded, 
contains but 1 -10 the 
total noise. 

STENOTUBE. Only one 
required in each Stenode. 
This heart of the Stenode 
circuit consists of a quartz 
crystal ground to 1 75KC 
frequency and mounted in 
tube form for easy hand- 
ling. Standard UX socket 
base. Price $15. 

The Receiver That Is 

NOISE FREE 
on SHORT WAVES 

or BROADCAST 
A STENODE demonstration will create more new custom set 
prospects than any radio receiver ever did before. People 
listen in amazement when they hear stations free of back- 
ground noises and absolute silence between stations. When 
you tune out heterodynes and whistles and stations STAY IN 
strong and crystal clear, owners of all other sets gasp in aston- 
ishment. The former chief of wireless research of the British 
Royal Air Force, Dr. James Robinson has given an entirely 
new principal to radio in STENODE. 

By the STENODE principal the highest selectivity ever attained 
as well as unprecedented tonal range is now made possible. 
All engineers agree that it is impossible with ordinary super - 
heterodynes. 

STENODE amplifies signals most and static least. That's why 
YOU want to build an 11 tube STENODE to work with a 
SHORT WAVE adapter when it is not used to log and listen 
with enjoyment to more broadcasters than can be heard on 
any other type of radio. STENODE selectivity is 5 to 1 greater 
than that of so called 10KC Supers. The noise does not et in 
along with the high audio frequencies, and the STENODE re- 
produces perfectly higher frequencies than ever heard on any 
other receiver giving 

500% BETTER SELECTIVITY 
1000% MORE FREEDOM FROM NOISE 

INFINITELY BETTER QUALITY 

\ DIRECTION 

PO( 
STEO _ODE 

: 

9 Blue Prints - Data Book - Direction Book Now $5 
Increased demand for Stenode Data Book, Instruction 
already sent in full price will receive our check for $5. 
come solely from Royalties paid us by our licensees. 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 
99 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed find 1l Money Order, Check, for 
$ . Please forward me _] STENOTUBE, 
0 BLUE PRINTS, DATA BOOK and DIREC- 
TION BOOK For building STENODE. 
(Mika ail cheats plato ta hernia... P..n.ations, Inc) 
Name 

Street 

City !Ttotr 

Book and Blue Prints permits our cutting former price in half. Those who have 
We are not interested in making profit from our engineering service. Our profits 

The STENODE opens up new fields For short-wave and tele- 
vision work, as well as broadcasting. ull details of all sorts 
of applications are given in the STENODE Data Book. Nine 
full -sized diagrams show where to place every part. How to 
make every connection is clearly told in STENODE Book of 
Directions. Your finished STENODE will put you into a new 
field of radio. Fill in and mail the coupon with your money 
order for the biggest value ever offered custom set builders. 

S T E N O D E CORP. O F A M E R I C A 
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 

98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 
SOLE SELLING AGENTS 

IF IT ISN'T A STENODE IT ISN'T A MODERN RECEIVER 
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MAY SPECIALS ! ! 
NOTICE our important New departure in announcing Special 

values. Every month we will show on this page certain STAR * 
items, which are NOT LISTED IN OUR CATALOG. These are all 
specials of which the quantities on hand are not sufficient to cata- 
log them. Once sold out, no more can be hull. 

STOP SHOPPING. The lowest prices are right on this page. 
No one undersells us. We meet any price on ANY NEW Mer- 
chandise. Order direct front this page and save money. 100% 
satisfaction on every transaction. Take advantage of these special 
offers. ORDER NOW, TODAY. 

NEW! 
"LITTLE 
GIANT" 

DYNAMIC 
SPEAK ER 

Ipal .till Ír o: amyl 

the siralu of kin 
output lamer toles. 
ev e r 

I 

a anufa,9urrd. 
Suitable for use in midget. portable utid 

, mmonubl le recelters. Stensores but 6'j In. 
,.5g toter-all, tondos a pz ia. dlapowgin 
Ind n,dghing but t Ils. Tho "1.111k Giant" 

u,aur test, actually flooded a W11411 0111 

aparinanl alti, faitl,fnll reproduced marc 
nd sinnally original tone quality. Field 
,tin,tug has a l'esistauar of 2300 ohms and 

y therefore lie on rgized by using it as a 
';lier tunke in the l'. w,r pack. thereby serv- 
o. a double pop. -e, This last feature 
yokes the "Little Giant" excellently suited 

6'r portable A.1', sets, sinrr It dots away 

`,ilk 
filter chokes and thus with ,onside, 

dole weight. Enulpprd with builthl output 
surfernur tu tuvk 'roan arts standard ont- 

roll ordering, 
Litt Price 36.50. 

No. 154'1. LITTLE GIANT DY. $2.50 NAMIC SPEAKER.. Your Price *Pb a7 

*UTAH A.C. DYN .\ \I IC 
SPEAKER -Only a l's -\, Left 
IIn -nla, GO.iTcle 
5.1'. light socket 

sol;ply for field 
srllatlnn wit it 

nestinghouse dry 
s c lfler. 
,tIn. high. 95,4 
in. wide, 715 In. 
d e e p. Speaker 
onoes I;aktd in 

nulen crate. 
'V, iglll 15 Ihs, It 

one of t host paaerful as 
as a host re- 

( 

r nlarn in the market, 9 -loth d 

List Price. $50.00. 
Na, S P. 1506 -Your Special Price 

ä7s45 

*FARADON 4 -MFD. FILTER 
]_ CONDENSER 

lier. Is just the 
uer es f a r nstructing 
I alise inters. In e111110 entes 

'.nal,msrr 
connected 

across the lint. or Itistni 
mom .call be sufficient. i lnsv- 

I 

u nu ust ranerelal 
litters there are two i 

leasers "kneeled In ser- 
ies: Ii e r colter -tap bring 
grounded and the two re- 
llrlluire I e a J s connected 

:oercss the light line or the interference- 
rolocing apparatus. Put up In a mat. 

l;bw'k- eusualed rase with II 1 lugs for 
,uldering n ocra ins. 2" high N 31y ill x 2'4" Ideep. \Cork Potential tential can 

'Ils 15,c. . Ship. sel, r, IL,. List Price $7.50. 
No. S.P. 9062- Faradon 4 MM. $1.50 

Filter Condenser. Your Price 

World -Wide Short -Wave Set 
NOT A CONVERTER 

NEW .\ perfect radio 
bort -wave ver 
nor we bensrmu 19 
pnd "m, meters. To 
ot Into operation. 

connect antenna, 
nul, 1't- volt ''li'' 

nd to N.. 1; dry 
yell ".k" batteries, 
and headpuunts to 
1;w fasts prnided, 
clog in a type '30 
tubr, and tune In! 

Ti \ hz.r /1101ís cir- 
copl n ase 

I 

r 
p,sei- 

I 1 -oil single-winding plug -in design. 
'I tittle instrument has Ille eatlie sensitiv- 
,ts alp big, shielded .ahuri -.save ren'elu- ting non times much, A power t,;plili;'r m,,y be nJdrds for ally degree of 
tnhnae, Complete with 4 ping -lu co11s, lite line \ernler dial fur precision tunll,e. 
Never has a Ant class ehortwave set sold 
for se little money. This short -stave e set 

res 31 stil In. Sligo;. over all. Ship. 
t,'issuht, a Ru` List price. $12.30. 
No- 1666- WOrldWide S.W Set. $6.25 Your Price W 

NEW ! NEW 
SYNCHROMAT.IC ELECTRIC 

CLOCK 
Never was such a first 
class electric lips k sold 
al such I rioliculump' love 
Prier f to electrie clock 
using the famous aya- 

h r o m at ic movement. 
Naval observatory l limo 
right from your ll : :ht 
socket! No spring to 
hind, nu batteries. St'a,r 
nut of order. l.ubrica it'll for a life-t ilia a 
he fn,'tsa). Tile entire Interment with its 

'alahs- ruatiwled dial and artistic nnnbering 
It' uu'lostd In a do -t ltn,f and si nikpn,ot 

uulur molded llakc:ite c TIM. rase is 
if walnut -brnat lui to 1.11 simple but 

,- aching design. For 110 volts, 60 eyrie A.C. 
operations only. i'nrnhdrle uit1l eon! and at. 
tachment pun;:. Haze :4 4 "sl1r "s1 , ". \Celcln 
1 lb, Service men slot sell these thee clocks 
'uy the hnudrels lb the ticst is /onr locality 
to handle therm. 

List Price $3.00. 
No. 1689- Synchromatic Electric $1.00 Clock. Your Price 

NEW RESONANCE TUNING 
METERS 

This ingenious desire INDI- 
CATES VISUALLY often a 
station is exam thy tined -hl- 
on- the -Jot," Havener Is tuned 
to Its ttttt critical resonance 
paint for ally given .statlon 
when needle swings to farth- 
est position. Serviretnen profit 
by Installing these meters in 
sets which are not so equipped, 
Dave only vcales and pointers visible through 
an escutcheon plate. Used in new Strom- 
snore llt ,lun sets. 

EXCELLENT TUNING DEVICE FOR 
SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS. The eslreuwly 
sharp toning short -w air station, are cent 
xsil- detected h) this visual hill, moor alter, 

We ear usually misses them, Easily Installed 
un any receiver by plating it in .aerie, with 
GI,. plate of the Iowa tube, Shipping at, 

lb. Avail:Ode in tso, .lies. 
TM -t03 -I llhlslratedl Enamel finishe,I dial- 

lighted from that side of the ease our 1,11 

1;p of Ile 
TM -100 - Translucent dial- Ilglned front 

nod. Your Price 
List Price $1.50. $.90 

Escutcheon Plate $ 25 extra 
Pilot ulkt and bracket , 10 extra 

FREE 76 Page Radio Treatise No. 24 

100 New Hook -Ups. etc. 
675 Illustrations. 

The new Winter edition of our 14A1510 SERVICE 
'IItE 'rlsE, rniee Ire large as no farmer one. kas 
Just OR tilt' fn's,, It I is tarsi tissu rho 
tree t'II bask in print NI/'f .11'ST A CATALOG 
It r d :ins a large editorial section- a veritable 
hook t in itself -a'llh valuable infornaiou NOT 
FOUND ANYWHERE ELSE. Among tle u eolith 
of new terWdcat information listel in the editorial 
section, are the fullouilu: 15:12 loomplut,' Itadlo- 
Iron Characteristics SHORT-WAVE TUNERS and 
PHONO- PICKUPS,- t'ol,,true0nnal Data of SER- 
VICEMEN'S TEST OSCILLATOR -ALL ABOUT 
TONE CONTROLS -SHORWAVE ADAPTERS 
AND CONVERTERS - CONSTRUCTING A '- 
TUBE SUPER -HET SHORTWAVE CONVERTER. 
-MODERNIZING OLD RADIO SETS,- LATEST 
TYPE MULTI -MU AND PENTODE TUBES- 
ALL ABOUT DC RECEIVERS. -VACUUM TUBES 
TREATISE. -A reI dozens of 111,W null. estri- wlll. hblm to Servleunien, taltiahle alles of use- 
ful data rte_ ate. 

This honk Is not jest another catalog but a 
veritable mint of ratio Information isi,kh will be 
of Iulinite anti everlasting salut tu you. 

WRITE TODAY, Enclose 2 cents for postage. 
Treatise sent by return mail. 

6 MONTHS GUARANTEED NEONTRON TUBES 
Sold ,.11 a 6 MONTHS FREE REPLACEMENT IS l'.\R,\NTF,I 
IL\SIH. PROVIDINI: TUBS; LIMITS! .ill tunes at' carefully 
meter tested before shipmmenl, and carefl fly packed Do not 
confuse these 111OII QUALITY tubes with an) other "low 
priced" tunes -oar lore peines are possible heea'Iri ae do 
VOLUME business! NEW 

Ctnlee C2nino 
230 217 
231 I 217 
232 235 

236.37 
,11 

Choice I CIIOice&f Choke Choice 
226 1112-\ 245 2 
227 00,\ -1!19X 280 210 
171A I9tl'V -120 171 210 
201A 

1 

224 281 

60e ea. i 69c ea. 70c ea. 
1 

1.58 ea. 1.08 ea. 
1 

1.08 ea, 

R.C.A. LICENSED TRIAD AND PERRYMAN TUBES 
These nationally ads erI irai tubes are gua riuteed l'Nu' iN IuI'rhIIN ALLY for six months, 
The prices are slightly higher than our SEON'l'RONS because tueee tubes are of timely 
better qualiy. See listing abate for tube numbers. 

Choke I Choice I Choate I t'hnlne 
I 

Choie, 
I Chance 

Prise I Price 
I 

Pries I Prise 
I Prise I Price 

63c I ale I 75e I $1.76 I $1.15 31.15 

*Ii P0ROX" 
2- VOL;I' STORAGE CELL 

S AmpereHours -For 2 -Volt Tubes 
tune such unit will light 
a two -volt battery tube 

-i for 75 hours continuously. 
Will handle tsar volt 
tubes for :t3 hours ear. 
Plat up in a transparent 

mgoslt hnl container Stith 
two non-corroding I 

pals clearly narked am 
to 

polarity. Easily recharged 
either directly fnnn a'l In 
volt D.C. lino in series 
onto a 10 watt electric 
light Iloilo or fraud an "A" 
eliminator in series with 

a 12 oho 2 rat resistor. Excellent for s 

ao In any rinti It ewirbu a stead 
u 

y wt' r,e of 
current. 3" wile I" high x va - thick. 
In -true Inns inri Ided. Ship. at. 2 Ibs, 

Li t Price $4,50 
No. SP. 9060 -Poros 2 Volt Storage $.80 

Cell. Your Price _ _ . ... 

* 6 -VOLT BATTERY PHONO- 
MOTOR 

At last n REAL 
battery motor-. 
designed espe 
all' to tong floe 
needs of semi. 
portable a n d 
portable ad. 

dress .t.tein- r,yuially Installations On 
nu Seidel . It still easily economic , ally 
uprntr tlaun I cull m, 

ra, WPM' or the rquhrl, nl In dry cells. Drate very little 
current. The entire motor is flexibly pivn 
ell 'noon a r 

u 

n metal frame n is held taut 
at all lim,. try a ,onunusnlltug spring. thus asowing positive contact of the friction drive 
gear against Ilse inside rim of the turntable. 

This arrangement was designed to over- oot' the Wrets of bonitos and fare speri- hed 
by noosing noble's., , The actor is sold 

complete with 10 In. turntable. mount log ilallnn h d S !motor sle¡p of speed ,trine 
pow t alit- 10 ihs Lint Price, 315 00. 

No. SP9058 -6 Volt Battery $2.50 
Phone Motor. Your Pelee 

* VERSATILE I'ORTABLE 
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM 
Comprises Microphone. 
Loftin -White Ampli- fier and Dynamic 

Speaker. 
A recently 
inondent 
all -electric 
A.C. de- 
velopment 
incorporat- 
ing all tho 
DMus es 
1111 11 ad- 
vantages of 
tue direct -coupled 
Loftht- White Am- 
plifier principle. 

The amplifier is a high quality tau stage 
uavhlg Mime RADICALLY NEW IDEAS 

IN AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICA- 
TION and enUJnying 1 -'27, 1-'13 1^,t'.r 
IlIht and 1 -'80 full -usage rectifier. i' - . 

utarkably free from A.C. 1111111. 

The dt'lgn Is alai, able to a 

1.. md.'roplume, radis rra .1..; 

llaa an uudlslorted looser uLlput n 
aiety 3.1 walls; SUFFICIENT TO OPEir- 

ATE FROM 2 TO 3 ADDITIONAL DY 
NAMIC SPEAKERS. 

The 'astable address system 1a told COM- 
PLETE WITH THE NEW R.C.A,VICTOR 
HAND MICROPHONES---a sturdily 

l stringed luit ankh Si ill Si ¡Orland a lot a. 

rough handling. 
Put up in a single compact and perfrctl, 

1 alaneed carrying case. 1 - 

dutilized as a barre for 
ynamic speaker. C,.mplete o 
al a Merles the weight i may :f01' m1 and 

Sr rn0 eyelet, 111120 
r 

alla A.C. opera 
lion. Shipping aright 3.8 pounds. 

List Price, $75.00 
No. S,P,9063- Versatile Portable Address 
System, Your Price, complete $25.550 
with microphone W 

* R.C.A.- VICTOR HAND 
MICROPHONE 

Time most ruggedly enrlSlru,'t- 
e,l I Aral uternphune eter 
manufactured. There is not an- 
other of its kind that Is quite 
as sens it ire. Designed tspee. 
Jelly ber home recordons eel 
personal etltert altltlletlt, Re- 
quires pmt a 2 colt battery 
to ope . Easily , iiuneem'd Io 
alp rats or amplifier In a 

fete minutes This omit IS 

ntially single hotfoot 

rearhan 
microphone - a,ou.i- 

all' rettlereol lit a serin 
metal housing wh tell sertes the dual purports 
of protection and mdse shielding. Responds 
indiscriminately to sit speech and music 
frequencies. Ina, a high is r. 

r 
e.i.t:un 

and may therefor,. he able, directly 
arrose the grid .ml cath.,de of the doucher 
tube without employing a cooupling trans 
f c:m Solo! , Arm with 4 ft emotion., 
cable. Shinning we ieli, lao proud List 
Price. $10.00. 
No, S.P. 9064-R.C.A.-Victor $2.75 

Hand Macrenhone. Your price 

Screen Grid Cap Connectors 
Newest SCREEN r R I n 
l',\P, Small. neat In air 

¡roil ruggedly t 
' sinlll,',l, ,\ s ark n t essity 

111 sen ice s nk. Sold Dole 
In lots of 12 

' 
:r timn. Slip- 

s in:. u, I -ht 4 oz, 

No. 1672 -Screen Grid Cap Con- 
nector. Your price Dozen 

*Guaranteed 8 -Mfd. Electro- 
lytic Condensers 

.lndtelnusl' used in man)' parts of 
any R. F. or A.F. virgins, in ponter 
parks. In doleful,' speakers. they 
will perform miracles in eliminatini 
any trace of objectionable A.C. hum 

other uwidental disturhano.,'. 
These electrolytic or ndrnsers 
particularly recommended for 2,10 

p Mlle parks, when. the su rkin -! 
nonage of the antlered A.C. Is 800 
to t, duc eh clrulytl eauJensers in 
so les a ill stand up indetlnitels. 

Easily mounted through the Ili:. 
of a baymlef socket hase w'hlru Is 
equipped a ith a ''positive contact" 
spring, Tota ily shielded and pro - 
trtea by a copper p. Shipping 
rtelghl- I lb. List Price. $2.50. 
No. SP9054- Guaranteed 8 Mld, Elec. $.49 trolytic Condenser. Your Price.... 

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN- 
NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS TITAN $3.00. 

If C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20% 
remittance. which must accompany all orders. 

If full cash accompanies order, deduct 2% discount. 
Send money order -certified cheek -l'. S. stamps. 

Radio Trading Co. 
23 West Broadway 

New York, N. Y. 

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special 
prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our 
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains. 

Should you wish goods shipped by parcel poet, be 
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same. 
Any excess will be refunded. 
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IF you're in Radio now 
spare time orfull time - 

it will show you how 
my improved training 
can help you make 

ON more money 
you're not in Radio 

this book will show you how 
you can get in quickly ! 
Rallis continued development and 

new uses in Radio principles will open 
hundreds of new. good jobs for the well 
trained man. Broadcasting gin tioim. 
Itadin Dealers. Jobbers and NI:ueli:n- 
nIrlrs. Shipping Companies. AN iat 1.01. 
'l'a lking Movies. Ites111 Nil Idrbor:r on 
and many other sources of good je Pn 
employ men well trained in audio. Be- 
sides. there are almost unlimited oppor- 
tunities for a profitable spare -time Or 
full -time Radio business of your own. 
Nlanv have jumped from $25. $25. and 
$411 a week to $itl. $00. $75 and even 
$100 1111 II result Of taking my Course. 
:13- book proves this. 

I Will Train You Inexpensively 
At Home in Your Spare Time 
Hold your job until you are -ady for 

another. lave me part of vine spare 
tine. I will give you the training that 
has raised the salaries of hundreds of 
men. I send you home experimental molt- 
/ifs that show you how to do experi- 
ments. build test iug equipment +11111 

unke tests that make dear the 
principles of whatever branch of Madill 
von enter - and show you how to ser- 
ice practically every type of set made. 

Many Have Made $200 to $1,000 
In Spare Time While Learning 

day yon enroll I will give you iu- 
-trip1 ions. which you should master 
.1a hi.ly. for doing 2M Radio Jobs common 
iu west every neighborhood. Nearly 
,very one of the sixteen million Radio 
seats in use nerd $2 to $111 servicing n 
year. Get 50111P of this tanner for your - 
self. I will show you anew to do it. I 
will give you the plans and Ideas that 
have 11111110 $2110 to $101111 for ninny of 
my students while they are taking my 
ruarse brad their let Ives in my book. 

Find Out What Radio Offers You 
GET MY NEW FREE BOOR 

It tells you where the goal Radio jobs 
are- what they pay. how you can tit 
yourself right nt home in your spare 
time to get into Radio. It tells you about 
my iron -clad Money-Back Agreement and 
the alt ny 

Fi 
extra services and materials 

N. R. I. ves its students and graduates. 
It shows you what others who have 
taken my course have done -a ro making 
-what they think of it. There is no 
obligation. Send the coupon today. 

J. E. ;MITA 
President. National Radio Institute the 

who haa directed the le,me.gtudy man 
of mare en for the Radio In- 

duatrf than all, a other nun in America. 

A 

I Help You Specialize 
Through My Five 

New Advanced Courses 
My training not only gives you a thor- 
ough knowledge of Radio -all you need 
to get and hold a good job -but, in 
addition, you may take any one of my 
new advanced courses, without extra 
charge. They are: 

I. TELEVISION 
Theory and Practice 

2. AIRCRAFT RADIO 
3. BROADCASTING 

Commercial and Ship 
Radio Stations 

4. SOUND PICTURES AND 
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS 

S. ADVANCED RADIO SERVIC- 
ING AND MERCHANDISING 

"Rich Rewards in Radio" gives you an 
outline of these courses. Cet a copy. 
See how valuable this new idea in 
Home Study Training can be to you. 

7 Tears 
Previous Experience 

near 'I r. Smith : Before 
Inking tu 

1 

nrrse, I had 
bolted at Radio far of r 7 

Ma I realized I hilt 
needed better training to 

red In the !Ludo gaina 
t'ccn' han f the course has 
beta Ivry rear, teaching me 
,that. I eon III not hate 
learned othenelse. In 9 

oaths I niolo $:L í0o.- 
.1. Stegner. 25 S. San - 

dn.kr SI nel.uu Are. Ohio. 

Former Service Man 
Increased Salary 

"Dear Mr. Smith: I had been 
doing nervier work before tak- 
ing te 'nb d arin n hrapar of Fiel 
rn ineermr the Central Public 
Addre., System.. position I 
feel 1 n . well. ue to 
your thorough training. Con 

M eapeet.d te n 
about co53.600 tu 54 alla OIS ) R.1 
Learnt flan., L. St. LtOY Ìl1. 

have Viol. road my u. -w boll. gi, iu_ :m enliÌiu 
of National Radin Institute's improved training tu 
Radio? If gnu haven't, send for your ropy today 

-it's free. No natter what kind of a jolt yon 
may have in the Radio industry now. unless yon 
:ne at or near the top. I believe my training van 
help you get ahead -make still more money - -gel 

still better job. However. I'll let you deride 
Hint for yourself after you have rend my book- - 
Just let me show you what 1 1111 VP to offer. Many 
,abers in Itndio amateurs, spare -time and full-time 
.ervire men. Radio dealers. fans, custom set huihl- 
PIN- -1111 we found the way to narre prntit and eeeee 

Money through this course. You will find letters 
m I111'111 ill 1113' I k, 

See What I Offer Those Who Are Now 
or Who Want To Be Service Men 

\\'hile my 4191s0 tea ins poll for all important 
branches of Itndio - I and a ISO giving extensive, 
i horuugh, and practical information on servicing 
:II 1t every type of receiving set made. The ex- 
periments 1 show yon how to perform with the 11onue 
Experimental (Outfits I send you make learning at 
home easy, interesting, practical. This information 

.,t special help- -teal money -making value -to 
.,. who are now service men Or those W110 want 
he s1rvire mien. 'this part of my training. how - 

v r. is only of the IM features that I am 
offering men a11111 v g men who want tu get good 
jobs 1 the Radio industry -Or who are in Radio 
and want to 3111%11 11111. EV1111 thnngh you may have 

r,11 1,11 inGnnuthin nn my course before, unless 
cou have gotten my- newly revised book 1111 pb- 
iureel above. write to me again -Nee how N. R. I. 
huas grown and improved. tao. Hundreds of men 
in Radio owe their Suries a 10 las ̂ _ter income 111 

it. SuIl,l the ...upon today. 

J. E. SMITH, President, 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2EX, 
Washington, D. C. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute. Dept. 2 EX 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your free book. 
"Rich Rewards in Radio." I want the facts on 
the opportunities in Radio and your revised and 
improved course. I understand this does not obli- 
gate me and that no agent will call. 

Name 1./, 

Address 

City - -- -starr-- . - ---. 
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NEW 
Tubes and 

a NEW Service 
TUBE CHARACTERISTICS have a direct relation to TUBE LIFE. 
If the characteristics (Figures which indicate the actual condition of 
the tube and which are understood by your serviceman) of radio tubes 
are kept within certain limits, it is possible to tell very definitely, just how 
the tube will perform, when if is used in a normal manner. Tube Character- 
istics are somewhat like air -pressure in an automobile tire. Other things being 
equal, the life of a tire will depend on the air -pressure which is KEPT at a constant, 
pre -determined figure. With every CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBE, you get an 
ENGINEERING DATA CERTIFICATE, signed by a Triad Engineer, which 
shows the essential figures, for that particular tube. 

CERTIFIED TRIAD 
` TUBES 

ARE DOUBLE -CHECKED, 
AGED, AND 

Long experience has taught Triad Engineers that the characteristics of an ordinary tube 
may vary greatly, even with new tubes. Therefore CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES ARE AGED. 

They are also Double- checked: Once, when they are going through the production line 
and again, after a long period during which they are seasoned. The double- checking, 

which follows the aging process, insures against any changing of characteristics, after 
the tube has been made. This great care, in manufacturing makes it possible for the 

CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN to bring you tubes, which he knows will give you more 
satisfactory service. 

ARE SOLD BY CERTIFIED TRIAD 
SERVICEMEN EXCLUSIVELY 

After a thorough survey of all radio tube sales and an analysis of the reason 
for service calls, we have found that more than ever before, is the service- 

man being called upon for tube replacement and tube advice. We are 
thoroughly confident that there are thousands of intelligent servicemen, 

in all parts of the world, who understand the desirability of knowing 
just what the tube characteristics are, when the tube is put in your 

socket. Therefore, we are selecting and appointing CERTIFIED 
TRIAD SERVICEMEN in every corner of the globe, to enable 

you to get the performance you pay for. And we have 
decided to sell these special tubes through these reliable 

men, exclusively. 

TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO. 
TELEVISION MFG. CO. 

Pawtucket, R. I. 
Gentlemen: 

Plea, send n 
1P 

complete information about 
your t Nadel Plan fur servicemen. 

I hate bien a serviceman for years. 
I sell tubes per year. 

1 belong lo the 'eni,entan s 
. \+ swd at Inn. 

Naine 
Address 

State 
My letterhead or card 1< aneched. 
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Superpower 

insures 
VJorld- ZYide Performance- 
15T0 55O METERS-NO PLUGIN COILS 
If you have followed Lincoln's advertising. you will note we have never 
made statements of performunre of our receiver. Re have never 
claimed you can get foreign reception at all times as clear as u hell. 
As long us the atmosphere is used as a medium -subject to, its varied litions, anti as long as radio is limited to local interference and 
absorption, ALL RADIO EQUIPMENT is handicapped. 
Yet, in spite of these unavoidable conditions, Lincoln engineers hu.c 
for years been the recognized leaders, and Lincoln receivers have been 
used by Arctic explorers, designing engineers of broadcasting equip- ment, for reception of 'trews matter direct from the war r. of China 
and other special work where other receivers failed. 
Lincoln owners are getting the full benefits of Lincoln's Super Power. 
Lincoln receivers, the world over. are known for what they actually do -just ask the Lincoln owner. 

Super Power to Amplify Signals Not Heard 
on Ordinary Receivers 

If you have not heard a Lincoln, you have no cept ion of what 
high amplification will do. 'l'un. in a stati,... on any, tither receiver. 
tune in the same station on a Lincoln with egoal volume with regula- 
tion in low power then snap the high power switch, the tremendous 
blast of volume will startle you. This is what you must have to get 
weak signals with local volume. 

Every Continent Logged in 2 Hours, 11 Minutes 
QUO'fFa "Sunday n ruing, Mr. Hollister, I logged every continent 
in two hours and eleven minutes. At seven AM, VE2ME carne thru 
good, a few ntilutes later. GBU also Pontoise, France, und at seventy - 
thirty F11CD cante thru with fair volume. At nine AM, LSN 
Buenos Aires and at vin,' .'lever AM Rabat, Marroco, was tuned,-com- 
pletely the live continents." 

Extra Power Invaluable States Texas Owner 
\ recent letter received front o ...an w it 1. wide cxperi.uc. in all short- 
wave receiv ors slates: 'l'he gain is unbelievable to persons who have 
heard other SW receivers. I usually run any North American SW 
station I bear on local switch and have all of the reserve power for 
fishing on SW. Best of a11, sensitivity seems absolutely uniform on 
all frequencies which cannot be said for all receivers, in fact, no other 
SW I have tried. Believe me, that extra power is inv aluable in SW 
work if one holes to hear foreign stuff to amount to anything." 
This man is telling you just what to expect in Lincoln high powered 
receiver, Ile is verifying what Arctic explorers, broadcast engineers. 

no hundreds of Lincoln owners have paned without u question of a 
doubt. 
F the tr 1 jungles of Colombia. South America, comes the 
following report. "I take, pleasure in writing you that the Lincoln 
receiver ordered from you last December arrived in excellent order 
and that Tot trouble whatever was ex prienc.d in installation. It in 
giving the most wonderful recrpl ion and I wish to congratulate you 
on having produced a masterpiece. It brings in stations from extreme 
distances, with great volume and clarity, both American and Euro- 
pean. Have listened to V62M E Sidney, Australia, on Sundays with 
excellent volume which is sonnet hing around 6.110 miles distant from 
this point. It is without a doubt the finest buttery operated receiver 
to be had and again let nie express my appreciation for your prompt 
and careful attention to my order." 'Phis man is in the worst loco 
in the world near the equator where radio reception is ordinarily 
impossible. 
Built and actually tested an the air by competent engineers. 
Finished in beautiful highly polished silver nickel. 
You can own a high powered Limolit -they do not cost an much as 
you think. 
Write at once for new prices for demonstrator effective for the next 
thirty days. 

L I N C O L N (andMai1NOW! DE LUXE -SW -32 
LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 

Dept. RC -5, 329 S. Wood St., CHICAGO, ILL, 
Please send descriptive literature to NAME. 

ADDRESS CITY S'l' Y'I I; 
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